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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
INTRODUCTION 
It is certainly astounding that one of the moat popular 
works in operatic literatune, one which remains as the masterpiece 
'of French dramatic music in the nineteenth century, has not been 
.performed as the composer intended since its premiere over 
,seventy-five years ago.. Nevertheless, this is the case with 
i 
:Bizet's op~ra comique, Carmen. Dropped from the repertoire 
'I 
:after a moderately successful production at the Op~ra-Comique 
,in 1875, Carmen underwent a strange and thorough transformation 
:j 
i 
after Bizet's death; with recitatives by Ernest Guiraud, and 
·' 
'subject to the social pressures o.f:.:the pre-Victorian era, this 
opera swept the world shorn of its original characteristics., 
::Music W'as cut from the score, ballets from other works of Bizet 
ilwere introduced in a fashion which he would never have sanctioned, 
and the tone of the work was changed from op~ra comique to 
,:grand opera .. 
I 
I 
How is it possible that such a catastrophe could happen 
to music of this importance? Why did the work succeed in its 
,new form when it enjoyed only moderate popularity in the old? 
An analysis of the thirteen outstanding sources on Bizet 
·and Carmen consulted for this study reveals that only six, less 
than half, were aware that our present version of the opera 
,contains reci tatives which were written by Bizet • s friend~.and 
,colleague, Ernest Guiraud; moreover, this has never been 
:acknowledged in any printed score (most musicologists were 
::
1aware that the opera was first presented with spoken dialogue, 
I 
I· 
,'but some even missed this).. Of these six, four knew that there 
:·had once existed an aria .for Moral~s 31 and that the ballet music 
was a later insertion of Guiraud. These men, in order of' their 
1Writing, were Charles Pigotl (French), Edgar Istel2 (German), 
i 
,;Marc Delmas3 (French), and Winton Dean4 (English). Is tel was 
;! 
'not aware of a much-extended .fight between Jos~ and Escamillo 
' 
'iin Act III; only Delmas and Dean had located and seen the 
autograph score for there is no mention in other biographies 
of' additional sections which are not perfoHaed today and which 
''exist in this manuscript.. These two are apparently the only 
:ones aware of' the existence of a very early printing of Carmen 
:by the publisher Choudensg~ a very rare edition for it was 
1Withdrawn and replaced by the present score within several 
:!months., Delmas ll realizing the importance of the fight music 
·:referred to above, reprinted this section of' the early Choudens 
score in his book; both he and Dean regarded the Moral~s aria 
las irrelevant, dismissing it with but few words., One even 
doubts that Delmas looked at the autograph, although several 
pages are included in the illustrations of his biography; in 
; 
lno place does he mention the quantity of forgotten music which 
lthis manuscript contains. 
Winton Dean emerges as the only biographer to attempt to 
present Carmen from the standpoint of Bizet's original intentions. 
'Unf'ortunately, he refers , to very little of the forgotten music 
·1. Charle·s Pigot, Georges Bizet et Son Oeuvre, avec une let,tre 
pr~face d'Ernest Guiraud, l886ll 345 pp. 
2. Edgar Istel, Bizet und Ca~nen, Der Kunstler und Sein Werk, 
1927, 267 pp. 
3., Marc Delmas, Georges Bizet, 1930, 175 pp., 
4 .. Winton Dean, Bizet, 1948, 262iPP• 
ii 
iiwhich he regard.s as either trivial or cut by Bizet himself 
' 
'during the rehearsals of 1875 and 1875. Thus this incredible 
situation still exists; there is not on~ biography of Bizet or 
study of his music which attempts to re-create Carmen either in 
the form of its first performance or as it was first conceived. 
The following thesis is an attempt to remedy this situation. 
I am well aware that this cannot be the ultimate work upon 
Carmen, for there are still some sections of the score which 
were literally torn from the Autograph Manuscript and which have 
not yet been unearthed. However, it contains the first complete 
analysis of the music which was definitely performed in 1875 and: 
has since lain forgotten, and the first publication of those: 
pages from a score autographed by the composer himself. In 
addition, I have analyzed the r:1any cuts made in the Autograph, 
attempting to decipher the several hands which made them. It 
is certain that these cuts are not all by Bizet; some were made 
against his better judgement for various reasons suggested in 
this thesis.. In order that the reader may confirm this judgement., 
this uLknovm music appears for the first time in the Appendix td 
the paper .. 
11i 
I. H I S T 0 R Y OF CARMEN 
GEORGES BIZET AND HIS EARLY WORKS 
Alexander C6sar Leopold Bizet, always called Georges, was 
'born in Paris on October 25, 1838. He came of a slight musical 
:background, for his father taught singing and his mother was an 
:accomplished pianiste Georges' early skill in harmony and sol-
,fege was noticed by his parents, and at the age of nine years 
···he was entered in the Paris Conservatorye He was a pupil of 
Ma~tmontel (piano) and Zimme~an (composition); later he studied 
with Hal~vy {the composer, not the librettist) and with Gounod.l 
His talents developed rapidly for he was an apt pupile 
Jin 1849 at the age of eleven he won a prize in solfege; in 1851 
he was awarded the Second Piano Prize, and a year later, the First 
Piano Prize. He remained an accomplished pianist all his life, 
:even astounding Franz Liszt with his technical virtuosity and 
:ability to play difficult works at sight. He earned much of his 
livelihood in his later years by making piano reductions of opera 
scores, including those of Thomas, Saint-Sa3ns, and Hal6vy. In 
1854 the Second Prize for Fugue and Organ was his, in 1855 the 
1 First Prize for Fugue and Organ, in 1856 the Second Prix de Rome, 
:and in 1857 the First Prix de Rome.2 
At this time he had composed two one-act op~ra comiques 
1. It is a curious coincidence that Bizet married Hal~vy's 
daughter, and Gounod (who studied under Zimmerman) 
Zimme~an's. 
:2. Biographical material from Martin Cooper, Georges Bizet, 
1938.~~ p.2. 
1 
, Symphony in C major, and number of piano and vocal works. While 
he is remembered today only for his later operas f!!. Pecheurs £!. 
,Perles and~ Jolie Fille S! Perth, his opbra comiques Djamileh 
2 
and Carmen, and his incidental music to Daudet's drama L1 Arlesienne, 
, Bizet composed a number of pieces for orchestra, piano, and voice, 
including both duets and solos. He was not nearly as prolific 
a composer as others of his time, but this was in part due to 
the heavy demands of teaching, coaching, and arranging placed 
,. upon him by the economic burden of his .family, and in part due 
,. to his destroying many of his works which he felt were not of' 
:his best. 
·,· 
f DRAliATIC WORKS OF GEOHGJ_;s BIZETl 
"Nork Title and First Performance Source 
.-
:Op~ra-comique, La Maison du Docteur 
1 Act, performed ? 
II 
, Le Docteur Miracle 
1 Act, 9 April, 1857 
buff a, Don Procopio 
2 Acts, 10 March, 1906 
comique, L'Amour Peintre 
no performance 
, La Guzla de 1 1Emir 
1 Act, no performance 
Les Pecheurs de Perles. 
3 Acts, 36 ~ept., 1863. 
Ivan Le Terrible 
s.t~cts;-1952 
La Jolie Fille de Perth 
4 Acts, 26 Dec~, 1867 
La Coupe_ du Roi de Thule 
3 Acts, no performance 
Op~ra-comique, Gris~lidis 
3Acts, rio performance 
, Djamileh 
1 Act, 26 May, 1872 
M.S. at Conservatoire 
:M.s. at Conservatoire 
Vocal Score published 1905, 
M.S. at Conservatoire 
unfinished- destroyed 
destroyed 
V.S. published 1863 
unfinished, M.S. at 
Conservatoire 
Published 1952 
V.S. published 1868 
Fragment 
M.S. at Conservatoire 
unfinished- destroyed 
v.s. published 1872 
·Incidental music to L'Arl~sienne (drmaa) v.s. published 1872 
3 Acts, 1 Oct., 1872 
Op~ra, Don Rodrigo 
5 A~ts, no performance 
Op~ra-comique, Carmen 
4 Acts) 3 March, 1875 
U.'l"lfinished- fragmentary 
M.S. at Conservatoire 
v.s. published 1875 
Orchestra Score 
published 1880 (?) 
Second v.s. published 1875 
with recitatives 
----·-··- ~-------
1. This table lists only the works of Bizet that were completed 
or nearly-completed; for a full list see: Winton Dean, 
-=,£J2..• _Cit •.l? cJl.R• ~g8-?9;ko.;.c- -=-=ccc ~--· · -...... 1.-:c.. 
TIIE IiliRST PAHIS PERFORMANCE OF CARMEN 
Carmen was begun in 1873 while Djam:!:_leh was still being 
performed at the Op~ra-Comique. During the next two years Bizet 
was already thinking of Le Ciq (unfinished) and Saint_:Ge~evit!l:ve,' 
'an oratorio in 3 parts after Louis Gallet. His s~!nphonic over-
'ture, Patrie, was ready on February 15, 1874; at the sa~me time 
:i 
''the Concerts Colonna accepted a Petite _Sui:t;e d 10rchestre, the 
revision of an earlier piano work, Jeux d 1En.fants., 1 
That Bizet was in the habit of working very quickly when 
:\the occasion arose is attested in a letter to Paul Lacombe., 2 
j 
Here the composer mentions that he wrote the entire score of La 
, Jolie Fille de Perth in six months without abandoning his usual 
!vocational duties, and that he orchestrated Carmen without haste 
in sixty days. The latter feat could have been accomplished only 
!through Bizet's refusal to proceed with the final draft of a work 
ibefore all of the details were clear in his mind. 
The cast of ..Q..@~ was announced in September, 18743 in 
:the Parisian papers, and Bizet wrote that he expected the pre-
•miere to take place in November or December.4 All did not pro-
.• ceed smoothly at the rehearsals, however, for opyosi tion was 
encountered from every side., The manager of the Op~ra-Comique at 
.' 1. Delmas, Op. Cit., p. 33. 
2.. H. Imbert, Lettres In~di~es de Georges B:tzet, Letter iCKII, 
p. 194 • 
. 3., La Chronig,ue Musiqal.~ Vol. VI, September 15, 1874 .. 
'4. lrftbert, Op. Cit., Letter XXII, p. 194. 
4 
.that time, ivi., Camille du tocle, who was really responsible for 
the descision to produce Bizet's work, began to have inner 
quaverings on the subject matter of the opera. In order to 
prevent a scandal he attempted to have Bizet make changes to lessen 
the coarseness of the roles. His public opinion (expressed after 
the premiere) that this was "musique cochinchinoise, on n'y 
'comprend rien 11 ~ gave the performers courage to make further 
objections to the music.. The orchestra, accustomed to the 
routine scoring of Aubert, declared cex•tain passages were 
~nplayable; the chorus of women in the first act complained 
I 
about the impossibility of the music for the quarrel between 
'carmen and Ema.nueli ta. .. 2 Bizet demanded action on the part of the 
' 
' 
chorus; moving about the stage was a new experience for singers 
trained to stand in neat lines with all eyes focused on the 
conductor. 
Bizet refused to shorten the love duet in act II, refused 
again to break it into concrete musical sections which would 
permit applause to soften the effect of the situation and make it 
more palatable to the audience. Du Locle on his part protested 
against the entrance of the cigarette girls in groups of twos 
and threes; this was against the tradition of the house and 
could not be permitted. Some of the choristers became ill from 
'smoking at the rehearsals. 3 
1 .. 
. ,2 .. 
3 .. 
Galli-:Mari~, the first Carmen, refused to sine; the music 
Paul La.ndormy, Bizet, p. 35 .. 
Dean, 9p .. Cit., p .. 85 • 
Ibid .. , p .. 86. 
---,_ :_-":""~:-- -~;_-~-- ---::""7'_,,_._..=-~----
5 
·., 
composed for her entrance, and it was reported that Bizet 
re-wrote this section thirteen times.,l The tenor, Lh~rie, had 
'difficulty with different sections, even requiring the a capella 
entrance in the second act, 18 Dragon d 1Alcalan, to be accompanied 
. by the harmonium in order to sing on pitch. Vincent d'Indy tells 
of being asked by Bizet to perform this duty sometime after the 
first performance.2 
Even the libr.ettists Henry I~'leiJ.hac and Ludovic Hal~vy tried 
:·to eliminate some of the moral objections to the story., Against 
,: Bizet's wishes they softened down Galli-Mari~ 's interpretation 
of the role and Esca.millo's flirtations with the girls at LiJLlas 
iPastia's. This tavern of ill reputation was naturally one of 
the big fear•s of the writers» bu.t:. they wer·e unsuccessful in an 
: attempt to introduce ballet music into this scene., 3 
The rehearsals progressed slowly, however, and in ~ecember 
.it appeared that the work would be produced early the next year.4 
I 
i In February, 1875, it was announced that the premiere would be 
, on the 26th,5 but further delays pushed the date forward to March 3. 6 
f ;4. 
5., 
i 
: 6 .. 
I 
------ -----
Pigot, Op. Cit., pp. 233-234. This is probably an exaggeration. 
Delmas, Cp. Cit., pp. 45-46. 
De an , 0 p ,. Cit • , p ., 86 • 
La Chr0nl-1ue Musicale, Vol .. VI, December 15, 1874: "On 
r~p~te acti vement Carmen de :M. Bizet. '1 
Ibid .. 11 Vole VII, February 15, 1875: ncarmen, l 1 ouvl"age en 
trois a.ctes de :r:uvr. Meilhac, Hal~vy, et Bizet, est pr~t; la 
premi~re repr~sentation aura lieu S&nedi prochain, sauf 
contre-ordre. 11 
Ibid .. , Vole VII, Iv~arnh 1~ 1875: uApr~s un relache pour la 
dernif!re rf!p~tition:de ·Carmen:; l.~:prerni~re'reprli!:sentation • 
est fix~e au mercredi 3 mars.,'' 
6 
- j 
Hal~vy wrote the ~ollowing account to a ~riend on the day 
~ollowing the ~irst per~ormance: 
"The ~irst act went well. The entrance o~ Galli-Ma.ri6 \Yas 
appla.uded ••• Applause ~or the duet o~ Miea~la and Don Jos6. 
Splendid finish to this a.ct ••• a.pplause and recalls ••• a large 
number o~ people on the stage at the ~all o~ the curtain ••• 
Bizet surrounded and congratula.ted ••• The second act less 
fortunate. The opening very brilliant. The entrance o£ the 
toreador produced a great e~~ect. Then coldness ••• From that 
point Bizet departing more and more ~rom the traditional ~orm 
o~ the opera comique, the public was surprised, embarrassed, 
perplexed ••• Fewer people round Bizet during the interval. 
Felicitations less sincere, awkward, constrained. The cold• 
ness increased with the third act ••• the only applause on the 
part o~ the public was ~or the air o~ Mica~la, and air in the 
ancient classic style ••• Still fewer people on the stage. And 
after the ~ourth act, which was received with icy coldness 
from the beginning to the end, no one, save three or four 
.fa.ith~'ll.l ~riends o~ Bizet. They all had comforting words 
upon their lips, but sadness in their eyes. Carmen had not 
succeeded."l 
Vincent d~Indy tells of meeting Bizet at the organ class 
of "Papa" Franck0 One day Bizet announced that he had two tickets 
to the premiere of Carmen, and in the subsequent drawing, d'Indy 
and a friend won out. His account clashes ~th that of Hal6vy 
on several points: 
nA la. ~in du premier acta, Camille Benoit et moi-~me sortimes 
du th6~tre et gagnames. la. rue Favart, ofz Bizet ~a.isait les 
cent pas avec 11 6diteur Hartmann. Tous deux semblaient 
m~la.ncoliques et abattus.-- 1 Mes pauvres en~ants, r~pondit 
Bizet l nos timides 6loges~ vous 8tes vra.iment bien gentils, 
mais vos .f6lici tations seront sans doute les seu.ls que je 
recevrai durant cette soir6e. Je sens 1'6chec, je pr6vois 
le '.four' d6finitif et sans rem6de. Cette ~ois, je suis bien 
perdu. 1 
1). '~Las pronostics du. maitre ne se r6al1s6ront heureusement pas 
tout l-faito La. critique .fut acerbe, mais la ~oule eomprit. Quelques jours plus tard, nous revtmes Bizet l la classe du 
p6re Franck, complet6ment ras·s6r~n6. n2 
1. D.C. Parker, Georges Bizet, His Li~e and Works, P• 73. 
2. Delmas, O:p .. Cit .. , P0 45.. ---
7 
.Some o£ the critics took Bizet to taskc The more conservative 
among them rang the air with charges of Wagnerism, the label 
!applied to almost every other composer of the latter nineteenth 
century. The outstanding weapons of these men were as usual, the 
lack of melody, the accompaniment of the orchestra by the voice, 
and the breaking of traditions: 
rr!vl. Bizet appartient ! cette sects nouvelle dont la doctrine 
consists l vaporiser l'id6e musicale, au lieu de 1a reserrer 
dans les contours d6fin6s. Pour cette 6cole, dont M. Wagner 
est lWoracle, vague comme celui des chanes de Dodone, le 
motif est d6mod~, la melodie suran~e; le chant souffl& et 
domin~ par l'orchestre, ne doit ttreque son 6cho affaibli. 
Un tel systems do1t necessairement produire des oeuvres con-
fuses ... L' orchestration de Carmen abonde en combinaisons 
savants, en sonoritbs imprbvues et rares. Mais cette con-
currance excessive faite aux vois par les instruments est 
une des erreurs de 1'6cole nouvel~"l. 
8 
'~ous 6prouvons du regret l vois un compos1teur si pr6matur6-
ment doub se fourvoyer l la remorque du wagnbrisme stroph1ant.~2 
uLe coeur de M. Bizet, blasb par l' 6cole de la dissonance et de 
la recherche, a besoin de se refaire une virgin1t6 ••• cet 
opbra n'est ni sc6nique ni dramatique ••• Oe~n'est pas avec 
las dbtails d'orchestre, des finesses instrumentales qu'on 
peut exprimes musicalement les fureurs et les caprices de 
MllEh. Carmen. e .Nourri des succulences enharmoniques des 
chercheurs de la musique de 1 1 avenir~ Bizet s'est 6chauf6 
l'ime a ce regime qui tue le choeurt"3 
"M. Bizet appartient a 1'6cole du civet sans 116vre.n4 
Arthur Pougin in the Chronique Musicale liked Bizet's scor, 
but criticized the difficulty of certain music and the vulgarity 
of other: 
1. Criticism in the Mon!teur Universet=by Paul de Saint-Victor: 
Henr.y Gauthier-Villars, Bizet, PP• 116·117. 
2. Criticism in the Charivari b1 Pierre Viron: Ibid., pp. 117-118. 
3. Criticism in Le srecle by Oscar Cornettant: !b[![., P• 118. 
4. Criticism in Le Gaulo1s by Francois Oswald: tinaormy, Op.Cit, 
P• 36. 
Je eonstate tout d 9abord que sa partition, tr~s touffue et 
trbs importante, est barite dans le vrai ton de 1•op6ra comique, 
avec cette remarque que l'auteur n'a point voulu pour cela 
faire abstraction de son talent de s~nphoniste, at que cette 
prboccupation lila entr~inb par.fois un peu plus loin qu'il 
n•ent falluo D'autre part je trouve que M. Bizet n'a pas 
assez de souci de la nature et de la limite des voix, et que 
sa musique, .fort dif.ficile pour celles-ci, deviant parfois 
inchantable. A 1 1 appui de mon dire, je citerai certain choeur 
de femmes dont l'exbcution est en partie impossible, et le duo 
de Jos6 et Micha3la, dans lequel la partie de soprano est 
!crite sur un registre tellement &lev6 que l'auditeur ne peut 
plus absolument saisir un saul mot du texte. 
"Enfin et pour finir avec la critique, je reprocherai au com-
positeur de ne pas etre assez scrupuleux sur le choix de sea 
cantilenes, et de ne pas tenir assez ! la distinction de son 
dessein musical. Il est tel de ses motifs dont la vulgaritb 
est par trop ev1dente, et que n'est relevb que par la grace 
l'ingeniositb, le piquant et 1 1 impr6vu des accompagnements.Al 
F. de Lagenevais in the Revue aes Deux :M:ondes stated, "La 
.~blodie de M. Bizet produit sur moi 1 9ef.fet d'une de ces lumi&res 
qu'on place dans un globe de cristal opalis& .... n, while the 
critic in the Republique Frangaise deplored "11 absence de lumibre; 
musique demeurant d'un bout ! l'autre dans un teinte gris."2 
\ 
Some critics were more opt1~ist1c than the aforementioned~ 
There were some present who realized that the subject matter was 
of an unaccustomed and sometimes unpleasant nature to most of the 
Comique patrons, but that this should not condemn the work of 
Bizet in setting it to music. These men blamed the bulk of the 
failure on the inadequate and uns~npathetic libretto of Henry Mail-
hac and Ludovic Hal&vy: 
"Le defaut de ce livret, c 1 est- non pas d•3tre mal eonstruit, 
il est plein de talent, au contraire6 - c 1 est qu•aucun des personnages n'est intbrressant ••• 
1. La Chronique :Musical:-, ncritique par Arthur Pougin", Vol. VII 
-- 15 March '1875, PP• 279-280. 
2. Delmas, OE• Cit., P• 39. 
9 
"Toujours est-il que M. Bizet a voulu prendre la ton de 
l'Op!ra Comiqu.e et qu 1 il y a par.faitement r!uasi •• ., 
"Carmen fait honneur l M .. dtl Locle comma ! M .. Bizet., C1est 
une grande tentative e~ faveur de la jeune bcole~ et un 
musician de la valeur de M .. Bizet m&rita1it certainement cette preuve d' estime et de sympathie. tt 
"Mais Carmen n'est pas mortse, et, l l 80pbra-C6mique..t. on en 
a vu bien d•autres que sont revenues d'aussi loin."~ 
Other composers of the time were enthusiastic about the 
.work. Tschaikowsky predicted that it would became the moat 
popular opera in Europe after hearing it in Paris in 1875. Camille 
Saint-sa3ns wrote many years afterwards of his impressions of the 
first production: 
"Apart from being entirely reactionary, the critioism of 
this period was execrable: the piece itself was denounced 
as indecent, as of a revolting immorality. My duties having 
prevented me from being present at the first and second 
performances, I had the opportunity to hear it run down by 
everyone before I knew it€} The music was called operetta. 
music, and more often than not impossible music.. I was, 
howev~r, able to attend the third performanoe. In coming 
out of the theater I strolled into a cat& to scribble to 
Bizet: 
"I find it remarkable, and I can't but let you know.n This 
fine work was finely rendered.. The contrast between the 
compelling boldness of Mme. Galli·Mari~ and the cast and 
pure talent of the future Mme .. Andr6 was perfect.. The music 
was sung as it was written, with a due sense of its rhythmic 
character."3 
One of the principal reasons for the storm of protest that 
was raised by Carmen was the character of the Op6ra-Comique it-
self., This theater was considered a favorite place to arrange 
favorable marriage matches; many boxes were taken to each per-
formance by the families of eligible young ladies with just this 
purpose in mind. Therefore any type of theatrical performance 
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1. ~ M6nestrel, "Critique par Arthur Pougtn"., Ann6e 31, 7 Idarch, 1875 • 
. 2. Criticism of Reyer in Debats: Landormy, Op. Cit .. , P• 36 
3. Parker, Op. C~., P• 8So 
which was not of a suitable nature was frowned upon b,y the 
authorities, for this was an extremely important factor in 
ticket receip~ Op~ra-Comique permitted neither plays with the 
morals of~ Traviata, even though Alfredo's love for Violetta 
and their final forgiveness:by Germont does take the edge off of 
the objection, or historical operas with sword-play, killings, 
and the like.1 In Carmen the management had found a vehicle 
which violated both of these precepts; du Locle was quite within 
his rights to worry about the effect of this opera upon his re-
gular clientele 
Hal~vy declared that Galli-Mari6 was too coarse as ~~~; 
she played Merim6e 1 s Carmen and not his own.2 Bizet, on the 
other hand, was reputed by Gauthier-Villars to have referred to 
It has been 
stated above that he fought against the attempts of the libret-
tists and du Locle to eliminate certain passages that it was 
feared would not meet with success. The ending of Carmen with 
a knife-murder on the stage was another break with tradition, for 
all the works in the repertoire ended with the happy re-uniting 
of the estranged lovers. Sutherland Edwards' statements that the 
,original plan of Carmen included a happy ending appears to be 
utterly without foundation.4 
1. Gauthier-Villars, OQ. Cit., p. 1o7 
2e Parker, e Cit., p .. 92 • 
. 3. Gauthier- ars, .. Cit., P• 107. 
4. H .. Sutherland Edwa , e Prima Donna, Her Historx and Sur-
roundings from the Seventeenth to the-r!neteenth Cent---, 
p .. 23o: v•Accor'Olng to the orig:tnaTPlan as worke or 
Mlle. Roze, Carmen was to have been represented as capable 
of remorse; and after the scene in which she foretwlls her 
death by the cards~was to be left alone, to give vent to 
her feelings in a pathetic airel' 
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From the evidence available it appears that Carmen was 
neither a success nor a failure. It had a mixed reception~ 
perhaps more on the unfavorable side than the favorable~ but 
nevertheless it continued to play in Paris. Pigot says that it 
was a failure until after the fifth performance~ when receipts 
began to rise somewhat.,l One is inclined to agree with Hal6vy 
\'!Tho maintained that tl1e work never really played to empty houses: 
it stands to reason that if the management. was losing heavily 
on Carm~n, it would never have lasted until the fifth performance. 
Moreover~ it is hard to believe that a controversial work 
banded about as indecent and immoral would not arouse the 
curiosity of a certain number of people, certain~y enough to 
assure some audience at subsequent performances. 
uApr~s cette facheuse premi6re~ les repr~sentations con-
tinuerent, non pas, comme on l'a dit A tort~ devant les 
salles vides; les recettes 6taient au contraire honorables 
et d~passaient g6n8ralement celles des pi~ces du reper-
toire.. Et peu A peu, 4 chacun des repr6sentations de 
Carmen, grossissaient le groupe~ d'abord si mince~ des 
admirateurs de l'oeuvre de Bizet. Il en fut ainsi pendant 
les mois de mars, d'avril et de mai. Bizet partit pour 
la campagne, attrist6, mais non d6courag~. Il 6tait de 
nature en6rgetique et il avait en lui-m&le une 16gitime 
confiance .. ••2 
.As Hal~vy has said, Bizet left for his summer home at 
Bougival late in May., He had been suffering from an attack of 
:Angina, a disease which had bothered him throughout most of his 
life,~~ since a rather severe attack in late March.3 On the tenth 
:of Iv'l.arch it was announced in Le Figaro that M., du Locle had 
l., Pigot, Op., Cit., p. 277., 
2, Lan::!ormy, Op .. Cit .. , p .. 41 .. 
:3., pean, Op .. Cit.,~ p., 94 .. 
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asked Bizet to collaborate once again on a new op~ra comique 
with r•ieilhac and Halevy .. 1 The Theatre Imperial de Vienne \'ll'as 
negotiating to produce Carmen in the fall season, and Bizet hoped 
that he might go himself to supervise the production.2 The blow 
fell on June 3, exactly three months after the pre:mie1•e _of Carmen, 
:and on the evening of the twenty-third performance; Bizet died 
~suddenly at Bougiva1. 3 The exact cause of his death has never 
been determined. The romantic btographers of the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries have attributed it solely to a 
broken heart, the result of the supposed failure of Carmen; the 
more rational have argued that it was due to a life-long infection. 
~Le truth probably lies between these extremes; the exhaustion 
.and disappointment caused by the rehearsals and performances at 
'the Opera-Comique left Bizet weakened, an easier target for the 
;final illness. 
Carmen was played thirty-seven times in the spring of 1875, 
"the last performance coming the evening of June 13, five days be-
fore the end of the season.4 In the fall Carmen was revived on 
November 15, 5 and played eight times. Three additional perfor-
1. Gauthier-Villars, Op~ Cit., p .. 19. 
2. Le Menestrel, Annee 31, 13 June 1875: n1v1. Emile ~ilendel du 
Paris-Journal a parfaitement raison: le traite viennois de 
Carmen, ratifie et signe, n'est arrive en effet, :! Paris, 
que le jour marne de la mort de l'auteur; mais Georges 
Bizet connaissait si bien ce traite, et depuis plusieurs 
semaines, qu 9il avait forme le projet de se rendre ! 
Vienne pour diriger lea repetitions de son opera .. 11 
3. Gauthier-Villars, Op. Cit., p. 19. 
4. Pigot, Op. Cit., p .. 278. 
5 .. La Chronique Musicale, Annee VIII, 15 Nov .. 1875: "Ce soir: 
reprise de Carmen. 11 
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mances took place in early 1876, 1 the forty-eighth and last on 
February 15.2 Vincent d'Indy, who played the harmoni~~ for 
Lh~rie in thirty of these performances, says he took part in the 
last performance with an empty house., 3 Carmen was not heard 
again in Paris for over seven years. 
Dean, Op. Cit., p. 92. 
Landormy,-Op~-Cit., p .. 35: 
states that this was the 
taken Dean's research as 
~elmas, 0~. Cit., p. 46. 
Landormy, sometimes unreliable, 
fiftieth performance. I have 
the more accurate. 
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THE FIRST VIEin~A PERFORr:IANCE OF CA~ 
The contract .from the Th6atre Imp~r·ial de Vienne arx•ived 
:at Bougival, France, on the day of Bizet's death. Bizet's widow. 
,was most anxious .for the production to continue, and preparatio·~ 
had already begun in Vienna. One major stumbling-block still 
:lay in the way, however. The theater in which the work was to 
,,be performed was a grand op~ra house which specialized in works 
with recitatives and little or no spoken dialogue. Since Carmen 
,was still an op~ra-comique and contained only a very few recita.-
.tives intee;ral in the musj_cal numbers, additional:_recitatives 
!would have to be composed to replace the dialogues. The 
'Viennese opera house possessed a large and well-disciplined 
corps-de-ballet, and its audiences were accustomed to lavish 
'spectacles.. No such ballet music existed for Carmen, since 
iBizet had fought determinedly against it at the Op~ra-Comique. 
The plot was of less concern to Viennese audiences brought up 
on tragedies and situations objectionable to the French theater; 
nevertheless, in view of the criticism leveled at Carmen, a 
:l 
;certain elimination of some of the coarser sections of' Bizet's 
:production was to be expected., 
Only one man existed who could have supplied recitatives 
:and ballet without the change of style beinc; immediately revealed 
· t d i to a pastiche This man was ~rnest Guiraud, 
.and the opera urne n .. 
. Bizet's life-long friend and collaborator, born June 23, 1837, 
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.died May 6, 1892.1 He wa~ in addition, a composer himael£ and 
wrote eight operas, several or which were perfarmed.2 After 
Bizet's death, Guiraud completed one of ~is friend's last works, 
Saint Genevi•ve, an oratorio which had occupied Bizet for several 
years. 3 The close association or these two men is commented upon 
by Edmond Galabert who knew them intimately: 
"rvro Ernest Guiraud 6tai t son ami :tntim6, ils se consultaient 
mutuellement sur leurs compositions, et ils ont souvent tra-
vail16 A la m8me table. La succbs de Piccolino aurait 't~ 
un grand bonheur pour lui (Bizet), car il m1avait un jour 
exprim6 las inqu16tudes qut 11 ressentait en voyant qu.e son ami 
ne pouvait obtenir la composition d'une iiece assez impor-
tant pour Signaler S Onm6ri te au publiC e VB 
Guiraud's work is or the greatest importaace, because it 
was a labor of love by a man skilled in the art or musical theater • 
. This is probably the only example of such close feeling between 
composer and arranger, for all other operas which have undergone 
a like change in dramatic media have fallen forgotten in the 
course of time. 
le Istel, 0~. Cit., P• 102 
2. Grove 1 sictiona of Music and Musicians, 3rd Ed., Vol. 31 
P• 48 - es~he following works: 
1864 1 Op6ra (1 Act) produced at Opera-Comique in 1864 
1869 son, Opbra ( 1 Act) " " Th6atre Lyrique in 1869 
1870 Op6ra 
1872 1u in, Op6ra 
1876 p ra, produced at Her Majesty's, London, in 1879 
1882 enture, Op6ra produced at Opera-Comique in 1882 
op&ra,~~ unpu.blished 
de, Op6ra (5 Acts} finished by Saint-Sa~ns and pro-
w Op6ra in 1895 
Imbert, Ote Cit., P• 196 
Edmond Ga abert, Georges Bizet, Souvenirs et Correspondence, · 
PP• 22-23. . 
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Accordingly., Guiraud proceeded with the 110 rk of trans-
;forming the op~ra comique into grand op6ra, an alteration which 
'has curiously never been undone and has affected every subsequent 
'perronnance or Carmen.l The Danse Bohemienne or the 3ol1e Fille 
~Perth was·introduced into Act II to provide a ballet. T.he 
intimacy of Lillas Pastia's under-cover tavern was replaced by 
a grand scene of spectacles with a full cast of men and woman 
on ~he stage.2 Music from the incidental music to L'Arl&sienne 
was introduced into the last act for a spectacle-ballet.3 
·Certain sections of Bizet's :music were cut out to leave time for 
all of this extra ballet. 
Plans progressed in Vienna. On August 4., the Musikalisches 
Wochenblatt announced that rehearsals had begun and we;c>e· being 
d ti it 4 Tha GenA-al Intendant. carried on with increase ac v Y• v ~~· q 
Jauner, spared no expense on the lavishness of the production. 
Guira:u.d's recitatives arrived, 'but at the last minute a change 
was made by Jauner, and certain sections of the dialogue were 
t The performance on 23 October, left in and the recitatives cu • 
a mixed nature.s ~ Chronique Musicale l875., was therefore of 
contained the following notice: 
i t a bti repr6sentie pour la pre-"Carmen, de Georges B ze ' 
--------~~b~l~~b=y~jU~ilhac and Halivy, although 
The text for t~~s wats pres~:ng~s which might show this is untrue. there are some s range ~ 
Pi t Op Cit. P• 297. Bi~~t' ea;men, Partition d'Orchestre, 
t
, 0 Cit PP• 296-297. ith dialogue is Pigo , P• ., • ~Vhat scenes were left w ~ 
Istel, Cit., p.tl021. Perhaps Jauner realized that the 
impose e to de ann ne. t 1 problems and omitted text of the recitatives created cer a n 
several important motivations. 
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mi6re fois, le 23 octobre, A 11 0pbra imperial de Vienna. 
Lea· joumaux allemands constatent tous 1 1 accueil tres favor>M .. ~· 
able fait par le public Vienna l 1 1 oeuvre de notre regrett6 
compatriote. "1 
As a result of the success of Carmen in Vienna, other 
large opera houses took up the idea of producing the work. At 
Brussels on February 3, 1876 (while the opera was still playing 
in Paris), the public greeted it warmly and it had a reasonable 
degree of suceess. 2 During 1877 the Paris papers tell of sever~ 
·al orchestra concerts in which works of Bizet were included, 
but Cs.rm.en was not performed except in Vienna and Brussels. In 
1878 the opera was produced at St. Petersburg in March. Covent 
Garden had announced the work for the spring season, but it was 
cancelled because of Patti's objections to the charaeter of the 
role; by this change of plans Col. Mapleson became the first 
producer of the opera in England with his Italian troupe at 
Her Majesty's theater on June 22 (in Italian).3 Other perfor-
mances in this year took place in Marseilles, Lyons, Bordeaux, 
Leningrad, N~les, Florence, Ghent, Hanover, Mainz, and Dublin.4 
In 1879 Col. Mapleson doubled his troupe, and leaving one 
cast in London, he came to America; the first performance was 
in Philadelphia on October 23 at the Academy ot Musice Marie 
.Roze took a company to California where she was greeted by en-
. thus.iastic audiences everyr1here. During the three years fol-
lowing, Carmen was performed in most of the principal operatic 
1. La Chronique Musicale Vol. VIII, 1 November, 1875 • 
. 2.. Parker, Op .. Cit., P• 6. 
·3. P1got, Ope Cit., P• 300 ff. 
4e Parker, Op .. Cit., p .. 108~ 
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theaters of the '¥\0 rld, including Vienna, Hanover, Bordeaux, Flor-
, anea., Berlin, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, l'few Orleans, 
London, and Ca1ro. 1 
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THE s:::cm~D PARIS PRODt'"CTION OF CAID,:EN 
In Paris Carmen was still regarded as a failure. ~Vhile 
several of Bizet's orchestral works, including the l'Arl~sienne 
Suite and the symphonic overture Patrie had been played at the 
prande Exposition Universelle in 1878, and again in 1880 by the 
Colonna Orchestra,l it took considerable public pressure and 
'active campaigns by sevex•al journals to force the resuraption of 
Ca.rm~at the Op~ra-Comique in 1883 .. 
Carvalho had succeeded du Locle as manager of this theater, 
1_and he was openly opposed to a revival on the basis of public 
:reaction eight years previous., 'iJi th misgivings and obvious qualn~s 
the v;ork was scheduled .for the 21st of April. The vers:ion given, 
reser:1bled the original, for most of the dialogues were restored; 
some of Guiraud's recitatives were allowed to remain, however,2 
·'and the ballets of the Vi.enna performances were allowed to occupy 
.:their places in the second and fourth acts. 3 The cuts made by 
Guiraud 'i:T-.;;re not restored to the music., Perhaps the haste with 
which the preparations were made required the use of' the printed 
·scores available, all of which were in the Guiraud version. 4 
;Pastia's quarters in a questionable quarter of the city were 
:.turned into a glorified caf~ with twenty dancers and sixty 
,to one-hundred guests- a far cry from the demands of Bizet for 
--------------
Ibide!J Po 315 ffo 
'The mystery connected 11dth this has never baen satisfactorily 
explained.. See the discussion of Gulraud' s I•eci tati ves in • 
Chapter 2 of this paper. 
Ibid., p. 276. 
The early printin~ of the dialogue version had been withdrawn 
imnediately and tihe Guiraud score substituted. 
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:less than a dozen participants in the opening scene. One further 
precaution was the substitution of the pale Ad6·1e Isaac for the 
coarseness of Gal.li-Mari~ in the title role.l 
The first and second acts on which most of the rehearsing, 
had been done were an overwhelming success; the last two, not 
even well-learned by the principals, were generally criticized.2 
H. Moreno in La M6nestrel complained of the gentleness of the plot 
; -
treatment, watered down in order not to offend the marrying publice 
He suggested that it would have been better to keep the original 
'harshness using the reci tat1ves which had carried it around the 
;world, for as he pointed out, what was not morally acceptable 
as spoken dialogue could not be objectionable if sung.3 The 
:public indignation at the treatment of the last acts exerted 
.:such a pressure on Carvalho that the per.formances were discon-
't:tnued (it was even .falsely circulated that the per.formances 
were discontinued through the manager who had intentionally 
.I 
tried to ruin the triumph o.f the opera)e As a result the re-
vival on October 27th was carefully worked out, and Galli-:Mari~ 
replaced the inadequate Mlle. Isaac.4 
Public response was immediate and thoroughe Critics who 
had complained of the work during Bizet's lifetime praised his 
:style and genius posthumously. The one-hundredth performance at 
'the Op6ra-Camique occurred on December 27th o.f the same year$ 
1. Dean, OJ;>. Cit .. , P• 99., 
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2. Parker, Op. 'Uit .. , PP• 77-78 .. 
. 3e La M6nestrel, "Critique par H. Moreno", Annee 39 9 29 April, 1883., 
'4. Parker., Ope Cit.,, PP• '77-76., 
at which time a marble bust of Bizet was installed in the foyer;l 
.the one-thousandth performance starred Calv~ on December 23, 
~1904, just over thirty years since Carmen was first heard. 2 
The strange history of the labor of Bizet and Guiraud 
has left ita stamp on subsequent performances the world over. 
The arrangement made for Vienna by Guiraud containing recitatives 
and ballet (the current printed score), and the mixed version 
I 
actually performed in Vienna in 1875, both have continued to 
•be played outside of France in every major opera house3 (only 
in comparatively recent times have all the recitatives been 
;sung at the Op~ra-Comique).. The 1883 revision with several 
.'Guiraud recitatives, ballet, spoken dialogue,. and without the 
,~iioral~a aria and the Jos~-Eacamillo duet has continued to hold 
Parisian audiences until the present ti~e; it was not performed. 
:ac;ain outside France without Guiraud' s reel tati ves until the 1920's 
.in Germany, and is still rarely heard in this manner. The fact 
·that the Autograph and the first edition of the vocal score 
.have lain unexplored for seventy-five years has prevented 
rperformances either as Bizet first intended it or as it was 
1first heard. The authentic Carmen remains unknown to the world. 
1. Pigot, Op., Cit., p. 316. 
2. Dean, Op. Cit., p., 99., 
3. Istel, Op. Cit., p. 103, says he heard a performance of the 
mixed version by Jauner in Vienna in 1899., Mahler 
revived the score shortly afterwards with 'Bizet's 
original recitatives•. 
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II.. THE PRINTED VERSIONS 
EARLY PUBLICATIOHS OF THE SC0£-1E 
·when i.Via.rc Delmas discovered a copy of the original printing 
'of Carmen he assumed that this was a printer's proof sent to 
Bizet for approval .. 1 The title page was inscribed, "Au parl.,ain 
de mes quatres enfants avec le t~moir,nage de ma meilleure 
affection.. Georges Bizet" .. 2 A second copy of this same 
.printing (althoueh naturally without Bizet's dedication) is to 
be found in the British Iviuseum in London, l"evealing Delmas r error 
·in assumine that his was the sole in existence.. It is doub:tf·ul 
that this very early edition could have been on public sale for 
:any length of ~ime, however, for no other copies have ever been 
discovered. The future will probably bring additional duplicates 
.·frmn French or other European archives, for any such controversial 
'work as Carmen most certainly would have arouseQ sufficient 
:public interest to make possible the sale of a nominal number of 
.scores., 
The apparent lack of success of the opera may have 
discouraged Choudens from making a large general printing of 
this vocal score before Bizet's death in June, 1875. The only 
-------------··----
1. Delmas bases his as suraption on the fact that his copy :lid 
not contain the usual engraver's plate nuraber at the bottom 
center of each .~..Jage. The British Museum score does have 
the number "A. c. 3082n (the A. C. standin~ for Anthony 
Choudens, the publisher) .. Evidently Choudens re-used the 
plates for the second edition, since its number is 
identical. It is difficult to imac;ine just why both copies 
would not have had the nunber, for presumably it was a part 
of the plate itself. 
2.. Delmas, Op._. Ci~, Illustration, see Appendix A, title paGe. 
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version generally available to the public is the Guiraud revision 
with the latter's recitatives and ballet music.. For sorae strapge 
reason Bizet's name appears alone in the score; no credit has 
ever been given to his compatriot.. Only the French publisher 
has bothered to print the dialogue cues in addition to the 
recitaiives (modified dialogues are performed in France).. In 
this paper the Delmas and British :Museum scores are referred to 
as the first edition and the Guiraud work as the second edition.l 
The first edition was published about the first of: 1viarch, 
1875, in conjunction with the premiere. La Revue et Gazette 
.Musicale de Paris of March 14 ca1·ries an advertisement headed 
by the words 11vient de paraitre, Carmen,"etc. 2 The date of 
the second edition may be logically established as between 
July 1, 1785 (allowing one month after the death of Bizet 
for composition and engraving of the recitatives) and before 
October 23, 1875, the date of the Viennese premiere,. 3 The 
orchestral score was presuraably published at some later date, 
1 .. 
-----------------
Unless otherwise stated, all page references are to the 
currently-ava~lable G. Schirmer printing of the second 
edition.. All bar. numbers are from the start of each new 
musical number. 
La H.evue et Gazette M:usicale, 42 annE!;e, N., 11, p .. 88., , 
Substantiation of the latter date is offered by the fact that 
the Viennese director, Jauner, decided at the last moment 
not to perform all of the Guiraud version, although it had 
been rehearsed; Jauner preferred a mixture of dialogue and 
recitative. Had Cannen been published after the Viennese 
performance, in all likelyhood it would have survived only 
with that mixture~· The second edition is the ·way the cpera 
was performed from.l876 to 1883, and with the exception of 
Vienna the way it has always been dmne outside of France 
until ~ecently. The second Paris production in 1883 
contained some recitative and incomplete dialogues, the 
form in which it is still presented in France. Unfortunately 
there is no specific information on the Viennese 
procluction .. 
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'but Choudens has no information on the subject .. 1 No orchestra 
score of the first edition was ever available. 
1 .. 
-------·---·--
The engraver's plate nunfuer of the orchestra score 
(published again by Choudens, but engraved by Fouquet) 
is AC 3795. 
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EXAl\IINATION OF THE FIRST EDITION 
The first edition of Carmen contains two principal 
musical sections which are not performed today., One, an aria. 
• for rEoralE!s, is a complete musical number; the other, cut from 
the duet of Jose and Escamillo in Act III, consists of 78 bars, 
nearly once again as much music as is contained in the second 
edition.. Neither of these numbers are to be found in any other 
source; even the orchestration has been lost, for the Autograph 
reveals these pages were physically torn from the score., 
A tragic coincidence has prevented the examination of 
the orchestra parts used for both the Paris productions. On 
the 25th of May, 1887, dul"'ing a performance of i\lignon, the 
Op~ra.-Comique was completely demolished by fire. In addition 
• to a catastrophic loss of life~ tb;-lb·ath,:: members of the audience 
.and of the company, the entire music library was destroyed. 1 
i 
•Since this Carmen music was never performed in any other 
:theater, only the discovery of the missing pages of the Autograph 
can give the authentic details of the orchestration. 
The exact date and reason for these deletions has never 
been accurately determined. Pigot, who attended the original 
. Paris production in 1875, wrote his biography of Bizet just 
eleven years later. In this work he gives a first-hand account 
1. Ernest Thomas, L 9 Independenc.e Musicale et Dramatique, Paris: 
June 1887, premi~re ann~e, No .. 6., 
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· of this music: 
"Apres le dialogue de hlicaHla et de Morales et 
la courte reprise du choeur~ les auteurs du livret 
ont place une scene etrange; c'est la fameuse 'Pantomime' 
:.~_UE I~OtTS AVOUS VUE OU PLUTOT ENTEHDUE- car elle tire 
tout son attrait de la belle musique descriptive 
ecrite par Bizet et du pleasant monologue du brigadier 
Morales - lors des premieres representations de Carmen 
A l'Opera-Comique en Mars 1875. Bizet, male;re son sens 
profond des exigences sceniques, n'eut sans doute pas 
la force de faire dispar~itre cette scene inutile, de 
couper dans le vif. Symphoniste admirable, il vit lA 
un pretexte A tableau musical chatoyant, riche en 
couleur; il conserva done cette scene~ 0ssaya de 
l'animer, de la rendre interessant sc6niquement~ et 
il y reussit~ car ce petit tableau musical est plein 
de charme et de mouvement gr~ce au spirituel monologue 
de Morales qui l'accompagne et le souligne .. nl 
; and later: 
"Le duel au couteau entre Jose et le torero 
se deroulait jadis~ sauvage, feroce~ avec des alter-
natives.. Jose d'abord vaincu est terasse, •tait 
epargne par le torero qui lui .faisait gr1lce de la 
vie; il se relevait furieux et reprenait aussit6t le 
combat; la seconde fois la chance tournait.. Escamilla 
glissait, tombait, son couteau se brisait et Jose 
allait l'egorger lorsque intervenaient Carmen et 
les bohemians. Aujourd'hui toute cette scene sauvage 
est supprim~e avec raison; elle etait trop odieuse .. 
Apres le premier ensemble du duo: 'Enfin ma colere 
trouve A qui parler •••• •, un simulacra de combat 
s 1etablit et l'on passe immed.iatement au finale: 
Jose vainqueur va frapper~ Carmen l'arr~te. 11 2 
From these descriptions it is clear that this music was 
, performed in 1875 and therefore was included in the first edition 
· sent to Bizet. No clue as to the date of the removal of these 
scenes is given by either Pigot or Delmas. Of the only other 
.. three biographers of Bizet who were aware of the existence of 
1. Pigot, ~ Cit., pp. 238-239, capitalization not by Pigot 
but by this author. 
2. Ibid~, pp. 263-264. 
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this music, Istel and Landormy are wrong when they state it was 
:suppressed by Guiraud at the request of Carvalho in 1883.1 
That the music was cut before the appearance of the 
second edition is shown by the fact that neither section was 
included in it, and the musical numbers of the score were 
re-numbe1•ed to omit 1~1:: 2, the Moral~s aria. 2 A review of a 
~ondon performance in 1878 unintentionally describes the 
omission of the fight: 
UJos~ and Escamillo, in the course of conversation 
learn they are rivals, AND ARE ABOUT TO PROCEED TO BLOWS~ 
when Carmen and the rest enter amd stay their intentions .. "3 
Dean alone is of the opinion that Bizet himself authorized 
the cuts during the first season just before his death. 4 No 
proof for this seems forthcoming, and several facts seem to 
contradict it. If we are to believe Pigot, Bizet staunchly 
refused to eliminate this mu~ef~e rehearsals .. Certainly he 
must have known well before the first performance that these 
scenes were either good or bad theater~ that either they be-
longed to his conception of the opera or that they didn't. The 
'first Moral~s, Duvernoy, would never have permitted his only 
1. Landormy, Op. Cit .. , pp., 118-119 .. 
Istel, Op., Cit., p. 105~ p., 14&2., If this were true, if 2 and, 
all of # 23 would have been included in the second edition~ 
·2. The original opening number, # l, replaced the omitted aria : 
for :r.~oralls, becoming # 2 in the second edition; the 
Prelude, which at first had no nWtlber at all, became II l .. 
See the 'General Outline of Carmen As Presented at the 
Op~ra-Comique in 1875 1 , included in the section of this 
paper on Guiraud's revision of Carmeg. 
3. Henry F. Frost in the Mus~c T~~-de Review, London: 15 June, 
1878. Capitalization by the present W:~.:tt.er. 
4.. De an, .!?_P. Cit • , p.. 194 • 
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:aria to be taken from him after he had already performed it. 
:Lastly, that this particular music should have been separated 
from the Autograph when other numbers were merely str'icken out 
with crayon (as for example the Melodrama, tl:: 3 bis) seems 
doubly perplexing. It could certainly hot have been of other 
use to Bizet. 
One other person who we are positive handled the score 
,was Guira.ud, for his revisions were made right in the manuscript., 
In a grand op~ra version of Carmen the additional time taken up 
by recitatives and ballet might well have made it necessary to 
curtail the 'extra' scene with Moral~s which has the principal 
virtue of supplyine excellent local color. In all probability 
the fight was cut because the lack of physical PI'owess and 
athletic build of the obese principals in a knife fight was 
ridiculous, if not dangerous. In writing music of this ferocity 
" 
Bizet foresaw the realism of twentieth century theater. Perhaps 
:Guiraud persuaded Bizet's widow to sell these 1useless 1 excerpts 
to a private collector; there is no way of telling just when the 
manuscripts disappeared, whether it was during the revision of 
0armen or many years later. Further discussion of this subject ; 
•, will be found in the section devoted to the examination of the 
.Autograph., 
The aria of Moral~s was entitled "Sc~ne et Pantomime" 
·and occupied pages 20-27 of the first edition .. 1 During this 
· 1. See Appendix A, pp .. 20-27 .. 
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scene Moral~s and a group of soldiers comt1ent in detail upon a 
'dumb show obviously designed to put the maritally-inclined 
members of the audience in a more-receptive mood for the story 
which followed. A very old man accompanied by a young and attrac-
tive woman walks in the square at Seville; the girlb lover 
follows them and under cover of the introductions between the 
.. two men manages to slip the girl a love note. 
The published libretto of this scene indicates that 
'Meilhac and Hal~vy had a rather routine pattern in mind when 
they submitted the text to Bizet.l Three verses of six lines, 
each followed by three lines of refrain, were all to be sung 
by Iv~oral~s.. Only at the very end did the soldiers repeat the 
refrain with the officer.. The first verse introduced the 
three characters of the pantomime, the second gave r:loral~s a 
chance to imitate their respective greetings to each other, 
and the third accomplished the delivery of the billet-deux .. 
This scheme was too cut and dried for the composer's 
musical genius, however; Bizet polished and shaped this piece 
until the three verses became different from one another in melody, 
~meter, and musical form. 2 
As the outline on the following page indicates, the first 
and third sections have enough elements of similarity to be 
successfully compared. Bars 9-44 and 68-110 are of approximately 
, the sar.1e length, each divided into three i.Aa.rts.. The first parts 
i 
: 1.. Meilhac and Hal~vy, Carmen, Nouvelle :~dition, 1892. 
2. See Appendix A, pp. 20-27. 
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DETAILED OUTLINE OF lf: 2, SCENE AND PANTOMIIIiE 
.# 2, Moral~s and soldiers, E flat major, 122 bars 
'First Stanza, bars 1-49 
1-9 Introduction, Allegro, 4/4, dominant and 
parallel major 
9-25 A E major,(parallel major of tonic' 
9-15 A Moral~s 
15-20 A~ 11 , based on Intro., 4-9 
20-25 A3 " and soldiers 
26-33 B modulation to tonic 
26-29 B1 orchestra 
30-33 B1 Morales and soldiers 34-44 C E flat maj9r, 6/8 
34-40 Morales 
44-49 
40-44 n and soldiers 
Transition: modulation to g minor (relative 
minor of dominant 
·Second Stanza, bars 50-68, Un peu moins vite, 2/4, dominant-
tonic 
abbreviated (no refrain or chorus) 
actually a 'B' section if this number is considered ABA 
·. Third Stanza, bars 68-122 
·' 
I. 
68-92 A Morales 
68-75 A4 tonic 
76-85 A4 E major 
86-92 A4 A major 93-100 D modulation to tonic, Morales 
100-110 C 6/8, tonic 
same as 34-44 except Moral~s sings without 
soldiers 
110-122 Coda 
110-114 
114-117 
117-122 
Coda 1, hloral~s and tenors 
Coda 1, basses 
Coda 2, Morales, tenors, and basses 
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are roughly similar in construction, each being i~ E major 
·(although the tonic of the whole nunilier is E flat major). The 
third parts are identical, a refrain for 1ioral~s and the soldiers 
in the tonic. The second parts of these two stanzas accomplish 
the modulation from E maj.or to E flat major in di:ftferent ways. 
The second verse is greatly abbreviated, totally lacking 
the refrain. This is almost a B section of the ABA form of the 
whole since the tonality wavers between the tonic and dominant 
and their relatives. For purposes of analysis, however, I 
have kept the three-verse form of the librettists. A nine bar 
introduction and a thirteen bar coda (suggested by the text) 
'round off the number. 
Ex~nination of this pantomime shows the care with 
which Bizet treated every phase of the scene. The halting 
1 
,figure at bars 4-9 and again at 15-19 picture the 'vieux monsieur'. 
The rollicktng refrains at 34-44 and 100-122 enable l;Ioral~s and 
the chorus to laugh as they sing, for they are staccato notes on 
· the 'ah v vowel sound., 2 'v'inen Moral~s imi t& tes th·e youne; man 
in the second stanza, bars 50-53 and 58-60, the music is 
·flowing and elegant; the old man's answers at 54-57 and 61-63 
employ tr~lls and chromatic passages to show his weakness and 
infirmity.3 It is little wonder that this scene gained public 
approval, even though it delayed the introductions:··of both Jos~ 
1. Bizet, Carmen, first edition, pp. 20-21. See Appendix A. 
2. Ibid., pp. 22-23 and 26-27. See Appendix A. 
3. Ibid., p. 24. See Appendix A. 
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l' 
and Carmen. 
The fight between Jos~ and Escamilla, # 23, is one o£ the 
most advanced musical numbers in the score, although critics 
have regarded the missing music as unimportant and the refrain 
as dull and uninteresting... The form of this duet as shown in 
the outline on the following pages is not at all new to the 
op~ra· comique.. It is in two verses, each followed by the sane 
refrain and coda.. 'u"ifhat is unconventional is the free recitative 
which makes up both verses. ~is recitative at t~e beginning of 
the duet is divided into three short sections. The descending 
bass sequence at bars 13-182 of the first Allegro occurs again 
at the beginnin:3 of the first part of the refrain, bars 63-67. 3 
The second section is marked 'Un poco raeno mosso' and is in D 
flat major. The repeated notes of the accompaninent in the winds 
give a quasi-religious background to J:i:scrunilio' s tale of Carmen 
and her unfortunate lover. At bars 30, ff. 4 a solo violin 
accentuates the text "Ils s 1 adoraientJ mais c 1est finis 
je crois, les amours de Carmen ne durent pas six mois.u 
This figure begins again at bar 35 in the winds when Zscamil..:..o 
declares his own love for Carmen. ~ne third section, Tempo I 
at bar 40, is in f minor and F major. The Chromatic ascent of 
the violins at 55-575 is over the dominant pedal and prepares 
the listener for the F major refrain. ~Vhereas Esca.millo was 
---·----
1.. Pigot, Op. Cit., pp. 238-239. 
2. Bizet, Carmen, G. Schir.mer, p. 308. 
' 3. Ibid., p. 312. 
4. Ibid;, pp. 309-310. 
5. Ibid~, p. 312. 
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-# 23 Duet, Escamillo and Jos~, Detailed Outline. 
A 1-59 Free recitative 
1-24 Allegro, 4/4 
1~2 orchestral introduction 
2-10 A1 F major F:scamillo and Jos~ 
11-18 A2 D flat majo~ Escamillo 11-13 
13-18 descending bass g- a flat, d- e flat, 
a- b flat 
18-24 A3 f minor 
18-20 
20-24 20-21 similar to 22-23 with extension 
25-40 Un poco meno mosso D flat major 
25-34 A4 34-40 based on A4 
35 winds similar to violin solo at 30 ff. 
40-59 Tempo I 
40-46 A6 (similar to 18-20 at A3)f minor 47-51 recitative unaccompanied 
51-59 A7 dominant of F major (transition to refrain} 
55-57 chromatic ascension over pedal C natural 
B Refrain 59-99 Duet, Allegro, 2/4, F major 
59-75 
76-91 
59-63 
63-67 
67-71 B1 71•75 B2 
76-79 ~ 
80-83 ~ 
84-87 B4 
88-91 % 
intervals different than 13-18, but bass 
is slightly reminiscent of that pattern: 
a- b flat, f sharp- g, d- e flat, b-e. 
91-99 Codetta 2 
91-94 B 
95-96 a~cending broken chord 
C 99-121 First fight, Allegro, 4/4, FmajaT 
99-103 cl {2 bars long} . 
103-107 c1 101-111 c1 111, 112,113, 114 n1 .abbre~!ated (1 bar long) 115-117 Ci abbreviated again (ibar long) 
117-121 Recitative: Escamillo wins 
C 122-129 Second fight 
l~~:ij§ R~~itative: Escamillo wins 
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#23» Duet, continued 
D 129-135 Bmajor Escami11o Tempo I, 2/4 
Transition 135-154, based on E3 
135-138 B3 B major 
139-142 ~ E major 
143-144, 145-146 first two bars of B3 A major 
147-, 148, 149, 150 t1rst bar of ~ 
151-154 Codetta 3 modulation to ~major 
:B Refrain 155-178 Duet, F major (same as 76-96) 
155-170 
155-158 B3 
159-162 B3 163-166 B4 
167-170 ~ 
170-178 Codetta ! 
170-174 based on B4 
174i:-'178 ascendin~ broken chord 
C 178-188 {#24, bar 1) Third fight Allegro, 4/4, F major 
178-182 c1 (2 bars long) see 99-103 182-183, 184, 185, cl abbreviated (l bar long) 
different from Ill 
186-188 codetta 4 
187 ascending broken chord as at 95-96, 174-175 
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shown musically calm and relaxed in bars 25-40, Jos~'s anger is 
revealed by the trills at bars 41 and 43. 1 The new music 
discovered in the first edition begins at bar 99 with the first 
·of three duels between the two men.2 The basic musical motive 
· is two bars in length and consists of a chromatically ascending 
figure culminating in two syncopated·beats. 3 This occurs six 
times between bars 99 and 110. During the next four bars the 
·figure is shortened to one bar, and at 115-116 to a half bar. 
This is not diminution, for the basic unit of time is fixed 
throughout; the 'cumulative effect' is one of the keys to Bizet's 
tecru1ique to be found throughout the score.4 
The music of the second fight utilizes a quick succession 
' of runnine sixteenth notes describing the blind rage of Don 
Jos~; 5again the toreador wins easily. The suave assurance of 
the victor as he spare's Jos~'s life (bars 129-135) serves only 
to infuriate the latter. 6 The interlude at bars 135-154 is 
· •. based on the refrain heard following bar 76 .. 7 A repetition of this 
.refrain leads directly to the existing fight music, bars 177-188~ 
'1 .. 
'5., 
'6 0 
; 7 .. 
: 8. 
Ibid., p. 310. A similar effect describes the anger of 
Zuniga in the Finale to Act II, :il 18.. See Ibid .. , pp.. 217-
218, bars 49-52; and p. 219, bars 64-66., 
See Appendix A, pp. 277-282. 
For example, bars 99-100, Appendix A, p. 277. 
Bizet seldom resorted to diminution, preferring the use of 
successively smaller melodic fragments to achieve the 
same results. See the section on the r~iusical Language of' 
Bizet f01 .. other examples of this 'cumulative effect'., 
See Appendix A, p. 279, bars 122-127. 
See Appendix J.c.,, p .. 279, bars 129-135., 
Compare Appendix A, p. 280, to Bizet, Ca1~en, G. Schirmer, 
pp .. 313-314. 
See Appendix A, pp. 281-282 .. 
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In the Autograph Manuscript of Carmen the stage directions 
.:at the end of the third fight have been changed from 11 Le torero 
:glisse et tombe" to 11 Le navajo d'Escamillo se brise. Don Jos~ 
.va le trapper". This is an important consideration seldom 
incorporated into contemporary performances of the opera. It is 
logical to assume that Escamillo, whc earns his living by his 
skill with wea.!Jons, would easily have beaten Jos~ had it not been 
!for the interference of chance. This fight scene in its entirety 
contributes more to the characterization of Escamillo than any 
.other music of the work and builds the necessary dramatic tension 
for the climax of the third act., 
A third musical section which appears in the first 
edition but not the second, is the coda to the chorus, # 25. 1 
'I'he orchestration to this number exists in part in the Autograph, 
although Guiraud has pasted his own ending over sone of the 
.ol~iginal Bizet manuscript, showinr, definitely the cut was made 
by him when the ballet was inserted., The outline on the next 
!page shows that bar 111 waz substituted for Bizet's original 
bars 111-124.. Bars 111-119 are similar to bars 103-111 of 
the second edition2 except that the melodic figure appears 
.'in the violins instead of the cellos and basses. Bars 119-125 
are a typical example of Bizet's use of imitation for a closing 
codetta; this is the san1e treatment used in the coda of ~~ 3, 
!bars 219-226, 3 and at several other points in the score. 
1, 
2. 
3 .. 
----·-----
See Appendix A, p .. 310. 
Bizet, Carmen, G. Schirmer, p. 346 .. 
Ibid., p. 29. 
-- ----·-··- ·~·- ~-··--" _.:,_~-;;_. >»-•·--~·-~- ':: 
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DETAILBD OUTLINE OF # 25, CHORUS 
# 25, Chorus, Allegro deciso, 3/4, G major 
.Introduction 1-22 
3-6 
(orchestra only) D major 
A1 (bars 31-34 Of A) 
(dominant) 
7-10 
11-22 
Al 
Al with 
11-15 
15-19 
19-22 
extensions 
A1 and extension 1 
extension 2, triplets based on A 
extension 3, repeated notes on 
the dominant degree 
A (chorus) 23-57 
23-30 Introduction based on codetta, 47-50; G major 
31-39 A D major 
39-47 A D major 
47-57 codetta G major 
B (Zuniga, girl, and sopranos II) 1 57-72 G najor 
.A 
Coda 
57-64 B 
65-72 B 
(chorus) 73-99 G major 
73-80 A D major 
81-88 A D major (similar to 39-47, with Zuniga) 
89-99 codetta G major 
G major 99-125 
93-103 
103-111 
Coda I, based on 23-30 and 47-50, chorus 
Coda II, based on Introduction bars 7-15 
103-107 A1 {bass) 107-111 A1 and extension 1 
111-119 Coda II (violins) 
119-125 Coda II~ based on A1 in imitation 
119-120 A1 flute and c1arineD 121-122 A1 clarinet ana bassoon 
123-124 A1 bass and cello 
--------
1. Note the similarity of the runnin~ eighth note figures at 
bars 57-60 and 65-68 to the figure at 35-39. 
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THE GUIRAUD B.EVISION OF CARMEN 
The work of Guiraud in transforming Carmen into a grand 
op~ra falls into three principal categories. Foremost, of 
course, was the elimination of any spoken dialogue and its 
replacement by recitatives in the style of the piece.. The de-
letion of certain sections of Bizet's music has already been 
discussed, although there is no conclusive proof that Guiraud 
was responsible. Thirdly, the excellence of the opera ballet 
in Vienna in 1875 and the public clmaor for stage spectacles 
' forced the introduction of dance n1Usic from other Bizet 
compositions. 
On the following pages is compiled a 'General Outline 
of Carmen as Pl .. esented at the Opera-Comique in 1875'.. While 
. this is actually an outline of the first edition before the 
. interference of Guiraud, all the differences between the first 
and second editions have been indicated in parentheses preceeded 
, by an asterisk .. 
From this outline it can be seen that some s:txteen:: . 
.. reci tatives totalling 376 bars are by Guiraud. Eleven of these 
are under completely new and separate numbers, 1 -~.~hile .tive::.ht1Ve 
been inserted in the second edition as a part of Bizet's own 
2 
numbers. In other words, these recitatives replaced fifteen 
·1. # 3 bis, 6 bis, 7 bis, 12 bis, 14 bis, 14 quater, 15 bis, 
16 bis, 19 bis, 20 bis, and 22 bis (second edition). 
: 2.. Parts of~!: 3, 9, 13, 16, 22 (second edition) are by Guiraud., 
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GENERAL OUTLI~"'E OF CARMEN AS PRESENTED AT THE 
OP~P~wCOMIQUE IN 18751 
ACT I 
' Prelude Part 1, bars 1-120, ABA coda 
Part 2, bars 121-148, COD 
~~ (Re-numbered~~ 1 after the omission of # 2 below) 
# 1 Chorus Part 1, bars 1-55, Introe,ABA 
Part 2, bars 55~1'18; CDED codetta 
Part 3, bars 179-197, A codetta 
~~ (Re-numbered # 2 after the omission of # 2 below) 
# 2 Aria Moral~s, three verses 
-1~ (omitted from second edition; missing from Autograph) 
· # 3 Chorus of Children 
bars 1-149, Intro. ABA, ABA coda 
Dialogue Jos~, Moral~s 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative, 9 bars) 
Reprise of Children's Chorus 
bars 150-217, Intro. ABA coda 
Dialogue Jos~, Zuniga 
-lEo (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 3 bis, 35 bars) 
# 4 Chorus Part 1, bars 1-53 (tenors) 
Part 2, " 54-115, Intro., AABA coda, 
(sopranos) 
Part 3, bars 116-123 (basses) 
Part 4, " 124-151 (entrance of Carmen) 
Part 5, 11 152-164 (recitative- Carmen) 
# 5 Habanera Carmen, two verses, each in Introe AAABBBB 
. # 6 Scene Part 1, bars 
Part 2, u 
* (Dialogue omitted by 
Part 3, bars 
Part 4, bars 
1-12 (tenors) 
13-24 (orchestra with 
Guiraud) 
25-35 (sopranos) 
35-51 (orchestra) 
dialogue) 
' 1 .. The sections marked -l~ were omitted or changed by Guiraud 
and appear differently in the second edition. 
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Dialogue 
Jj. if 7 Duet 
GENERAL OUTLINE OF CARMEN AS PRESENTED AT T:!:IE 
OPJ!:RA-COMIQ.UE IN 1875 (cont.) 
Micalna, Jos~ 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative #. 6 bis, 26 bars) 
Mica~la, Jos~; Intro. ABAB coda 
'Dialogue Jos~ 
-3~ (Replaced by Guiraud reci t~ti ve ·#· 7 bis, 34 bars) 
# 8 Chorus of 'Nomen Intro. ABAB coda 
-31- ( Guiraud wrote a musical line for the spoken words 
of Zuniga, bars 9-11) 
# 9 Melodrama Jos~, Zuniga, Ca~nen; three part for.m 
~~- (In addition to eliminating all of the dialogue, 
Guiraud wrote recitatives to Bizet's interludes, 
and inserted recitatives as follows: 1 Before bar 1, 10 bars of recitative 
Before bar 12, 3 n " v• 
Before bar 26, 4 " " " 
Before bar 38, 4 " " " 
The screams of the chorus were set to music at 
bars 26-27} 
. Dialogue Jos6, Car.men 
-3~ (Heplaced by Guiraud recitative, 27 bars.. This 
appears as a part of # 9 in the second edition) 
# 10 Seguedilla, Carmen with Jos~; Intro., Interlude,A, 
Interlude, B, A 
Dialogue Jos6, Carmen 
~l- (Omitted by Guiraud) 
. ~!: 11 Finale Carmen, Jos~, Zuniga 
Part 1, bars 1-47 (orchestra and voices) 
Part 2, bars 48-72 {Carmen, based on # 5) 
Part 3, bars 73-107 (orchestra) 
·------
1. Bar nos. refer to the first edition, # 9. 
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GENERAL O'C"TLINE OF CARMEN AS PRESENTED .AT TIIE 
OPERA-COMIQUE IN 1875 (cont.) 
ACT II1 
Entr'acte to Act II ABA coda 
# 12 Gypsy Song Carmen, lVIerc~d~s, Frasquita; Introduction 
three verses and coda 
Dialogue Zuniga, Moral~s, Pastia, Carmen, Frasquita, 
Merc~d~s 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 12 bis, 25 bars) 
# 13 Chorus Part I, bars 1-13; tenors and basses, AAB 
Dialogue 
Dialogue, bar 14; Escamillo,Zuniga,Pastia, 
Moral~s, Frasquita 
?*' (Replaced by Guiraud recitati~e, 13 bars) 
Part II, bars 14-49; Carmen, Frasquita, 
Merc~d~s, l1'Ioral~s, Zuniga, tenors, 
bas~es; Introduction AAB coda 
Zuniga, Escrunillo 
* (Omitted by Guiraud) 
•. ;~f 14 Couplets Escamillo, with Carmen, Frasquita, Merc~d~s, 
Zuniga, 1\loral~s, tenors, and basses; 
Intro., verse, refrain, intro., verse, 
refrain, coda 
· :/1 14 bis 
Dialogue 
Carmen, Frasquj.ta, Merc~d~s, Escamillo, 
Zuniga, Mora16s, Pastia 
o~z. (H.eplaced by Guiraud recitative # 14 bis, 21 bars) 
Exit of Escamillo orchestra 
?} (Re-numbered 14 ter by Guiraud) 
..... * 
Carmen, Frasquita, Merc~d~s, Rem.endado, 
Danca!ro 
(Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 14 quator, 9 bars) 
--- --------
1.. For the Vienna and second Paris productions the 'Danse 
Boh~mien' from La Jolie Fille de Perth was used as a ballet 
in this act. This has never been indica.Led in any printed 
score .. 
2. Bar nos. from:the first edition. 
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF' CARMEN AS PRESEETED AT THE 
OPtRA-COMIQUE IN 1875 (cont .. ) 
fl 15 ~.uint et Carmen, Frasquita, Merc~d~s, Re:mendado, 
Danca~ro; Rondo and AEA 
, ::lialogue Cal"men, Frasqui ta, Iviercc!ldc!ls, Hemendado, 
Danca fro 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 15 bis, 9 bars) 
1~~ 16 Chanson Don Jos~; two verses separated by dialogue 
between bars 28 ahd 29~ 
~} (Dialogue replaced by Guiraud recitative, 9 bars) 
• ::J:!.S.Iogue,.·,~ Car.-m.en, Jos~ 
~} (Replaced by Guiraud recitative fl 16 bis, 19 bars) 
# 17 Duet 
fi 18 Finale 
Carmen, Jos~ 
Part 1, bars 1-12, Introductory recit. 
Part 2, 11 13-7l,(Carmen dances) 
AEABABA 
Part 3, bars 71-151, (argument of 
Josc!l and Carmen) CCDD 
Part 4, bars 151-209, (aria of Josc!l) 
Intro., EEFGE coda 
Part 5, bars 209-322, Intro. HHI 
codetta. 1, H H codetta:.:$, trans .. 
Part 6, bars 323-351, Recitative and 
transition to # 18 
Carmen, Jos~, then Zuniga, then Frasquita, 
11Ierc~d~s, Danca~ro, Remendado, and 
smugglers 
Part 1, bars 1-24 (entrance of Zuniga) 
Part 2, bars 25-39 (fight between Jos~ 
and Zuniga) based on I of # 17 
Part 5, bars 39i-67, (Carmen, Remendado, 
Dancafro) 
Part 4, bars 67-190, based on# 17, 
I I codetta 1, I codetta 1, H 
codetta 2., coda 
1.. Bar nos. from first edition. 
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF CARJViEN AS PRESENTED AT THE 
OPERA-COMIQUE IN 1875 (cont .. ) 
ACT III 
Entr'acte. to Act III 
=ll 19 Sextet and chorus, CarnHm, Frasquita, Merc~d~s, Jost!l, 
Danca!ro, Remendado, and smugglers 
Intro .. AABA 
Dialogue Danca!ro, Remendado, Jos~ 
-l!- (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 19 bis, bars 1-21} 
Dialogue Jos~, Carmen 
~- (Replaced by Guiraud reel ta.tive # 19·: :~:>!s, bars 22-59) 
# 20 Trio Carmen, Frasquita, Merc~dt!ls; Rondo 
Dialogue Carmen, Fra,squita, Merc~d~s, Jos~, Danca!ro, 
Remendado 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 20 bis, 20 bars) 
# 21 Ensemble Carmen, Frasquita, Merc~d~s, Danca!ro, 
Remendado, and smugglers; Rondo form 
Dialogue 
# 22:. Aria 
Dialogue 
Dialogue 
Micalna, Guide 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative, 20 bars, printed 
as an integral part of the aria) 
Mica8la, Intro. ABA coda 
Mica3la 
* (Replaced by Guiraud recitative # 22 bis, bars 1-15) 
Jos~, Escamillo 
?:- (Replaced by Guiraud recitative# 22 bis, bars 16-20) 
# 23 Duet Jos~, Escamillo; 187 bars; ABCDCC form (fre~ 
recitative) 
?:- (Bars 99-177 omitted from second edition; missing 
from Autograph) 
# 24 Finale JosE"J, Escamillo, Carmen, F'rasquita, Ivierc~d~s, 
Danca!ro, Remendado,· Mica~na, and smugglers; 
Part 1, bars l-69,AA trans .. AA codetta,trans .. 
Part 2, n 69-97, Intro. BBCB 
Part :3~ ·: 11 98-130, 1ID -: ~; ·,_' ~-
Part 4, n 130-152, EE codetta 
Part 5, 11 152-173, coda 
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF CARMEN AS PRESENTED AT THE 
OPERA-CmHQUE IN 1875 (cont.) 
ACT IV 
~Entr'acte t.o Act IV Intra.. ABAA coda 
. # 25 Chorus Intro .. , chorus, interlude, chorus, coda; 
Dialogue 
125 bars 
t (Re-numbered # 25a by ~uira.ud, who substituted a 
new ending, bar 111, to replace Bizet's coda, 
bars 111-125. Bars 57-98 were repeated by 
Guiraud, unless the ballet music indicated below 
was used.) 
* {# 25 b, inserted by Guiraud, ballet music from 
L'Ar16sienne, Farandole, # 22) 
* (# 25 c, inserted by Guiraud, ballet music from 
L'Arl6sienne, Chorus, # 7) 
~~ (# 25 d, inserted by Guiraud, ballet music from 
La Jolie Fi~le de Perth, Danse Boh6mienne, # 14)1 
Zuniga., Moral6s, Frasquita, MercE!idE!is 
~~- (Omitted by Guiraud) 
I 
j,i: 26 March and Chorus; Carmen, Escamillo, Frasqui ta, MercE!idE!is,· 
and Chorus 
# 27 
Part 1, bars 1-239, (chorus) Intro. AABACAD 
Intro .. A' A Coda 
Part 2, bars 239-263, (Carmen, :.:.sca.millo) 
two stanzas, EE 
Part 3, bars 263-326, (Carmen, Frasquita, 
Kerc~d~s) FGF Coda 
Duet and Final Chorus; Carmen, JosE!!, Chorus backstage; 
A,trans .. l:, :S~·~~trans .. 2, B, trans .. 3, 
C, trans. 4, D, E, trans. 5, D, F, 
trans .. 6, D, G~t D, coda 
1. For the Vienna and second Paris productions # 25 d was 
placed in Act II. 
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dialogues and one melodrama; three other dialo&,"Ues were omitted 
com.i..oletely .. 1 
Since this paper is on Bizet, a musical analysis of 
Guiraud 1 s work is not in order.. Suffice it to say that a 
pastiche was avoided by taking much of the material from key 
musical sections of Bizet and restricting the orchestrations 
to the simplest style of the piece .. 'ff 3 bars 152-157, and# 3 
bis bars 18-19 and 20-25,are based on# 1 of the first edition, 
bars 77-82, where Mica~!J.a..asks MoralE!ls wl'Ether he knows Corporal 
JosE!~; # 6 bis bars 2-3 and 6-7, and# 19 bis bars 42-45, are 
taken from the 'fate' theme of the Prelude; # 6 bis bars 10-
14 is from the .iiabanera refrain, ll 5; II 7 bis ~ bars 17-32, 
and # 19 bis bars 28-31 are both references/to JosE!~' s mother in 
# 7 bars 57-73; and # 19 bis bar 3 and 10-21 is from # 19 
bars 60-61 and 5-12. In no case does the orchestration call 
for other than the ori3inal insbrumentation. 
Instead of allowing the spoken lines of Zuniea to run into 
the musical introduction th /,~ 8, Chorus of ~Jomen, Guiraud set 
them to music at bars 9-11 (changing the text to 11 ~ue se passe-
t-il done la-b!s?"). 2 Similarly, the recitative sections added 
to Bizet's l'.lelodrama, :/l 9, are supplemented by vocal lines 
composed over Bizet 1 s music. This is actually one of the most 
unfortunate products of the second edition, both because the 
·----.-- ------·-
1. The dialogues preceeding # 11, # 14, and# 26 were not 
used in the second edition. 
2. Bizet, Carm~, Second Edition, Choudens, p .. 78. 
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melodrama is of paramount importance in the op~ra-comique of the 
nineteenth centur~ and because the original obtains far greater 
contrast between Zuniga's spoken quest~ons and Carmen's answers. 
Tne Chanson, # 16, also contains some minor recitative for Carmen 
which replaces the original spoken conm1ents during the music. 
Guiraud composed a short reel tative for !Jlica~Ha to 
replace her dialogue with a guide. Through some oversi~ht this 
:music was not labeled tt 21 bis as in every other case of' a 
.recitative between two numbers, but rather was printed as an in-
; tegral part of the introduction to 1;i 22. 1 Hence this one 
recitative bas continued to be performed in Paris where the 
other music or Guiraud has been dropped in favor of modifications 
of the original dialogues. Not only is it unfortunate to 
·perform :music of one .c.~a.n, a ttributine; it to another (even when 
this muslc is so good as to be nearly indistinguishable in style), 
but the neglect of the dialogue version in this case abolishes 
two very carefully worked out motivations. Meilhac and lial~vy 
took great pains to eliminate the criticism so often heard today 
to the effect thatJ~ca~la and Escamilla could never have 
wand:;;;red into the mountain retreat of the smugglers by chance. 
It is very carefully explained in the text that Micaf:!la has 
been brought by a guide from the tavern of Lillas Pastia at the 
1.. In the first •ddi tion, p., 264, Iviica~la speaks during the horn 
solo which serves as introduction to the aria. (This is 
not indicated in the Autograph, howeverJ In the second 
edition published by Choudens, # 22 is entitled simply 
"Air" and contains music of both Bizet and Guiraud; see 
p. 278.. No mention is anywhere made of this fact .. 
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foot of the mountains. On the way they were severely frightened 
by a hear of wild bulls being driven to Sevil:j.e by the noted 
toreador, ~scamillo. 
'Ihe orchestra score contains, in a0.di'cion to the shortened 
version of :,¥ 25 a, three ballet numbers adapted by Guirs.ud from 
Bizet's other works. The first two are the Farandole, # 22, and 
the Chorus, li 7, from 1 1 A~l~sienne; the third is the Danse Boh~mi­
enne, :ft? 14, from La Jolie Fille de Perth. 1 For the Vienna and 
1883 Pal .. is performances., however, the latter was inserted in 
2 
Act II, transforming the dirty intimacy of Pastia's brothel 
into an elaborate party with dancing girls contrary to Bizet's 
'expressed intentions.. Actually any ballet in the score seens to 
hold back the action, and its presence in Act IV makes an 
unfort1.-mate pause before the final scene as well as increasing 
the lencth of the opera to nearly-unbearable proportions. In 
, adG.ition to cutting the coda of ~!:: 25,~~ Guiraud repeated be.rs 57-98 
·for theaters which lacked a corps-de-ballet. Since some of this 
section contains specific lines of Zunie;a to certain r.1erchants, 
a second version of the text was made by Guiraud for this repeat. 
11.11 this to add greater length aft e.· having pared Bizet's r.lUsic! 
The importance of Ernest Guiraud in the history of Carmen 
cannot be minimized.. The implications::.of the change from 
----··-----
, 1. No mention is made in the orchestra score of the Prelude-
Overture, II 1, from 1 1 Arl~sienne, often played in contem-
porary performances. 
2. Pi~ot,~~ QE• Cit.fi p. 297 •. 
Ibid • ., n. 276: 'A la repr~se de Carmen en l883z l'Op~ra-Comique 
a::va.rrt" acquis un imnortant corps de ballet .1' cruu 1 •utiliser 
dans cette sc~ne {P.ct II) et 1 1 orgie boh~m.e, si vibrante Jadis 
devient 1..me exhibition plastique et perdlt son caract~re .. 
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op~ra-comique to grand op~ra extend beyond the mere facts of 
'·whether the work is performed with speech or ent:trely sung, 
whether or not the motivations of the librettists exist, or 
whether or not ballet music is included. It is a case of 
two widely separated fields, one of which fits Carr~~ because 
the opera was composed into it, the other less-happy because the 
basic conception of the work is altered. In spite of this, 
Guiraud's work is that of a serious, painstaking artist; his 
recitatives are a little masterwork both in themselves and in 
the way they are closely assimilated with the music of Bizet. 
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III. THE AUTOGRAPH lvTANUSCRIPT 
THE HA!~JJWRI'I1ING OF THE MANUSCRIPT 
The Autograph copy of Carmen is a thick manuscript of 
app. 1150 pages numbered by the Librairie du Conservatoire 
with a printed stamp at the bottom of each right-hand sheet. 1 
~Nhile the manuscript is in Bizet's hand (and not that of a 
copyist), careful examination reveals that at least six other 
persons have made corrections, marginal notes, new indications 
of stage directions, etc. 
The most important of these individuals was of course 
TI:rnest Guiraud, whose revisions and recitatives are to be 
found both as inserts and on the original pages. The difference 
between the handvvriting of these two men is easily distinguishable, 
Bizet having a tendency to scrawl somewhat awkwardly and in 
gr•eat haste, Guiraud being neat, precise, and probably left-
handed.2 A note attached to Ms. p. 511, the insert of ballet 
·music, :/f 25 bis, explains that this music is in the writing of 
Gu.iraud; this note is signed'by G .. Servi~re, French essayist 
· and critic. Presumably this is the only place he has written 
in the score, for no other separate not~s are to be found. 
The first page of each musical number has been signed by 
the publisher with the engraver's number of the orchestra score, 
. 1. 
2 .. 
For reference purposes in this paper, these numbers of the 
Autograph are always referred to as 'Manuscript page nos.' 
abbreviated 1Ms. p.'; see Appendix B. 
For an example of t!1.is contrast between Bizet and Guiraud, 
see Appendix B, Ms. p. 52 bis. 
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A.C .. 3795. A different hand has inserted the musical staff 
numbers during the planning of the engravings.,l The former is 
in all probability the hand of M. Anthony Choudens for it was 
customary for the publisher to indicate his approval of the 
numbers which were to be engraved; the latter person is 
unknown. 
The title page of the score is inscribed in a broad 
flourish; it hardly seems possible that any of' the above-mentioned 
persons could have duplicated this heavy style. This writing 
appears at several other points in the score, all either on 
the title pages or at the top of page 1 of the individual 
musical numbers. 2 
Still a seventh person has gone through· the entire score 
revising the distribution of parts to F'rasquita and Merc~d~s. 
This must have been an individual connected with the Op~ra­
Comique in 1874, perhaps even M. du.Locle, the general manager$! 
for these revisions were incorporated into the first edition 
printed in r!Iarch, 1875. That this was not the composer himself 
.is apparent from the striking differencES in the capital 'F' and 
. '!JI r used in the abbreviations of Frasqui ta a.'"ld l.!erc~d~s. 3 
Guiraud's writinG is sharply contrasted with this printed 'F' 
·•1. As proof of this difference, the usual Arabic figure 1 5' in 
'A.C. 3795' is contrasted to the French 15 1 used on the 
staff numbers. See Appendix B, r;.is. p .. 70. 
2.. See Appendix B,. Ms. p. 287, 'Chanson'.. Other places 111here 
this hand ap:pears are Ms .. p. 60 (Hecit.), Ms. p. 158 
{Chanson et Melodrame), and j\'ls., p. 222 •. 
3. See Appendix B, i~ .. s. p .. 349 {Bizet 'F' and'M'} and 1\·s .. p. 
379 (unknown 1F 1 and ':t~P) .. 
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on Ms. p .. 287. 
These revisions were probably to adapt these roles more 
successfully to the voices of the two singers who created them. 
It was Bizet's original intention that most of the higher lines 
should be sung by JEerc~d~s when the two parts were divided., The 
revision has resulted in Frasquita usually being the higher and 
therefore appearing on the line above Merc~d~s in the score.l 
At several points in the Autograph an unidentified 
person has ll'lritten marginal notes at the bottom of the pages; 
that this could not have been Bizet is shown by the fact that 
.these notes contain references to specific page numbers in the 
orchestral score pripted after his death., wnile the writing 
bears a marked resemblance to that of Guiraud, these notes do 
not appear either in the first edition or in the early copies 
'of the second edition (they were later included), but are printed 
in the orchestra score; this lends a measure of doubt that Guiraud 
·was responsible., Four times these notes suggest possible 
•transpositions that may be made to allow Carmen to be sung by 
a soprano or a mezzo-soprano with a weak lower voice. The 
publishers naturally assumed that if Carmen were to become a 
popular success, the role would have to attract leadine 
sopranos. On ~s. p. 397 the footnote suggests the transposition 
of the card scene, H 22, one half step higher from bars 186-225. 
Ms. p .. 402 says that if this transposition is used, bars 226-229 
. 1. In ~i: 19, lf 20 9 and '1¥ 22 Merc~d~s still takes the higher part 
except for several instances where a change was made in the 
Autograph., . 
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.will be re~laced by four bars given at the end of the score. 
Unfortunately the micro-film of the manuscript did not include 
these bars, but they do appear as a separate insert on p. 376 
of the orchestra score. In the same manner a transposition of 
bars 223-322 of the Duet, jf 17, is to be made; here, however, 
·che artist is to transpose a whole tone higher without tran-
. 1 
sitions .. 
A foot~ote on Ms. p., 232 indicat\js that if the part of 
Carmen in the ensembles of Acts II and III is too low for the 
singer (too low for her to be neard effectively above the 
_;..others), she may exchange with :Merc<!ld~s.. This resulted in a 
part for the latter which was too low for a soprano. In smaller 
companies there were only two leading sopranos available. Since 
one of these ladies was obviously required for 1vaca~:J_a and the 
ot:1er for F'I'asqui ta, and since these companies also possessed 
the services of a contralto not needed for any specific part 
in the opera, she would be assigned Merc~d~s .. 
The role of Carmen was specifically written for a mezzo-
soprano, and Bizet quite intentionally made her the lowest-
voiced of all the women in contrast to Iilica~la.. The deplorable 
practic~of assienin3 the role of Merc<!ld~s to a contralto and 
of Carmen exchanging parts with her during the ensembles {a 
;tradition-still almost universally in existence} resulted both 
--···-----··--·-
1. Bizet, Carm~n, Autograph manuscript, Ms. pp .. 291-300. 
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from the innability of Car.mens to reach the lower range and 
from the difficulty contraltos had in maintaining the high 
tessitura. of Ivierc~d~s' soprano line.. In the Ca1 .. d Trio, # 20, 
as well as in the Gypsy Song, # 12, an analysis of the voicing 
: will show that Carmen must always be the darkest voice and 
.that Merc~dE!ls and Frasquita alternate the upper parts both 
.having very hi~~ musical climaxes requiring the brilliance of 
;soprano timbre.l 
.Another footnote': similar to the four just described 
replaces the Bizet notation that Carmen is to play the castanettes 
.on the stage during her dance in# 17. 2 Since both notes are 
'essentially the same, no apparent reason;exists for deleting the 
,original. Elsewhere throughout the score the original stage 
;directions of the composer have been replaced by nearly identical 
new statements. 3 ~hile in certain instances this is defensible 
·•. on the grounds that ce;;.:-tain bars had been cut by Bizet or that 
certain different timings were indicated during the rehearsals 
';in 1874 and 1875 11 for the most part there seems no valid 
1. In the :Ensemble, :/1 21 11 Merc~d~s' line is continuall;1 h?-gher 
than :B'!•a.squi ta.' s; at bar 43 Bizet has written a high .b flat 
for the former. See Bizet, Carmen, G. Schirmer, p. 291 • 
. 2 .. Bizet, Carmbn, Autograph, Ivis. p. 291. This note also appears 
in all printed editions and in the orchestra score .. 
3.. See Appendix B, :rv:s. p. 538. There is a certain si1~,ilarity 
between the writing of the revised stage directions here 
and that of Guiraud to be found on Ms. p. 52 bis" That he 
was responsible for the new stage directions seems doubtful, 
however, for they are included in the first edition, probably 
printed before he handled the score. Perhaps the librettists 
may have desired changes, or again, perhaps someone in the 
Op~ra-Comique made notations. 
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reason.l 
Several other specimens of handwriting are to be ~ound.2 
One individual bee;ruFto number all the pages of the entire 
score in order but c;ave up after the Chorus o~ Children, fl 3. 
The inherent difficulty of' the micro-~ilm process, together 
with the lack of comparable examples, seem to preclude any 
more-de~inite identification of the persons involved. 
1. A check into the possibility that Ha16vy revised the stage 
directions in accordance with the publication of his 
complete works shows he was not responsible. 
At the head of the Guiraud recitative preseeding # 22, 
for example, has been written 1:// 22, Air', thus accounting 
for the tact that in all copies of the second edition 
this recitative is published as the work of Bizet. 
Gulraud was not responsible, for the writing is not his. 
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:MUSIC MISSING FROM THE AtJTOGRAPH 
A careful examination of the Autograph shows tbt;, t almost 
40 musical sections totalling over 600 bars have been cut from 
the opera as Bizet composed it. On the other hand, 3?5 bars of 
recitative and 172 bars of ballet music have been introduced 
into the score by Guiraud. Of the thirty-one musical numbers 
· ( includinr: the Prelude and tr...ree l];n tr 1 actes) only the following 
ha~e survived with no changes at all: 
Prelude 
if: 5~ Habanera 
# 7 ~ Duet.·~ 
Entr'acte to Act II 
# 12 Gypsy Song 
Entriacte to Act III 
# 22, Air (without recitative) 
The Scene, # 1, has been condensed slightly by Bizet; 
If 10, Seguedilla, has had a new introduction aJded to the 
original; and :fi 21, Ensemble, now includes a 10 bar repeat at 
bars 72-81 in order to provide more exit music for the chorus 
of smugglers. The spoken words durinc the Scene, # 6, have been 
omitted, while several brief interjections have been added to 
:the Chanson, # 16., The J:Lntr'acte to Act IV; 1¥ 15, Quintet; and 
# 20, Trio, contain ~inor orchestration chang0s. The latter two 
.nwnbers alone with the Sextet and Chorus,# 19, and the Imsemble, 
.~f 21, contain the aforementioned redistribution of the vocal 
lines of Frasquita and Merc~d~s. Th:is totals sixteen in all .. 
Unfortunately~ the lv1anuscript is no longer complete for 
some of these unY~own sections have become separated and lost. 
on the following page is a Table of J,:J:usic Missing from the 
Autograph.. The IV:o.ral&s Aria, ://= 2, and the fight music fro.c1 
# 23 have been .. recov.ered .in. the. pian<:>_ *'~duct.~e>n of.. the i'irst 
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TABLE OF r·.-JUSIC MISSING FROM THE AUTOGRAPH 
=i!~ 2, Scene and Pantomime, l·iora.l~s and chorus, app .. 20 pp .. , 
122 bars (piano reduction found in 
first edition) 
If 4, Tenor Chorus, 8~pp. (pp .. 23-35 of i/4), probably 36 
bars, first and last bars cut by Bizet 
on Ms .. p., 83 
Is~ 14 bis, Exit of Jscamlllo, 3 pp. (pp. l-3 of :t/14 bis), 
probably 10 bars, bars 11-12 visible on 
Ms. p .. 287 
# 16, Chanson, 2 1J1:•, replaced by a printed page from the 
Guiraud second edition 
# 2:5, Duet, 14 pp .. (pp. 26-39 of# 23), bars 99-177, {piano 
reduction found in first edition}, 
If ~'~ Duet and 
p ~ . 40. of··#· 25 re;,.numbered 26 on Ills" p .. 
463. 
Chorus, 4 pp 1 (51-54 of# 27), last two bars 
of Us. p. 571 cut by Bizet; first bar 
of Ms. p. 572 rewritten as a bridge 
passage by :bizet 
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edition. 1 However, the orchestration to these two sections 
'cannot be located as they were separated from the Autograph 
before the engraving of the orchestra score was undertaken. 
Only one clue exists as to the identity of the 1,erson or persons 
l"'eSl.Jonsible for the cutting of the Moral~s Aria. At the bottom 
of the preceeding page, the last page of the opening chorus, 
the words 11 Enchainez le No. 3 11 are clearly written in a broad, 
firm hand which actually re~embles no other writing to be found 
in the score .. 2· Of course the possibility also exists that this 
music was cut at some time before it was destroyed. 
±n the case of the Duet, # 23, very little more can be 
established. Ms. p. 453 clearly shows the pages between which 
the cut was :;,ade.3 The original page no. 40 has been crossed out 
and the number 26 substituted by a hand which resembles neither 
Bizet, Guiraud,~or the person who cut # 2 above. Pages 41-43 
are likewise re-numbered 27-29; on the latter page the original 
Pizet stage directions are replaced by new ones in the same 
unidentified handwriting as elsewhere in the score.. Bizet himself 
cut the final bar to make an attacca into # 24o 
The Moral~s scene contains some of the most graceful and 
descriptive music of the score; still, there seems ne necessity 
'either for him to sing an aria at all or for the introduction 
1. St>e A1jpendix A. 
2. See Appendix B, Ms. p. 38. This is the page preceeding the 
cut. When the cut was made, # 1 becnme # 2, and the Prelude, 
originally without a number, became# 1. 
;.)., See Appendix B. The left hand side of Ms. p .. 453 is number 
25; the right hand page has number 40 obliterated in the 
_upper rigJ:lt corner and _?6 w~itten __ at _the top. 
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of the principal characters to be delayed until the end of the 
fourth musical number. The fight scene is music of ret1.l power, 
however, and belongs in the score today. Its absence renders 
incomprehensible the statement of Zscamillo that all is even 
between Jos6 and himself, for in the second edition Escamillo 
loses., 
Tne eight pages from the Chorus, # 4, contained a section 
in which the tenors made love to the cigarette girls., Ms. p. 83 
shows clearly where Bizet made the cut, but the pages were not 
renumbered, 27 beine clearly visible on the left and 36 on the 
right. l The first and last bar'S which exist on this page 
indicate that this music was in 6/8 meter in the key of E major. 
Bizet was in the habit of numbering the measures in each musical 
:nmaber, and from this it can be shown that this section 
consisted of a total of 36 bars including the two on Ms. p. 83. 
Moreover, the ps.rticular numbering shorthand telling which bars 
were to be used again without re-writing the parts in the orches-
tra score indicates that bars 104-112 were repeated ~xactly as 
the last nine bars of this cut. The other twenty-six bars have 
been lost., 
i'his tenor chorus was based on the following text: 
1. See Appendix. B, 1\-is. p .. 83. On p. 27 of# 4 Bizet wrote ''A la. 
page 36n. That Bizet was responsible for this cut will be 
shown later under the discussion of the general way he 
indicated bars to be cut by writing a cross-hatch of lines 
surrounded by a rects.ngle. It does not prove that he 
removed the pages fro~1 the manuscript, however. 
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LES JEUNES GENS, aux cigarieres.> 
~ans faire les cruelles, 
~coutez-nous, les belles, 
Vous que nous adorons, 
Que nous idol~trons. 
LES CIGAHIERES, (reprennant) en riant .. 
Le doux parler des amants 
C'est fum<!e; 
Leurs transports et leurs serments 
C'est fum~e, 
Dans 1 1air nous suivons les yeux 
La fum<!l? 
etc.-
The Exit of Escamillo, # 14 bis,2 consists of 20 bars in 
E major as it is printed in both the first and second editions; 
the Autograph indicates, however, that a refrain of the 
Toreador Song was sung by the chorus of tenors and basses 
(without soloists) preceeding the purely orchestral exit music .. 
On :Ms. p. 253 the last two bars of this refrain have been 
cross0d out, probably by Bizet. 3 Since this is page 4 of If 14 
bis, it is almost certain that the three pages missin~ from the 
score contained a straightforward statement of this refrain in 
E major, 12 bars long including the two that survive.. No 
introduction would have been necessary. In all probability 
this music was found to be too long for the particular staging 
. at the premi~re; therefore this cut was not inauguratHd by 
· Bizet but rather by a stage director or conductor and should 
- - --- -----· 
1. H. r.~eilhac and L., Hal~vy, Theatre de 1i.eilhac et Hal~vy, 
"Cal"men 11 • 
2.. This is 1t 14 ter in the second edition; Guiraud 1 s recitative 
is 14 bis. 
3.. See Appengix.D, l'i.s. p .. 253., 
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be restored. 
Bizet also revised the ending of# 27, Duet and Chorus, 
cutting fo,.::r pages from the manuscript and re-writinp, 189 as a 
bridge passage for solo trumpets .. 1 Thi.s condensaticn was no 
doubt made to heighten the dramatic tension and tighten up the 
endinf3 of the opera. The two bars cut on Ms. p. 571 contained 
'an interestin,?; fanfare for the backstage chorus and trumpets 
over chromatically-descending triplets in the orchestra. The 
stage directions indicate that Jos~ was originally to stab 
Carmen at bar 188 before this four-page cut. One can only 
conjecture at the character of this music.,2 When this scene was 
telescoped, Bizet wrote new stage directions indicating that 
Carmen was to be stabbed at the B flat in the string counter-
melody at bar 196. This curious effect of the massed strine;s in 
the pit opposed to the toreador refrain sung backstage was not 
originally intended to portray the emotions of Carmen as she 
faced death. Some confusion has resulted from the fact that 
the original stage directions were only partially crossed out, 
1 .. 
2 .. 
Al~pendix :_, Ms. pp. 571-572.. The four page cut carne between 
these t;,vo pages, 571 being numbered 50 and 572 being 
nun~bered 55. 
sutherland Edwards, Op. Cit., p. 231, wri-ces: nT11e bull-fight, 
according to the ori:=-;inal design of the authors, was to be 
shown in.the form of a tableau, occupying all the back of 
the stao-e• with live chorus-singers and 'supers' in the 
front of the picture and painted figures behind them, ' 
'Escamilla' was to have been seen triumphing over the figure 
of the fallen bull, while the crowd of spectators everlooking 
the arena shouted vociferously the air of the toreador." 
It is possible that music for this transformation 
occupied these four missing pages. 
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and many modern productions of Carmen re-introduce the murder 
at the orisinal point. To interpret the music in this wa~ 
creates a difficult problem on the stage, for it is not 
pleasant to watch thirteen bars of death agony. ~espite the 
flact that this music may have been written to describe the 
anguish of Carmen's last breaths, I cannot believe t:he Opt!lra-
Comique presented it in this way. 
In line with the shortcninc; of the end of the opera, 
Bizet recomposed the final pages. Bar 200 has been crossed out 
on !Vis. p. 572 and appears re-·written on :Ms. p. 573. The last 
three pages of the score do not utilize full sheets of 
r.1anuscript paper but only a fevJ lines of each. The only other 
case of this is the introduction to the Seguedi:la, # 10, added 
later on the title page itself. 
The original copy of the Chanson, ~{ 16, has been replaced 
in the Autograph by a printed excerpt taken from the second 
edition on which several specimens of handwritine; are to be 
f'o~nd, 1 including that of Guiraud, the engraver, Anthony 
Choudens, the person who inscribed the tit;le page, and the 
person v1ho revised the lines of ~'rasquita and r~~erc~d~s.2 This 
printed pae;e was a proof, for no engravers' number is to be 
found and the pr•inteci title nReci t." has been corrected to 
11 Chansonu. It could only have been from the second edition, for 
1. See Appendix B, Ms. p. 287. 
2. This,. coupled with the fact that the revisions occurred 
prior to the 1mblication of the first edition, shows the 
latter person must have had access to the Autograph at two 
different times .. 
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the interjections of Carmen in the first line •11ere by Guira.ud 
and did not appear in the first edition.. Ferhaps the manuscript 
of this number was torn out of the score to be used by the 
player who accompanied Lherie (tne first JosE!) on the harmonlmn. 
s~veral other early revisions are revealed in the Auto-
graph. Zunisa was originally to have been called Lizzara; and 
this name occurs throughout :fl 8, the Chorus of ',\'omen; if 13 and 
#13 bis, Chorus; # 14, Couplets; # 18, Finale to Act II; and 
~~t- 25, Chorus. In 7~:. 26 tho lines of Frasqui ta and ~~lerc~d~s were 
all to have been sune by the latter, but Bizet rewrote this 
scene to include both. The original conception of the opera 
was in three acts, the last two scenes of the present version 
being condensed into Act III.l 
1.. On l\ls. p. 481, the la: t page of the third act, are the words: 
"fin :iu Ire tableau. du 3me Acte" .. 
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I:'!USIC curr' IN THE AUTOGRAPH 
Perhaps we are fortunate that so many of the unprinted 
sections of the manuscript remain in the Autograph today.1 
These cuts fall into three different types. The first, definitely 
by Bizet, consists of a cross-hatch of dark, heavy lines over 
the measures in question, the whole being surrounded by a 
rectangle. The second consists of a cross over the bars, while 
the third is either a combination of the first and second or 
of two crosses as if Bizet had first cut these bars and a second 
pel''son double-checked him. 2 'rhe confusine thing about these 
crosses is that they are definitely the work of two different 
people. Bizet worked quickly, slashing the paee with an 'X'; 
another moved more deliberately as if with a straight-edge. 
Of the twenty-six places which fall into the second 
category, twenty-one are slashes which are definitely the work 
of Bizeto The other five all occur in the final elimination of 
1. In order to preserve the system of numbering bars as they 
occur in the second edition as printed today (and also 
as in the first edition), all ne'>'l measures in the .~~uto­
eraph are numbered in parenthesis, preceeded by the last 
bar appearine: in the second edi t:i.on. For example, bar 12 
of a musical number might be followed by 16 ba:.c:·s cut in 
the Autograph; these bars would then be nurabered 12(1), 
12(2), etc., or the entire section 12(1}-12(161. 
2. Proof that the cross-hatches were made before the crosses 
is offered by the preliminary partial cuts, all of the 
former type, which appear in # 3 bis, II 8, :/1 9, and :/1 17. 
For an examp..Le, see .Pl.ppendix B, Ms. pp. 52-57, 149-152, 
and 305-306.. Bizet made both cPts on the lattel"" pat:;es 
where the cross-hatches make nc .. sense without the crosses., 
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'the Melodrama .I' .fl 3 bis •1 Of the seventeen crosses under the 
third group, six are definitely by Bizet and ten are the product 
of someone else; one is questionable.2 
A striking similarity between; the cut made in one of 
Guiraud's recitatives on Ms. p .. 159 and a cut made by Guiraud 
(not by Bizet) in 7~f 9, Ms .. p. 162, and cuts made over a Bizet 
cross-hatch on Ms .. pp. 64 and 169 suggests that the composer's 
.friend may have been responsible for the unknown crosses.. No 
definite proof can be offeren, however., 
In order to clarify this situation I have prepared the 
table on the following pages including all the music composed 
by Bizet which does not appear in the second edition today., 
Unless otherwise noted, these cuts were made by the composer 
at his own instigation or to I!leet:the demands of the producers 
and singers at the Op~ra-Comique. Because of this latter fact, 
these deletions do not necessarily reflect the will of the 
·composer .. 
fine of the most valuable discoveries in the Autor;raph 
is the J:i~.elodrarn.a, if 3 bis. 3 A delightful canon at the octave 
for solo violin and cello with pizzicato accompaniment, this 
music was originally 72 bars long; the Bizet cross-hatches 
plainly indicate that the composJr made an effort to shorten 
the piece to 42 bars, however. For some reason or other, this 
still aid not suit the Op6ra-6omique production. It is not too 
---·-------- . -
Discussed at greater length below. 
Thi~ al§o appears to be Bizet's doing; see Appendix B, Ms.p.471. 
Ibia.!., 1vls.. p.. 52 bis .. 
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TABLE OP UNKNOVIG~ MUSIC FOUND Ii.I TEE AUTOGHAPH1 
# 2, Scene and Pantomime, 
# 3, Chorus of Children, 
Ms. p .. 41, 
If 3 bis, IJe1odrama, 
Ms. pp., 52 bis - 57, 
122 bars, removed from the score 
by persons unknown 
Bars 16(1)-16(2) cut by Bizet (?) 
72 bars, internal cuts by Bizet, 
cut entirely by persons 
unknmm 
Reprise of # 3, Chorus of Children, 
Ms. pp .. 60-61, Bars 24{1)-24(16) 
Ids .. pp .. 64-65, Bars 60{1)-60(8} 
# 4, Chorus of CiGarette Girls, 
Ms. pp .. 70-72, Bars 2(1)-2{12), bar 15(1) 
Ms. p. 83, Bars 112(1) and 112(26) cut by 
· ~': 8, Chorus of Worn en, 
IV.is. p .. 137, 
ll'is. pp. 149-152 
# 9, I•Ielodrama, 
~" i~•S" p. 162, 
t~s. p .. 163, 
Ifs. p. 164, 
Ms. p. 166, 
Ms. p. 167' 
I~~Ts. pp. 168-169, 
.!L 11, Finale to Act I, 1T 
Ms .. pp .. 190-191, 
JI,J:s. p. 196, 
Bizet 
Bars 112(2)-112(35), 8 pages, 
removed from score by persons 
unknown, probably cut by 
Bizet 
Bars 4(1)-4{4) 
Bar 140(1) rewritten at 141 
Bars 141(1}-141(54), internal 
cuts by Bizet, cut entirely 
by Bizet ('?} 
Bars 20(1)-20(2) cut by Bizet 
Bars 20(3)-20(4} cut by Guiraud 
Bar 37(1) cut by Guiraud 
Bars 37(2)-37(16) cut by Bizet 
Bar 53(1) cut by Guiraud 
Bars 76(1}-76(2) cut by Bizet 
Bars 78(1)-78(21) and 85(1)-85(2) 
cut by Bizet 
16 bar introduction not crossed 
out but not printed, cut by 
Bizet (?) 
Bars 63(1)-63(5) 
1. 'iiith the exception of if 2, ~~~ 23, and // 25, all in the first 
edition, this music has not appeared in prin!;. All cuts not 
otherwise designated were by Bizet. s,:;e Appendix E. 
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TABLE OF UNKNOWN MUSIC FOUND IN THE AUTOGHAPH, cont. 
,Reprise of # 13, Chorus, 
Ms. pp~ 227-228, 
fn 
'ff 14, Couplets, 
Ms. pp. 240-241, 
:tvis. p. 248 
:# 14 bis, Exit of Escamillo, 
' ~s. p. 253, 
',:t,,l. 17, 
•" 
:Duet, 
Ms. pp. 305-306, 
.:tf 18, Finale to Act II, 
r~:Is e pp. 349-350, 
,'fl 23, :Duet 
,Ms. p. 453, 
Ms. p. 455, 
1-f 24, Finale to Act III, 
Ms. pp. 470-472, 
.Ms. pp. 4'76-480, 
9 bar introduction cut by Bizet 
Dars 58(1)-58(2) replaced by bars, 
1-8, probably revised by 
Bizet 
Bars 112-116 cut as part of 
revision 
10 bars (three pages) reD~ved 
from score by persons 
un1movm. 2 bars of Ms. p. 
253 cut by Bizet (?) 
Bars 116(1)-116(1~), internal 
cut by Bizet, entire cut by 
Bizet (?) 
Bars 137(1)-137(14) 
Bars 99-177 (14 gages) removed 
from the score by persons 
unknown 
Ear 188(1) cut to make an attacca 
into ~t: 24 
6 bars of the original replaced 
by bars 113-116 
22 bars of the original replaced 
by bars 152-160 
Bars 158(1)-158(2) 
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1.' 
71' 25, 
..u. 26, IT 
,. 
1r 27, 
TABLE OF UNKlJO'im !viUSIC FOUED D~ TEE AUTOGRAPH, cont • 
Chorus, 
Ls. pp • 
March and 
r.tls .. p .. 
l\~is • pp .. 
l'liS • p. 
xJi:s. pp. 
Ll'uet and 
Its. p., 
'~s • pp. 
503-504, 
Chorus~ 
532~ 
537-508, 
542, 
542-544, 
Final Chorus, 
563, 
571-572, 
Bars 111-125 cut by Guiraud 
Bars 217(1)-217(4) 
Bars 263(1)-263(9) 
Bar 298(1) 
Bars 299(1)-299(16) 
Bars 125(1)-125(7) 
Bars 188(1)-188(?} cut by Bizet 
as a part of a four-page 
condensation, pages removed 
from the score by persons 
unknovm 
Bar 189 crossed out and rewritten 
for trumpets 
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long for the actual relieving of the guards and the dialogue 
betlween :Moral~s and Jos~ for it lasts lesf'. than 90 seconds. 
The fact that an attempt was made to shorten it indicates Bizet 
may have been against eliminating the canon completely., M:oreover, 
the final cuts were not by the composer, for they are too neat 
in appearance. Th:.s is functional music of great beauty which 
belongs in the dialogue version of Carmen. 1 On the following 
: page are outlines of this music in both the original and cut 
forms .. 
The reprise of # 3 also contains two serious omissions 
which were made by the compos~r to shorten the exit music of the 
children. The first, bars 24{1)-24(16), is an exact duplication 
i 
; .cf bars 93-108 of ~f 3 and rounds off the musical form of this 
number. The s0cond, an orchestral excerpt only, is at bars 60(1)-
. 60(8) of the coda and contains a brief dialogue between the 
strings and the solo winds. The latter section should be played 
as it greatly heir;htens the impre::,sion of' the children retreating 
into the distance.2 
A second melodrama, # 9, also suffered heavily during 
· the rehearsals and again durine the Guiraud revisions In the 
.: 1. In the first edition (and probably at the premi~re) the 
dialogue was spokan without music; in the second edition 
the music is continuous into the Reprise o-f tJ: 3, the dia-
logue being replaced by a short Guiraud recitative. See 
Appendix: B, Ms. p .. 52 bis. 
,2. See the Detailed Jutline of the Reprise of# 3~ also 
Appendix B, hls. yp. 64-65; 
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DETAILED O"C"TLINE OI·' ~~ 3 bis 
1¥ 3 bis, l:!elodrama based on ll 3, Un peu moins vite, 2/4, g minor, 
canon for solo violin and solo cello at the octave, 
72 bars 
Introduction 1-4 cellos, pizzicato 
Al 5-14 
Al 
Al 15-24 
Al 
Bl 25-32 
B1 
solo violin g minor 
7-16 solo cello 
violin (same as 5-14) 
17-26 cello {same as 7-16) 
violin B flat major 
27-34 cello 
32 f sharp leading to g minor 
violin (33-36 same as 5-8) g minor 
35-46 cello (35-38 same as 7-10) 
violin (same as 25-32) B flat r:1aj or 
47-54 cello (same as 27-34) 
violin (53-60 same as 33-40) g minor 
55-72 cello (55-62 same as 35-42) 
· fJ 3 bis, Melodrama based on t~ 3, revised by Bizet, 42 bars 
Introduction 1-4 cellos, pizzacato 
5-14 solo violin g minor 
A1 7-14, 25-26 solo cellol 
25-32 violin B flat major 
Bl 27-34 cello 
32 f sharp leadinr, to g minor 
33-40, 61-70 violin? (3~;..;36 same as::5-8) g minor 
A2 35-40, 61-72 ce+lo (35-38 same as 7-10) 
1. Bars 15-24 inclusive cut by Bizet. 
2. Bars 41-60 inclusive cut by Bizet. 
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DETAILED OUTLINE OF' '!'~-IE REPRISE OF :/l 3, CHORUS OF CHILDREil 
Reprise of 'I~~ 3, Allegro, 6/8 - 2/4, d minor 
1-8 Introduction, 6/8~ dominant of d minor 
same as 9-16 of # 3 
9-24, 24(1)-24(16), 25-53 L'istesso tempo, 2/4, d minor 
A 9-24, 24(1)-24(16) chorus (same as 77-108 
9-16 A1 d minor 
17-24 A1 d minor 24(1)-24(8) A 
24{9)-24(16} Ai B flat major B flat major 
of II 3) 
B 25-40 chorus (sa~e as 109-124 of # 3) 
A 
F major 25-32 
33-40 g minor - A major (dominant of 
d minor) 
orchestra only {similar to 125-137 41-53 
41-44 1st half of A1 A major 
41-42 cellos 
43-44 violins 
45-48 1st half of A1 C major 45-46 cellos 
47-48 violins 
Of fl 3) 
49-53 1st quarter of A1 plus extension 
modulation to d minor 
53-60, 60(1)-60(8), 61-68 Coda based on A d minor 
53-60 A1 accomya.nied by triplet figures in strings 
60(1)-60(8) based on A1, 
60(1)-60(2) 
60(3)-60(4) 
60 ( 5 );,..60( 7) 
60(6), 60(8) 
with alternating strings 
and woodvtfinds 
A1 oboes A1 bassoons 
Ul per vdnd trills 
strings pizzicato 
61-68 overlapping imitation based on 1st quarter 
of A1 
61'\:"62 .... · .:!i'l'Ute .l . c 
62-63 Flute II 
63-64 Horn I 
64-68 Cellos with extension 
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Detailed Outline of'# 9 which follows, I have indicated all the 
bars cut by Bizet in an effort to condense this music as well 
as those taken over by Guiraud for his own insertions. All of 
the Bizet cuts save one are made in the usual cross-hatch and 
i may represent either the composer's intentions or the answer 
to the demands of the managers of the Gomique. The one excep-
tion is bars 37(2)-37(16). 1 These sixteen bars consist of a 
taunting echo of Carmen's sarcasm played by the flute, and an 
·orchestral crescendo in the strings and winds leading to the 
outbreak of' the fight between the friends of the wounded 
~~anuelita and Carmen at bar 43. Needless to say, this music 
is of great importance and effectiveness and should therefore 
be restored. Again the difference in the way this section 
was cut indicates that it was done at a quite different time than 
the basic shortening of # 9. 
The chorus of the Op~ra-Comique in 1875 left much to be 
desired. .Almost every comentator has pointed out the=. difficulties 
which both the chorus and orchestra had with the music; certain 
sections were declared unplayable. These troubles are reflected 
in some of the alterations of the score. The backstage chorus 
in# 27, Duet and Chorus, underweno/several changes designed to 
make the voice parts easier for the chorus and perhaps to 
provide better synchronization with the orchestra in the pit. 
Bars 125(1)-125(7) included a tricky fanfare for brass and 
1. See Appendix B, Ms. p. 164. 
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A DETAILED OU'rLINI: OF' # 9, ~IELODRAlVIAl 
(Introductory recitative by Guira.ud 
bars 1-10) 
A 11-20 Carmen 
20(1)-20(2) cut by Bizet 
(Recitative by Guira.ud,.ba.rs 21-25) 
20{3)-20(4} cut by Guiraud 
and replaced by 24-25 
A 26-37, 37(1) Carmen 
(Recitative by Guira.ud, bars 38-42) 
37{1) cut by Guira.ud and 
replaced by 42 
37(2)-37(16) cut by Bizet 
A 37(2}-37(9) 
B 43-53, 53(1), 59· ·.~ Women 
A 
A 
A 
60-67 Carmen 
68-78 solo violin 
(Guiraud set sopranos to Bizet 
music at bars 43-44) 
(Recitative by Guiraud, bars 54-58) 
53 ( 1) cut by Guira.ud and 
replaced by 54 
76(1)-76(2) cut by Bizet 
A 78(1)-78(13) solo flute cut by Bizet 
A 78(14)-78(21) solo clarinet cut by Bizet 
79-88 cellos 
35(1)-85(2} cut by Bizet 
Coda. 89-94 
------·~·--··- --·---- -
1., Bizet's score and its revisions by him a~'e listed in the 
lef't colt.unn.. Guira.ud 1 s changes and additions are on the 
right .. 
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·chorus; 1 Biz.et was probably forced to eliminate this because of 
the inability of the performers to meet its demands.. At bal~s 
126-130 and 150-163 the chorus parts were simplified by pasting 
a new version right ovor the old. Some clue as to the original 
is given at bars 180-182 where the composer merely crossed out 
the chorus and rewrote it below. 2 It mir:;ht be possible to 
-separate the inserts on the other two pages to obtain the 
original intentions of the composer. With the improvement in 
:modern chorus techniques and the use of electronic synchronize-
._tion the _di,ff_icul ties of performance might be easily solved., 
.Another musical section of great importance is the 54 
.1bar orchestral interlude cut from the Chorus, 
' 
8., 3 This was 
·written to supply the background for Jos~ to enter the factory 
I 
' 
:and bring Carmen to the square and provided a few seconds respite 
from ·the difficult quarreling of the women., Perhaps the sta~,;:i.ng • 
,of this :scene was not well-solved at rehearsals so that Bizet 
.:was forcea to delete the music. As in several other instances 
.already mentioned, the first solution -~vas to cut only 36 bars 
including the striking melodic line at 141(27)-141(42)~which 
,occurs again in the coda to ft!: 8 and in ll 6.. This was later 
al bars.. The presence of this haunting melody is of first-rate 
importance to the opera, for at each instance it represents the 
-----·-------~·---·----
1 .. See Appendix E, Ms .. p .. 563 .. 
_2 .. See A:ppendix B, Ms. p. 570. 
3 .. See Ap}:!endix B, Ms., pp .. i149-152 .. 
4 .. See ./i~ppendix B, Ms • pp. 151-152. 
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latent passion of Jos~ for Carmen. The inclusion of this music 
here brings added meaning to its other appearances. The part 
that this section plays in /f. 8 is shown on the following pages., 
The difficulty of the chorus parts in this scene, coupled 
with the fact that the music dictates a great deal of physical 
movement on the stase, led to the abandonn1ent of the counterpoint 
sung by the soldiers at bars 126-1421 and again at bars 158-176. 2 
The men originally occupied a considerably more-prominent position 
in this scene., 
A short cut in # 17 is nevertheless an important one. 
Following JosE!:'s words, "G'est mal a toi,Carmen, -de te moquer 
de moil Je souffre de partir, car jamais femme. avant toi aussi 
profondE!:ment n 1avait troublE!: mon a.mel 11 ~ Bizet had composed a 
companion section in which Carmen sarcastically repeated Jos~'s 
declaration word-for-word .. 3 Whereas the former ends with a 
dominant seventh chord on B flat leading to B major, the latter 
moves to a dominant seventh on F sharp, the dominant of the 
following key. The first modulation which is universally performed 
today always seems harsh and lacks the drmnatic insight into 
Carmen's character; the original adc.ls one more level of sarcasm 
to her quarrel with Don Jos~.4 
In the tiarch and Chorus, =/i 2'7 3 Bizet wrote much more 
---------
1. See Appendix B, Ms. pp. 14'7-149. 
2.. See AI)pendix B., Ivis .. pp. 154-155., 
3. See Avpendix Bs Ms .. pp. 305-306 .. 
4. This cut represents a concession by Bizet.. Accordint, to 
Winton Deans the composer at first refused the demands of 
the Comique that this duet be shortened or broken into 
sections for applause.. Dean, Op .. Cit .. , p ... 86., 
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DETAILED OUTLINE OF ~f 8, CHORUSl 
.# 8, Chorus, Allegro vivace, 3/4. f sharp minor 
Orchestra introduction 1-19 
1-4 Intra. 1 (trills in thirds) 
4(1)-4(4) Intra. 1 (trills in thirds) screams of 
cigarette workers backsta~e 
5-14 Intra. 2 
5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and extens::on of 12 
at 13 and 14 
15-19· Intra.. 3 (chromatically descending eighths). 
Chorus introduction 
22-23, 26-27 
19-27 
chromatically descending eighths 
A 
E 
27-50 
27-39 
39-50 
50-83 f 
50-51 
52-59 
60-67 
68-75 
76-83 
Al 
40A@r.sed on Intra .. 2 
46-50 Intra. 3, chromatically descending 
eighths 
sharp minor 
vamp 
Bl 
Bl 
B2 
B3 diatonic ascending f sharp minor scale 
Codetta 1., 83-92 
83-85" 85-87 
87-88, 88-89 
90-92 
First Interruption of Zuniga 93-110 
93-96 Jl 97-100 
100-110 
A 111-140, 140(1) 
lll-1B2 A1 (slightly different from 27-39 
122.-126 Second interruption of Zuniea 
126-129 Incro. 1 ( trDJs) 
130-140, 140(1) A2 
131 based 8n Intra. 2 
l3rl-l40, 140:(1) tntro. 3 
1 .. Bars 4(1)-4(4) and 141(1)-141(54) cut by Bizet. Bar 140(1) 
crossed out and partially rewritten at 141. 
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1JSTAILE~> QrTTLINE OF 1~~ 8, CHORUS, cont .. 
Third interruption of Zuniga 14CH1)i'!14l-141(1) 
Orchestra interlude 141(2)-141(54) 
141{2) ff. Intro .. 1 (trills based on 1-4) 
B 
141{3)-141(10) Intro .. 2 (basud on 5-14} 
141(3)-141(6) 
141(71~141(10) 
141(11)-141{18) Intro. 2, similar to 141(3)-141(10) 
141(11)-141(14) 
141(15)-141(18) 
l41{19t~141(26) based on fate theme and bars.42 ff. 
141(19)-141(22) 
141(23)-141(26) 
141(27}-141(42) based on 141{19)-141(26) with 
melody from # 6, b$rs 35-43 
141(43)-141(54) based on melody from# 11, bars 
1-4 ff .. 
142-158 
142-145 
146-149 
150-158 
f sharp minor 
B1 one-half only 
B1 one-half only B4 chromatic ascendinc; f sharp minor scale 
Codetta 2, 158-174 
158-161, 162-165 
166-168, 168-170 
170-174 
Coda 174-218 
174-182 Coda 1 
174-178 F sharp major chordal melody 
178-182 ascending chromatic scale 
182-190 Coda 1 same as 174-182 
182-186 
186-190 
190-218 Coda 2 
190-191 chromatically descending quarter 
notes 
192-207 same as 141(27)-141(42) 
208-209, 210-211, 212-213, 214-215; all 
extension of 206-207 
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music for the appearance of the Alcade than has ever been per-
formed. Bars 263(1)-263(9) herald this appearance with an 
unaccompanied chorus of four solo Alquazils; 1 a sixteen bar 
repeat of the Cuadrilla music following bar 299 gave ample time 
for the parade and pageantry to leave the sta,~e. 2 Severt:tl other 
short chorus cuts seem worth restoring: the fpur bars preceeding 
the climax o.f Escamilla's entrance at 217(1)-217(4) of' this se.me 
i/ 26, 3 bars 137(1)-137(14) of the Finale to Act II., 4 and the 
5 bas~ and tenor counterpoint at bars 138-154 of this same Finale. 
Guiraud pasted one of his own recitatives ri~ht over nine 
bars · of in:broduction to the Reprise of ii 13 which Bizet had 
cut.. Little wonder that the remaining music of the introduction 
·(printed in the second edition) always gives tl::e impression of 
beginning in the middle of the piece., Guiraud also pasted his 
own ending over the coda of the Chorus., # 25. Needless to say, 
this particular music should be restored as Bizet never considered 
. shortening it .. 6 
Three other introductions were condensed by Bizet, but 
whether or not he considel .. ed this an improvement is difficult to 
1. See Appendix B., Ms. pp. 537-538. Bizet also wrote 0 non° here. 
2. See Appendix B, Ms. pp. 542-544, bars 299(1)-299(16). 
·3., See Appendix B, r!fs. p. 532. 
· 4. See A1)pendix B, Ms. pp. 349-350. 
5.. See Al_:,pendix B, I;Is. p. 350. 
6. Already discussed under the chapter on the Guiraud Revis:i.on 
of Carmen., See Appendix B, Ms. pp. 503-504. Bar 111 on 
Ms. p:-503 is in Guiraud v s llandwri ting. 
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determine. His first musical ideas are on record, however, and 
·were undoubtedly carefully planned; was it lack of stage move-
ment that made it necessary to trim what appeared to be 'dead' 
sections? These included bars 2(1)-2(12) of the Chorus of' 
Cigarette Girls, ~~ 4;1 ba1,s 4(1)-4{4) of the Chorus, 1/: 8; 2 and 
3 the first sixteen bars of # 11, the Finale to Act I. 
The Couplets of the Toreador, # 14, were revised by Bizet 
who replaced a two bar vruap between the verses with a repetition 
of the introduction, bars 1-12. 4 At the end of the third act 
the composer made two more revisions" first substitutinz bars 
113-116 for six bars originally composed at t~1i s point" 5 and 
later replacing 22 bars of the Toreador's final exit music by 
1:! bars 152-160. 0 In the original treatment of t~·,is latter scene, 
<Gsca.millo sans eie;ht bars of his refrain ( accor1panied by a solo 
cello passaGe in chromatic harmony) and was then interrupted by 
,Jos6's cry" "Partons, Mica~la, partons"" at bars 152(8)-152(10).7 
The second appearance of the Toreador's refrain (with pizzicato 
strings as in the second edition) prevented. Jose from leaving. 
_;Here Bizet also incorporated the coda to # 14.. Again Jos~ 
1. Se.:; Appendix B, Ms. pp .. 70-72. 
2" See Appendix B; l'•ls. p.. 137. 
3.. See Appendix B, Tvis .. pp .. 190-191. This introduction was not 
marked out but the pages were re-numbered by Bizet omittin~ 
the first t;wo. A note on the title page (not in Bizet's 
hand) indicates two par:;es are to be cut. The "No. ll" Final 11 
on ~s. p. 191 is also not in Bizet's writing. 
4. Bizet, Carmen, Autograph Score, I>.:s. p. 240. 
5.. See Appendix B, ks. pp. 470-471. Bizet simplified the original. 
6. See Appendix B, Ms. pp. 476-480. 
7" See Appendix B, Ivis .. pp. 476-477. 
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:interrupts with a high C at bars 161(3) -161(4) .. 1 ~vinton Dean 
complains about the logic of' Jos~ crying to Mica3la to leave, 
sta.tinc; it would have been better for her to call to him.,2 
This is nonsense theatrically, for each time Jos~ forces himself' 
to eo, he is struck again by the voice of' his rival. This scene 
was probably altered because of' the dramatic difficulties arising 
'from the considerable amount of' backstage singing. The first 
.· Escamillo undoubtedly had trouble hearing the soft chromatic 
passage of' tbe solo cellist in the pi~ and subsequent intonation 
,vagaries prompted the revision. 
In the Finale to Act I the composer replaced a rather 
· ordinary four bar climax following Carmen 1 s singing of' the 
Habanera refrain, by a masterful chromatic treatment of' this melody 
in the orchestra.3 At several other points in the score certain 
bars were deleted to achieve smoother transitions and greater 
musical coherence .. 
1.. See A~pendix B, Ms. p. 479. 
· 2.. Dean, Op. Cit., p. 186. 
3. See Appendix B, Ms. p. 196, bars 63(1)-63(4) .. 
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CORRECTIONS MADE BY BIZET 
The Table of Orchestral Corrections, etc .. , on the following 
page lists the minor changes which Bizet made during the rehear-
sals. With the exception of the soldiers' counterpoint in fi 8 
and the choral sim~l~fications in 18 and # 27 (already dis-
cussed) 9 they probably represent improver::tents .. I 
The physical errors which occur ln any large manuscript 
are listed in the Table of Mistakes Corrected by Bizet .. 
I am not certain that the placin0 of the orchestral accents 
of :!!.: 15 the ~~uintet, on the beat at ba.1•s 114-118 was not 
a c~nce~sion to the inadequacies of El Danca!ro. See 
Appendix D, Ms. pp .. 267-268. 
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.Jf 3 
1'f ' 
:11: II 8, 
TAbLE OP ORCHESTRAL COHRECTIOHS, ETC • 
!Vis.. pp. 40-41, Bars 9-16, stage trumpet originally 
doubled orchestra trumpet; 
eliminated because onlv two 
players were available: and 
because of synchronization 
difficulties. 
11s. pp. 147-149, Bars 126-142, soldiers' counterpoint 
too difficult, eliminated by 
Bizet 
Bar 124, chord eliminated 
!';Is. pp .. 154-155, Bars 158-176, soldiers v counterpoint 
eliminated 
?t 15, !:is .. pp. 267-268, Bars 114-118, all stri:ne; parts changed 
from off the beat to on the beat 
to symplify transition 
-~ <~ 17, Ms .. pp .. 319-320, ·1r 
Itis G p. 323, 
l;ls. Po 325, 
_[( 18, Jli~S .. pp .. 350-351, ·tr 
# 20, !;is .. p .. :380, 
Imtr'acte to Act IV, 
Ms .. p .. 488, 
pp. 563-564, 
pp .. 566-568, 
p. 570, 
Bars 239-247, basspons and horn 
eliminated 
Bars 2'76-382, second horn e1i::ninated 
Bars 294 (last three beats) and 295, 
orchestra eliminated completely 
Bars 138-154, basses and tenors 
eliminated, probably too heavy 
(doublin3 the cellos and basses) 
Bars 7-10, melodic line changed from 
D E C :E; B E A E G:/i to 
D ctf D .~c B D A D G11 in strings 
Bars 120-121, second horn part rewritten 
Bars 
Bars 
Bars 
126-130, .chorus simplified by 
Bizet (pastud over) 
150-163, chorus part simplified 
by Bizet (pasted over) 
180-182, chorus simplified by 
Bizet (original crossed out, 
showin~ bass, tenor, alto, and 
sopran~ entered in imitation) 
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TABLE OF MISTAKES COHRECTED BY BIZET 
# 1, 
# 14, Ms. p. 2:3:3 
# 21, Ms. p. 421, 
Entr'acte to Act IV, 
rv:s .. p., 485' 
Ms. Pe 487 9 
Ms. p. 491, 
# 26, Ms. pp. 561-562, 
./' 27 tl I :Ms. p. 57:3, 
Bars 54-55~ Micaela's entrance re-
written 
Bars 7-8, Bizet started to write 
clarinet part on bassoon staff, 
crossed it out 
Bar 81 crossed out and rewritten when 
Bizet repeated eight bars of 
this exit music 
Bar 48 crossed out and rewritten when 
Bizet made a copying mistake 
Bars 82-88, Bizet doubled oboe and 
clarinet with the flute, then 
crossed out flute yart 
Bar 148, Bizet wrote one extra bass 
note, then crossed it out 
Bar 149, Bizet wrote second violin 
part in the wronG octave, then 
corrected it 
Bars 41-52, Bizet made a mistake in 
clef in the viola parts (divisi), 
then corrected it above 
Bar 200 ·crossed out and rewritten when 
a new ending to # 27 was composed 
8:3 
lY.. MUSICI~L AND DRAl•lATIC ANALYSIS 
OF THE OPERA 
DEVIATIONS FRO:::,; M!RIMfm' S NOVEL 
The first listeners to Bizet's Carmen all af!reed on one 0 
point. Vfllether or not they liked the music, critics all assailed 
!I'Ieilhac and Hal~vy for producing an unsuitable and inferior text .. 
Those who argued that it was unsuitable for the Op~ra-Comique 
audiences in 1875 were right, for the general feeling of the story 
is not likely to have promoted courtships among the listeners .. 
Those who maintained that the subject matter did not lend itself 
to operat~c treatment, and that the libretto dragged down Bizet's 
score under its weight, were forced to retrace their thoughts 
within ten years. A great deal has been written on the short-
comings of the work, the so-called false introduction of :lllicaela, 
the fact that Carmen does not have a big aria, etc.; yet all 
these writers have overlooked the most important single fact-- as 
a dr~~a on the stage the opera is certainly one of the half-dozen 
most effective ever written.l No amount of good music could pro-
long Carmen's existence if it were not for the excellent libretto .. 
From a technical viewpoint the text is perfectly balanced .. 
Carmen is set off by Micat!la, Don Jos~ by Escamillo. Frasquita 
and IVlerc~d~s are balanced by El Danca!ro and El Re:mendado, and 
l. cooper Op. Cit., p. 103, charges that the libretto was str~nger in 1875 than in 1938; "wherea~ :it; 11"/as considered 
at first as the acme of moral deprivat1on, today its moral 
ineffectiveness represents an act of treason to lil~rim~e." 
I would take issue with him on the point of•~oral 
ineffectiveness" .. 
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. the four of them .form one type o.f background for Carmen. E:a-
eamillo, Corporal Jos&, Corporal Morales and the Lieutenant, 
.Zuniga, form a different type. The former are the libertine 
element, the smugglers; the latter are the .forces o.f law and 
order, regulation and restriction. In still a third instance 
·there is a balance struck; when Carm.m is receiving the advances 
o.f both Jos~ and Eseamillo, Frasquita is with Danca!ro and Zuniga, 
and Mercedes with Remendado and Morales. 
The novel of Prosper Merimee is written \vl th a brief in-
troduction which describes a vistt of Merimee to Andalusia in 
1830 while in Spain on an archeological expedition. Hera he 
meets the most famous outlaw in Spain, Jose Navarro, bandit and 
murderer, and the equally famous Carmencita. During the course 
of time Jose is captured, and it is .from his own lips that the 
story o.f the novel is told. 1 
Considering the stor,r is in this general form it is striking 
to see how much has been retained verbatim in the original dia-
logues o.f the opera. Don Jose Lizzarabengoa was born in the 
Basque country at Elizondo; while studyine .for the priesthood, 
he kills another man in an argument over a game of Paume (usually 
translated as tennis, but not at all the same as our game). 
Forced to .flee, Jose enlists as a dragoon in the calvary of d'Al-
manza, after which he is staticned at the tobacco factory in Se-
ville. Here he meets Carmen and is bewitched by her charms. A 
fight developa1:: inside the .factory and Jose enters with two other 
1. Prosper Merimee, Carmen, 54th edition 95 PP• 
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men to find Carmen attempting to carve the cross of St. Andrew 
on the cheek of her friend. Carmen is saucy to Josb•s superior 
.officer and is sent to prison, but on the way she persuades Jos6 
to let her escape. So far the novel and opera coincide, with a 
very large part of the words of Josb and Carmen being introduced 
into the latter. 
Jos6 later meets Cannan at a dwelling in the disreputable 
quarter of the city, and the scene with the dancing and the 
sounding of the retreat occurs as in the opera, with the big diffe-
rence that Josb resigns himself to the guard house again and 
stays with Carmen. In a much later scene Josb encounters Zuniga 
and kills him. The librettists realized that this would only 
weaken losb's position in the opera and detract from the climax 
of Carmen's murder, so this was treated more cautiously. From 
a logical point of view it is better, for there seems no reason 
in the novel for Josb to be suspected of Zuniga's killing: in 
the opera he has drawn sword against a superior and Zuniga is 
alive to testify to the fact. The other murders in the novel 
are done away with on the same grounds. Carmen's husband Garcia 
le Borgne is not mentioned in the opera~ but without a doubt the 
kni.fe fight with Escamilla came from the novel where Jos6 kills 
Garcia. The episode and murder by Jos& of the English officer 
at Gibraltar did not make suitable material for Meilhac and 
Halbvy's purposes, any more than the ambushing and killing of 
.travelers on the highway 8 .·ti. 
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If the Don Joe~ of the opera has been changed from the 
murder·ous bandit of Navari•e, the interest in his character 
has been increased® He is the leading figure of the opera, for 
he is the only individual who is changing and reacting to the 
situations as they develop about him. His mother represents 
the good within him, and the story is shocking because of his 
own moral degradation rath0r than for the excesses of the gypsy 
girl.. In the novel the bandit asks :M~rim~eto take a medal 
back to his mother in Elizondo. In the opera his mother 
appears through the introduction of Mica@la.., Thus, he first 
appears as a man devoted to his f~~ily and childhood sweetheart, 
and this sets a level against which the horror of the story can 
more effectively unfold. 
The librettists have regarded Jos~ in a favorable light 
in every instance. Fate throws his lot in with Carmen and the 
smugglers in Act II, for Jos~ has already made the choice 
between love and duty which he was powerless to do in the novel., 
He is already on his way back to quarters when Zuniga interrupts 
him with Carmen, ~bile the operatic text is taken very closely 
from M~rim~e, the last duet is presented far more sympathetically 
by Meilhac and Hal~vy. The change of scene from a wild secluded 
forest to the exterior of a bull ring in Seville enables Jos~ 
to be more-effectively set off against the flashy public favorite, 
Escamillo, and heightens the sympathy of the listener toward 
the unfortunate corporal. 
Carmen attracts interest from a completely different view-
point •. She rem:~ins the same pezaso:qa~~-t~ ,throughoY.t. both the 
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opera and novel, and therefore is appealing principally as a gen-
eral type of individual. The librettists necessarily toned her 
character down for the Op~ra-Comique but did not introduce any 
new feelincs about her.. In the noveLcshe is a thief and accom-
plice who relays information about the de~arture of wealthy 
travelers with the knowledge that her companions will rob and 
murdar them. Her lovers include Zuniga, a British captain at 
Gibraltar, her husband, and Lucas, the picador. ~ore important, 
she has her affairs with all these individuals at the same time 
as with JosE.U lteilhac a.nd Hal<!lvy carefully arranged the opera 
so that Carmen is never free to love more than one man at a. time, 
and she never retraces her stops.. She loves Zuniga, Jos~, and 
EscamilloJ This eliminated the interesting touch of the novel 
that when Dancafro and Pastia. found it necessary to have women 
along on the smuGgling expeditions to take care of the guards 
posted around the city, Corporal Jose!~ \Vas on duty and met Carmen 
again under these circumstances. 
In spite of this partial purge of Carmen's morals, the 
librettists felt it necessary to introduce Mica.8la to demonstrate 
Jos~'s good qualities and to provide relief for the nuptial sector 
of the audience. While she does appear as a norm against which 
the depravity of Carmen can be measured, the principal reason for 
Mica8la's existence was to make a performance of the opera at all 
possible. The description of the blue-skirted, pigtailed Navarre 
girls by M~rrim~e provided the germ of her physical appearance., 
·Writers who have condemned Mica.Eila.' s appearance in the gorge 
1. In the opera Jos~ has no serious "contact" with Carmen until 
the end of .Act II; ·Escamillo, nottill Act III .. 
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in Act III on the basis of logic~ show their ignorance of the 
careful pains taken b.1 Meilhac and Hal&vy in the original dia-
·logues 4\1 Jos& tells us in act one that his mother and Mica8la 
~ have moved from their home to be nearer to him. Again in the 
third act as he looks out over the mountains he says that the 
village they l~ve in is not far away0 ~nen Mic~a3la enters, she 
.has been brought to this place by a guide; during the course of 
their conversation, the fact the. t Escamillo i·s also in this neigh-
borhood hunting wild bulls is revealed, thus motivating his 
appearance. The musical cli~ax in Act III is possible only be-
cause the dramatic climax of Carmen, Jos&, Escamillo, and Mi-
ca3la has been reached. 
I'll.ost or the other characters come from the novel. Lilla.s 
Pastia., Danca!ro, Remendado and the other smugglers appear much 
later in the novel (only after Jos~ has killed the officer). 
Zuniga is not called by nmne, nor are Frasquita and Merc&d&s; 
tv.ro gypsy girls do appear, however, one young.· and one very old. 
Lucas, a picador, it follows, is transformed into Escamillo, 
the Toreador, and the Josh-Garcia le Borgne fight is changed to 
Josb~Escamillo. Garcia le Borgne' s mu.rder of the wounded Remen-
:dado ?las naturally eliminated. 
Gauthier-Villars, Oh. Cit., P• 110, is one of these. 
Mica31a as a rat er unnecessary nuisance who holds 
drama on each appearance; condemns the writers for 
her to appear in the fierce action in Act III0 
He regard·s 
up the 
allowing 
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THE INFLUENCE OF SP Al\!ISH MUSIC ON BIZET 
It is interesting to compare the Spanish setting of 
Cannan with other operas of Bizet. ~ Pecheurs ~ .P.-e-.rl--es-. takes 
place in Ceylon, ~ Jolie Filla £! Perth in Scotland, ~ ~ 
Terrible in Russia, and ~ Rodrigo in Spain; even the heroine of 
Djamileh is Spanish. Evidently Bizet was most attracted by a 
libretto w.tth exotic and less-commonplace surroundings, than by 
1texts which might conceivably concern Paris or the French country-
side.l One might deduce from this that Bizet was in the habit 
of writing music in the style of thes$ different lands. ~~ile 
this is not the case at all, Bizet seemed .fond' of writing some 
general umood music", and it is significant that he does this to 
the greatest extent in his most successful and last work, Carmen. 
, It is obvious that Bizet•s Spanish music is generally French in 
true character, but written with the idea that to a Frenchman 
this musie would sound sufficiently Spanish to set the locale o.f 
the story. 
The opening "Cuadrilla" therae of the Prelude which occurs 
again in No. 26 an.d 27 o.f Act IV is one such example. The axite-
men t and character of the music is decidedly F'rench; yet enough 
of the Spanish .flavor is introduced throu.gh the use o.f C major 
harmonies in the key o.f A major to make the music believable 
·when it is used .for the procession ~f the toreadors in Act IV. 
1. Daudet's drama, L'Arlesienne, is set in Provence. 
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Even more obvious are the couplets o~ Escamillo in the 
:second Act.. Here the harmonic progressional are supplemented by 
appoggiaturas in almost every bar, the insistent rhythm o~ the 
'brass ( bar 1, ~~ .. ), the upward scale passages preceeding the 
~irst and ~i~th bars, and the triplets on broken chords in the 
seventh, twenty-third, thirty-~irst, and thirty-second bars .. 2 
The latter device is used in No .. 26, at bars 117-118 and 123-124~3 
The Seguidilla and Duet ( No .. 10) and the Gypsy Song ~rom 
Act II (No .. 12), are both based on dif~erent Spanish rhythms in 
which Bizet obviously had the plucking o~ gy.psy guitars in mind .. 
The parallel ascending and descending chords and thirds are one 
of the most obvious characteristics o~ the Spanish music of 
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·· Albeniz., Lecuona,~~ e~ In the Gypsy Song the ~irst 48 bars com-
prising the introduction are composed o~ chords in route position 
which gradually descend an entire octave,.4 A similar if abbreviated 
, use of this technique is in the introduction to the Entracte to 
Act IV, where parallel chords both ascend and descend,.5 The 
parallel thirds in this number are similar to the gypsy melody 
at the very end o~ No .. 26 .. 0 In the Seguidilla the hannonies 
move around one common note in all the chords, coming as a pedal 
·1 .. For example, in the seventh bar the tonic harmony proceeds 
to a major chord (in its first inversion) upon the second 
degree .. 
2 .. See Bizet; Qi.rmen , G, ... ~chirme~, p .. 133 ff .. 
3 .. tv u n D pp .. 355-356 .. 9 
" 9 
'4 .. ft tt n D, pp .. 113-115 .. , 
;5 .. u tf it n D, p .. 334. , 
6 .. ti n u n D, p .. 369 ff .. ,jl 
bass note as at bars 30-33 and 37-52; or the voice leading pro-
ceeds> chromatically in contrary motion as at bars 68-80.,1 
These a~ but several examples of the devices used to give a 
Spanish touch to music of French texture. 
The fact that Bizet composed the Habanera several times 
until Ga1li-Mari6 was satisfied has already been mentioned.. The 
original version, a piece with chorus in 6/8 time, was le~ned 
and rehearsed, and it was only just before the premiere that 
Bizet decided to .use a tune published by Heugel in 1864,2 ac-
.cording to Pigot .. 3 This was !! Arreglito or ~ Promise 2! 
Marriase, the third of a group of nineteen Chansons Es~agnoles4 
written by Sebastian de Yradier.5 Whether Yradier actually 
was responsible for their composition, or whether he merely made 
arrangements of folk tunes, is not clear.. Both Dean and Pigot 
argue that Bizet did not copy Yradier, but that he, too, obtained 
it from a folk-music source; When it was pointed out that the two 
versions were nearly identical, Bizet wrote in the opera score, 
~Habanera.. Imit6e d'une chanson espagno1e. Propri6t6 des 6di-
teurs du M6nestre1" .. 6 
1.. See Bi·z;eti, Gal'm.en, G.~$chi;,~me~.i~ ppo 96-97, 98-99. 
2"' Advertised on the .front page of ~ M6nestrel, Ann6s 19, 
11 January, 1863 .. 
3.. Pigot, Op .. Cit .. , PP• 233-234 .. 
4.. For other songs in this group see ~ M6nestrel, Ann6e 25, 
11 July, 1869.. · 
5"' Iste1, Op. Cit .. , p. 113: Sebastian di Yradier, b .. 20 January, 
1809; a. 6 December, 1865 .. 
6.. Pigot, Op., Cit .. , p .. 245 .. 
Dean, Op. Cit .. , P• 195"' 
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Both are in the key of d minor with the refrains in D 
I 
!major; the greatest differences are in the accompaniments 
(Bizet's is more elaborate) and in the setting of the texts. The 
.verses are, with the Bizet beneath the Yradier: 
& 
'11', cH«-"; :.1iria 
llabanera 1 
Bizet 
Vfuether or not bizet copied Yradier, it is clear he was 
faced with making up a text to fit specified music, just the op- : 
i 
·1. Yradier, lfEl Arreglito 11 , ~! 3 from Fleurs d'Espagne, Paris: 
Heugel and Co. 
2 .. Bizet, Carmen, New York: G. Schirmer Inc., .._.p .. 44, 46 .. 
posite of the customary procedure. The manuscript copy of this 
text in Bizet's hand has been found, w1 th recommendations to 
Hal!vy in the margins: 
8 vers pareils au~ 
quatre premiers, le 
2e, 4e, se, 8e, 10e, 
et 126 vera commen9ant 
par una voyellelll 
Priire de ne rien 
changer l tout ce la 
si c 1est possible. 
L'amour est un rebelle 
Et nul ne peut l'apprivoiser 
C'est en vain qu.'on l'appele 
Il lui convient de refUser. 
LWamour est enfant de Boh~e ••• 
Il ne connut jamais de loi 
Si tune m1 aimes pas, je t 1 aimel ••• 
Si:: tune m'aimesu tant pis pour toil 
L1 oiseau que tu croyais surprendre 
Battit de l'aile et s'envola ••• 
L1 amour est loin-tu peux l'attendre. 
Tu ne l'attends plus-il est ll-
Tout autour de toi vita, vita 
Il vient-il s•enva-pu.is revient 
Tu crois le tenir--il t•&vite. 
Tu crois 1 1 6viter--il le tient. 
L1 amour est enfant de Boheme, etc.1 
It appears that Bizet, then, was responsible for most of 
the text as the Habanera stands today.2 On another place in the 
margin Hal6vy had written his answer: 
Hasard et fantasia 
Ainsi commencent las amours 
En voill pour la vie 
Ou pour six mois ou pour trois jours. 
; 1. Lando:rmy, "Un In6di te de Bizet", ,!:! Revue Musicale, April 1923, 
PP• 284-285. 
2. Dean, Ope Cit., p. 188: Hal6vy implies in later life that the 
text to Escamillo's couplets in the Second Act are also by 
Bizet. 
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Un matin sur sa route 
On trouve 11 amour. Il es 11 ••• 
Il vient sans qu'on s'en doute 
Et sans qu'on s'en doute 11 s 1 en va. 
Il vous prent'131 vous enlbve 31 
Il ;f$it de vous tout ce qu'il veur. 
C'est un d6lire31 un r~ve Et 9a dura ce que 9a peut.l 
The tact that Halbvy wrote twelve lines instead of the 
eight that Bizet requested indicates that Halbvy was not pleased 
with the frankness of Bizet's beginning and could not continue 
:from this point. It seems to me tba t Bizet did not make him-
self clear, and what was really needed was twelve lines in all, 
, including the retrain; the eight lines indicated to be tilled 
in may have resulted from Bizet 8 s haste to make a copy o:f his 
work tor Halbvy. Only tour lines would have been necessary i:f 
this was the case. 
Istel points out that Bizet was mistaken when he wrote 
"Habanera~ Imitt\e d'une chanson espagnol9t: 
"The habanera, coming :from Spanish-settled Havana, bas not 
the slightest bit to do with Spanish music. Indeed, the 
rhythm {dotted eighth~ sixteenth, eighth, eighth) appearing 
1n Bizet's cello part is no rhythm of Spanish :folk music 
and originates probably under the negro in:fluence. This 
music, which is based on a carefully-medi~ated rhythm, has 
given rise to jazz in North America. 
"But this number o:f Bizet's opera remains as Habanera in 
spite of the misunderstanding ot the tempo, Allegretto, 
quasi Andantino. The true habanera is slower, almost adagio. 
As the movement stands in the score, it resembles nothing 
in Europe, let alone Spain; El Arreslito is a "chanson 
havannaisa•t e ~92 -
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Pigot asserts that the substitution of the Yradier piece 
c~1e at the last minute. This is probably not tru~ for bizet 
also used this theme in the manuscript of the Finale to Act I, 
tb 11. Following a repetition of the Habanera refl .. ain by Carmen, 
the composer did later insert a masterful chromatic treatment of 
this music .. 1 
The first version of the Toreador Song was also eliminated 
in favor of the present Couplets; 2 Hal~vy implies that this text 
'2 
was also by Bizet~ An examination of' the manuscript reveals 
other minor reyisions in text by the composer, among them the 
first line of the Seguedi1la from "J'irai dimanche en voiture 11 
(rh:ymine; with nmanger un friture"} to npr~s les ramparts de 
s~ville". 
Frau Strauss-Bizet, the composer's daughter, stated that 
her father never had any Spanish songs in his possession except 
Yradier' s Fleurs d 1E:s.pagne, but later evidence shows she war· 
mistaken. A request in the composer's handwriting to see the 
'spanish songs in possession of the Conservatoire has been found;, 
according to J. Tiersot, the librarian at that institution, the 
only book available was Echos d 9Espagne, published in 1872 by 
Durand. van ton Dean is mistaken in suggesting that Bizet n s 
daughter might well have suffered a memory slip in saying 
;1. Bizet, Carmen, G. Schirmer, pp. 107-108. 
2. Gauthier-Villars, Op. Cit., p. 115. 
3. Dean, Op. Cit., p. 188. 
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)Fleurs d'Espagne, 1 f'or research has disclosed that this was 
i 
>actually the French title of the Chansons Espagp.oles.. Bizet 
'!was undoubtedly familiar with both collections 31 for one song 
in the Durand publication 31 a tonadilla or drmaatic dialogue 
, f'rom ~ CrJ.-~_<!9. Fi!!Eido by Nianuel Garcia, bears a marked 
resemblance to the oboe melody in the Entr'acte to Act IV of 
Carmen .. 2 This Polo, composed in 1804 as a guitar serenade, 
is as follows: 
Ga:r>cia, Criado Fingido 3 
- I Still one more folk-tune vvas used by Bizet$ this one .t'rom 
Gindad Real, South of Madrid.. A satirical song in its original 
.formll speaking about the unruly curls of a certain woman$ the 
mood carries across to Carmen's answers to Zuniga in the 
~.;Ielodram.a, Act Ill # 9: 
1 .. 
'2 .. 
,3. 
!4. 
Folk Song, Cindad Real 4 
Ibid., PPe 196-197 .. 
See Bizetll Carmen, G. Schirmerl' p. 334. 
Istel, Qp. Ci~, .P• 123. 
Ibid., p. 127. 
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In Pushkin's ~ Boh~miennes there is a gypsy song which 
was translated from the Russian by M~r1m~e as follows: 
"Vieu:x jaloux, m~chant jalou.x., coupe-moi, br{he-moi., je ne dirai rien ••• J'an aime un autre, tune sauras pas 
son nom. ••1 
In a book of Liszt, .!2!!_ Bohemians ~ .l!!ll: musique ~ .!:!2!!.-
grie, a second translation of the same-Pushkin mng is given: 
"Vieus t\pou.x, barbara epou.x, ~gorge-moi, b~le-m.oi-­je suis endurante, je ne crains ni le fer n1 le feu. Je 
te ha1s, je te m~prise. C9est un autre que j 8aime, et je 
meurs en 1 1 a.imant."I 
From the similarity of this text to that of the melodrana 
set to the musical example above, it is cert&n that either 
Bizet or M&ilhac and Hal~vy knew of the existence of both these 
translations. The sung text in Carmen is: 
"Tra. la la la la la la la, Coupe-moi, brftle-mo1, 
Je ne te dirai rien;--
Tra la la la la la la la. 9 Je brave tout le feu 9 Le fer et le ciel me~ 
"Tra la la. la la la la. la, Mon secret je le garde 
Et je le garde bienl 
Tra la la la la la la lafl J'en aime un autre, et meurs 
En disant que je l'aime.•2 
All this evidence shows that Bizet made some efforts to 
imitate cert&n aspects of''. th~·;r ltt!J.~;:o of' Spanish music, for there 
is little doubt that he also examined other songs in these vo-
lumes with considerable care. The fact that only eight of the 
thirty-one numbers of Carmen were seriously.influenced by these 
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1studies, and only three of these directly, plus the f'act ttat 
Bizet was not attempting to write Spanish music but E'rench music 
which would sound Spanish to his countrymen--both these facts 
iac.count to some degree for the marked lack of success Carmen has 
had in Spain. It is a similar case to that of Puccini with La 
-
,Fanciulla ~1 West, a work which undoubtedly sounded barbaric 
'and •r.American11 to the composer's Italian listeners, but one which 
was justly ridiculed in this country. 
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THE MUSICAL LANGUAGE OF BIZET 
It is not really surprising that the first audience of 
Carmen found elements which they considered Wagnerian in the score ... 
Paris of 1875 was not acquainted \~th Wagner's later operas. 
I 
~ Meistersing~, Tristan ~ Isolde, and ~ WalkUre had all 
been performed in Europe, and ~ Fliegende Holllnder, Lohengrin, 
and above all, Tannhluser, had become popular favorites. It was 
principally on the basis of these three la~er works that Paris 
compared Bizet and Wagner, however, and it is true that certain 
sintilarities exist... Composers of the latter nineteenth century 
who experimented with chromaticism, deceptive cadences, extended 
:melodic sections, unusual orchestral colors, and harmonic mater-
ial remote to the central tonality opened themselves to charges 
of "Wagnerism" from the more-eonserva.'live element... \That is most 
interest.ing in retrospect is that these were not seen as '0growing 
pains" in all music of this period, that the essentially French 
character of Bizet and the essentially Ger.man character of Wagner 
were not distinguishable to contemporary critics,.. 
The secret of Bizet's style is his complete mastery of the 
characteristic nineteenth century technique of modulation to 
related and remote keys by the use of parallel tonalities end 
their dominants,.. Thus in the key of C major, the dominant of the 
relative minor is E major, and four sharps becomes easily acces-
sible from the tonic C major. Similarly, in a minor~ the rela-
I 
'--
tive major is tl1e- dOminant of F major arid the major chord. on the 
;sixth of a minor key becomes possible. By using the Neapolitan 
.!sixth or chords on the flatted second degree of the scale, modu-
I 
!lations can occur to major or minor keys in thirds either above 
or below the tonic major or minor. This is at best only a sample, 
;but the interested reader will find.~ en this subject in twen-
tieth century harmony treatises. In # 14, the Couplets of Es-
camillo, Bizet uses A flat major chords to strengthen f minor 
at bars 15-16, 1 and A major similarly in the key of F major at 
bars 42-43.2 This A major-F major relationship is a favorite of 
Bizet, for it occurs in these two keys in the Prelude (the 
"cuad.rilla" theme is in A major; the refrain of Escamillo comes 
!in F major) 3 and in other keys at· various other points in the 
, score. Number 19, Sextet and Chorus, is in c minor, but tr.e mood 
of the piece picturing the mountains in the silence of early 
1dawn is created by a melody which wavers between c 111inor and 
I 
E flat major in the beginning, bars 5--389 and between A flat 
major and c minor at bars 39-·47.4 
Examples of the sudden use of major chords on the flatted 
second degree of the scale are numerous in the seor.e. In #1 at 
bar 26 the chorus of men suddenly has a 0 flat major chord in the 
,;key of B flat major5 (similarly at 45 and 191). Bar 23 of Es-
c.amillo's Couplets, #14, is a similar example in a mtJnor tonalit;r..,s 
<1@ Bl~~t, Carmm~ p .. 134. 
2. it Vi p .. 137$ fW , )\ 
3. II PP• 1-4. 
" ' 
D 
4. If PP• 239-242. 
tt ' 
, 
5 .. li p .. e. 
n ' 
:J 
6. tt . , P• 135. 
' 
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In the transition of# 21, Ensemble, Biset has written four bars 
at 43-46 which alternate between B flat major and C flat major 
chords. 1 Finally, this is used is a whole section of the Fi~ale 
to Act III for Jos~'s solo, "D'O.t-il m'en couter la vie" .. At 
bars 98-109 the music lifts suddenly into G flat major from a 
dominant seventh chord on F at bar 97.2 
This system of modulations, one of the characteristics 
of Wagner's style, makes it possible to include many small 
changes of tonality within one short piece. The Chil.J.ren 's 
Cho~us, # 3 9 is in d minor, but during 60 bars the following 
keys are used: bars 17-32, d minor; 33-48, B Ilat major (d 
minor); 49-56, F major; 57-64, g minor (A major); 65-68, A major; 
69-71, C major; and 74-77, modulation to d minor .. 3 The Quintet, 
# 15, modulates through D flat major (dominant seventh chord on 
B flat), e flat minor, D flat major (dominant seventh chord on 
B flat, dominant seventh chord on C), f minor, and D flat major.4 
The melody of the coda of # 21, Ensemble, modulates upward over 
a pedal bass note. 5 The Duet and Final Chorus, ~' 27, io. ·.con-
ceived with an upwar.d modulation pattern consisting of A flat 
major, b minor, G major, A major, C major, D major, E flat 
major, and F sharp major (G flat major).6 
l. Bizet; Carmen, p .. 291. 
' ii 2 .. It pp., 325-326 .. 
' ' 3 .. f} tt pp .. 21-23. , ,
4 If IB pp .. 159-165, bars 48-100 .. 
' .. )) 9 
5. !I ff pp .. 297-298, bars 63-69 .. 
' ' 6 .. n il pp .. 373-391 .. , , 
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), 
Nearly all the reviewers o~ Carmen commented on the 
strange harmony at the end o~ the Flower Song.l While it is 
definitely striking, foreshadowing the works of Debussy and 
:others, it is not without precedent in Bizet. In the Cavatine 
from Act III of La Jolie Fille de Perth there is an example in 
the accompaniment of the Duke's aria: 
Bizet, 
',Even more similar is the introduction to Djamileh•s lament: 
This is a technique o~ Bizet to underscore the dra~atic 
1. Bizet, Carmen, ff 17, Duet, p. 203, bars 216-218. 
2. Bizet, La Jolie Fille de Perth, p. 166, bars 7-10 (of this page). 
3,. Bizet, ~ilehjl # 6,. p. 86$. bars 1-5 _(of this page). 
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situation; many other examples exist in Carm.Jm. e The introduction 
in recitative to #27, Duet and Final Chorus, bars 7-101 indicates 
the high emotional conflict which is to take place 1n the scene.l 
'The descending progression at bars 47-52 of the Sextet and Chorus, 
#19, indicate stronger than scenery the wildness of the mountains. 
The diminished 3rds resolving in chords of the augmented .fifth 
gives the tenor parts parallel descending major thirds.2 
There are three examples of music which ha3ebeen well• 
established in conventional harmony appearing at a later time in 
the opera with descending chromatic figurations. This is true 
of the Habanera at its re-appearance in #11, Finale to Act I~3 
and the Toreador Refrain from Escamillo1 s Couplets which is 
re-introduced at the Exit of Escam.illo in Act II, #14 Q., 4 and 
at his exit again in Act III, #~4, Finale to Act III.5 
The deceptive cadence is to be found frequently in the 
, score.. Generally it occurs in its, customary form as at bars 32-33 
of #27, the Duet and F'inal Chorus, where the modulation is from 
a dominant seventh chord in the key of C major to the key of 
A flat major. 6 The same is true of bars ll.i:9-l.i5~ of this same 
number, in D flat major.7 
The Seguedilla, #10, is an outstanding example of the 
degree to which Bizet could use chromatic alterations in several 
parts while repeating one note of the previous chord to link the 
le Blzet, carmen 9 ppo 373-374o .. 
2 o ~' n Po 242 .. 
"' !' 3.. n' 11 11 p.. 108~ bars 64-'12. 
4. " , P• 153, bars l2-l6e 
5e ::: " , ppe 332-333~ bars I52"'!'li3 .. 
6o te , P• 375o 
. 7. n: " t pp.. 385-386 o 
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ascending and descending chromatics of the chords., The simplest 
case of this is with the pedal bass as at bars 37-52., Here the D 
'major triad is changed by raising the fifth, then b.f becoming a 
B .flat major chord at the first inversion, and still .furthe :r b:y 
becoming a dominant chord over a tonic pedal.l At 53-60 one 
:inner voice hold secure, while at 68-76 all the voices move in 
,cont:rar:v motion .. 2 There are numer,ous other examples of pedal 
basses in Carmeno The Sextet and Chorus, #19, bars 39-47 (A .flat 
pedal bass, 39-451. has already been mentioned in another example.,3 
The Habanera, #5, has a D natural. in the bass o.f evecy single 
bar.4 
Many of the musical numbers begin in the dominant key; 
this is true of numbersl, 3, 4, 10, 19, 20 1 22, Entr'acte to Act 
IV, #25:~ and #26.. Incaddition the Entr'acte to Act IV ends in 
the dominant as well, and the coda of #26 is introduced by the 
entrance of the Alcade at bars 26'2-2E?i. in the dominant. 5 With-
out counting these last two exsxnples, these numbers comprise 
nearly one-third of the opera .. 
Because of these dominant introductions, Bizet seldom writes 
the B sections of the musical numbers in the dominant., The en-
semble, #21, is in G flat major with middle sections in both D 
flat (dominant) and B major; the dance and retreat from the 
lilt Big..~ t,. Carmen,l!! 
2., n if 
n' ' 3., n 
w' ll 4& if 
tt' 
:!: 
5. " , . '' 
PP• 96-97., 
pp .. 97-98. 
PP• 241-242. 
#15:~ Habanera, p .. 44 ff'., 
P• 369., 
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DUet, #1'7~ are in-· :a flat major witli- an F·majOr-c'middle section. 
'Otherwise Bizet tends to use the relative minor or major of the 
:tonic (#1, #3, #18, #22, #26, and the Entr'acte to Act IV) about 
as often as the tonic major or minor (#4, #5, #10, #12, #14, and 
the Entr'acte to Act II)@ A Bmajor section is included in #10, 
tonic b flat minor, similar to #21 mentioned above. 
Within Bizet's system of' modulation to which reference has 
already been made, certain slightly more-remote combinations are 
possible. The Prelude is in A major with an F major refrain; 
. the Du.et, #7, is in both B f'lat and G major. The tonic of the 
Sextet end Chorus, #19, is c minor, but the middle section sung 
·by the soloists fluctuates between t minor and A flat major. The 
:refrain of' #20, Trio, is always in F major, the introduction and 
'sections for Merc6d6s and Frasquita are in a minor, while Carmen's 
section is in :f' minor. 
Several sections begin with a single bass note over which 
:the intro4uction is construe ted several bars later; numbers 1, 41 
.and 26 have this in common. The Sextet and Chorus, #19, at the 
beginning of' Act III, opens with four bars of an octave chord in 
the horns. 1 A trill in thirds in the strings occurs at the start 
2 
·of the Chorus, #8, while #6, Scene, begins with a repeated note 
. in the violas. 3 The Card Trio, #20, starts w.t th a :aixteenth 
note trill which forms the basis of' the orchestral introduction. 4 
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... 
This totals seven introductions from the thirty-one musical numbers. 
.·. 
Equal phrases are the rule ih Bizet~ but there are many 
examples of extensions and codettas which are almost Wagnerian 
in their construction. The A flat major plea of Jos~ in the 
lluet and Final Chorus, II 2!7, occurs first at bars 34-44; 1 when 
this is repeated at bars 52-62 it is identical unt:i.l the final 
bar. Here Bizet adds an extension~ bars 62-70, based on a chro-
matic harmony, ascending and descending, and on the previous 
bars 59-72. 2 
Bizet used diminution to for.m closing sections, codettas, 
codas, and melodic extensions. This is true of the codettas in 
the Chorus, # 8, at bars 83-89 and 166-174;3 of the introduction 
to the reprise of the Ohorus, # 13; 4 and the orchestral coda to 
the Ensemble, ~~ 21, at bars 62-75. 5 More often, however, 
diminution is replaced by what I have termed a "cuilluls.tive 
effect"; whereas in the former the melody is shortened and the 
note values successively halved and quartered, in the latter only 
a portion of the melody is repeated and with the same note values. 
Thus, successively smaller fragments of the melody can be used 
to give the same effect as diminution and double-dimlnution~with­
out actually changing the speed of the melody. A typical example 
of the cumulative effect in Carmen occurs in the Do:h Jos~-
Escamillo fight, 11 23.. At bars 99-100 a phrase is heard which 
occu1:;ies tv1o bars at each statement (bars 101-102, 103-104, etc.,); 
1 .. Bizet, Car.men, pp .. 375-376 .. 
2 .. n II pp .. 377-378 .. 
' ' 3 .. u ti PPe 81 and 86 .. , 
' 4. II tl Po 129, bars 1-8 .. 
' ' 5 .. It II pp .. 297-298 .. 
' ' 
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at bar 111 this music is condensed to one bar in length, but 
the chal.,acteristic sixteenth-note f'igure of the first and second 
beat both remain (bars 112, 113, and 114): finally at the first 
half of bar 115 only two beats are left, . still including the 
characteristic sixteenth notes {second half of 115, firEt half 
of 116, etc., ) .. 1 A different figure begin:::ing with a dotted 
eighth and sixteenth note comes at bars 135-138 (also 139-142); 
at 143-144 it is reduced to two bars in length (145-146 also); 
and at b&r 147 to only one bar (148, 149, 150).,2 The dotted 
. eighth and sixteenth note:-:is:, included in every statement, only 
the less-important bars of the melody beine eliminated. 
Many other examples of the cumulative technique ar.e to 
be found in ~en, including the Chorus of Children, ~11: 3;3 
the Exit of Escamillo, II 14c; 4 the Quintet, 1¥ 15; 5 and the 
Sextet and Chorus, # 19.6 
Carmen reveals Bizet at the height of his mastery of the 
orchestral and choral forces at his command. The orchestra of · 
the Op~ra-Co:mique, accustomed to the routine scoring of many 
mediocre French composers, was at first baffled by the demands 
made in the new work. While many sections are scored in a more-
1. Bizet, Carmen, First Edition, Choudens, pp .. 277-278 (see 
Appendix A) .. The first bar of this music is bar 99 
which follows bar 98 of # 23 in the G .. Schirmer Edition, 
p. 315 .. 
2 .. Ibid., p. 280 .. 
'3. Bizet, Carmen, G. Schirmer, p. 26, bars 137-143. 
4. Ibid., p. 153, bars 1-20. 
5. -w-- , pp .. 169-170, bars 158-170; pp. 175-177, bars 260-285. 
6. n , p .. 243, bars 56-65. 
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routine manner, the majority of the score shows Bizet's vivid 
·.imagination and inventive genius in the field of orchestral 
:color. That the composer held to the principles of Berlioz, 
whose treatise he recomm.ended to pupils,l is clearly evidenced 
by the instruraental combinations in the Entr'acte to Act III.2 
In contrast, the center section of the card trio is scored for 
:trombone and oboe in octaves; I do not know of another example 
'of this particular sonority in the nineteenth century. Mention 
should also be n1ade of Bizet's individualistic use of the harp 
and of the flutes. 
The orchestra of the Op~ra-Comique in 1875 consisted of 
69 players divided as in the table on the following page. '11.lbile 
Carmen was commissioned by the manager of the Comique, it must 
be remebered that not many lyric opera houses were fortunate 
enough to afford quite so many wind and brass players as this 
·theater .. Perhaps this fact may have influenced Bizet's decision 
to limit his players to pairs in all the wind instruments with 
the exception of three trombones and four horns. The tuba had 
not yet come into general use in the opera orchestra.. Both 
I 
flu:be players alternate with the piccolo, the music being scored 
,for either two flutes, two piccolos, or one flute and one 
!Piccolo.. The Entr'acte to Act III and the third act aria of 
:J;IicaE:na each employ one oboe and one English horn, \l!Thile the 
I, 
'Duet, 1/: 17, from Act II, indicates that the second oboe player 
'I 
'shall double on the English horn for Jos~'s Flower Song .. 
,:1. Dean, Op. Cit., p. 202. 
·,2. This pi:Efe~~·''although from 1 'Arl~sienne~ was .. ~on~(:)mporary of 
Carme!! 
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10 
10 
6 
6 
7 
THE ORCHESTF.A OP' THE OPERA-.COMIQ.tJE IN 1975 
69 Pla:yersl 
First Violins 3 Flutes 3 Trumpets 
Second Violins 3 Oboes 4 Trombones 
Violas 3 Clarinets Harp 
Cellos 3 Bassoons Tympany 
Basses 6 Horns Bass Drum. 
Drum 
THE ORCHESTRA USED IN CARI.mN IJ)J 1875 
61 l?layers2 
Strings as above 2 Flutes (Piccolos) 2 Trumpets 
2 Oboes (English Horn) 3 Trombones 
2 Clarinets Harp 
2 Bassoons Tympani 
2 Horns Bass Drum 
Cymbals 
Triangle 
Tambourine 
Castagnettes 
1 .. Annuaire Musicale, 1875, pp .. 44-45 .. 
:2. No substantiation for this number can be folmd except from 
the personnel listed above, and the demands of the 
score .. 
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Although the score calls for tambourine, triangle, and 
castanets, in addition to the usual bass drum, cymbals, and 
,tympani, Bizet did not exceed the forces of' the Cora.ique 
'percussion section. In the coda to the Gypsy Dance, # 12, and 
in the introduction to the Entr'acte to Act IV, one player can ;:. 
·combine triangle and tambourine, another~ the bass drum and 
cymbals, while the third plays tympani. In all other cases 
where the triangle and tambourine play simultaneously the 
'bass drum and c:y:L1bals are not scored. 
The dance which opens # 17 is at first accompanied only 
by pizzicato strings and the clicking of Carmen's castanets. 
,Soon the military retreat music comes front the back-stae;e trumpets. 
These are ostensibly the two orchestra players, for Bizet has 
not scored the rest of this duet flor trumpets in the orchestra 
(# 16 is an orchestral tacit). A pencil sketch of this retreat 
music and the dance themes is bound with the Autograph; these 
were evidently the preliminary notes to ascertain that the thenes 
·vwuld vvork against one another. 
The two trtimpets and three trombones which accompany the 
back-stage chorus in the final scene are likewise drawn from the 
orchestra. Bizet has so cleverly divided the heavy orchestral 
chords between woodwinds and horns that the lack of brass choir 
.in# 27 is not apparent. In# 3, the Children's Chorus from 
.Act I, only one trumpet is called for in the orchestra. This 
'allowed the second player to blow the back-stage fanfare 'dans 
.le. coulisse t. 
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THE MUSICAL FORM OF THE OPERA 
Despite the fact that Carmen was designed as an op~ra­
comique with spoken dialogues, two factors of grand opera exist 
I 
' to a degree ·uvi thin the musical framework. The first is the 
recitative composed as an integral part of the musical numbers,· 
including #1, #4, #7, f!lO, ~~15, l/17, ;:/18, 1f20, #23, #24, and #27 •. 
These are not the usual stock accompanied recitatives; rather they 
are part of an experiment in free recitative which was developing 
throughout Europe. The second is the fact that certain groups 
of musical numbers were designed to play without interruption by 
dialogue. The Prelude, #1, #2, and # 3 are unbroken save for 
the lv'lelodrama, .£J: 3a.. Similarly II 4, #5, and #6 comprise a musical 
and drrunatic entity. # 17 and# 18 of Act II, like # 23 and# 24 
of Act III and II 26 and # 27 of' Act IV, make up long musical 
finales during which the dramatic action and the music are 
carried from one to another without interruption. 
One section of# 4, bars 138-151,1 is repeated in# 6 at 
2 bars 3-12, helping to bind these two num1bers together to # 5. 
The refrain of the latter, bars 44-52, 3 is repeated by the chorus 
of women in # 6 at bars 17-35; 4 this same refrain appears for 
the last time in 11 11, the Finale to Act I .. 5 The theme following 
Carmen's exit in fj 6 at bars 35-43, 6 one of the most passion-
------·--· -----
1. Bizet, Carmen, G., Schirmer, p. 43. 
, .. 
~. Ibid., p. 55. 
3., Ibid. 9 pp .. 47-48. 
4. Ibid., pp. 56-57 
5 .. Ibid .. , pp. 107-108, bars 48-64. 
6 .. !bid. $1 p .. 57 .. 
-
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ate outbreaks of the whole opera is repeated twice durin~ the 
' 1 
• Chorus of ·woruen, # 8 .. - Although each time this music occurs in 
3/4 meter, the flr s t time it is composed rhythmically of tv;o 
eighth notes and a half note, ann later of two quarter notes and 
a dotted half note tied to a quarter across the bar line, giving 
the effect of duple meter. Bars 52-59 and 141(42}-141(50} of #82 
are used as the basis for the opening of# 11. 3 By these repeti-
tions of thematic material Bizet has joined ll 4 to # 11 even 
across the dialogue sections. 
The Finale to Act II, if 18.1> contains two the:-r1es f'rom if 
17, but they are arranged in reverse order. The Finale to 
t! Act III closes at bars 163-173* with a melody heard in the 
opening number of the act, 5 thus providing a feeling of musical 
unity. The only other cases of' the use of thematic mater:i..al in 
more than one place in the opera have been placed.·· in the Table 
.of Thematic Duplication on the following page. 
This table also contains a complete list of the places 
. 
Bizet has repeated certain motives associated with persons or 
ideas. The most important of these is the so-called 'fate' 
motive occurring in twm different forms. The one most-closely 
linked with Carmen {although the second to be heard chrono-
logically) comes at her entrance in # 4, bars 123-1256 and is 
4 .. 
5. 
6 .. 
Bizet, Carmen, p. 87, bars 191-206; Appendix B, Ms. pp. 
151-152, bars 141(28)-141(42). 
Bizet, Carmen, p. 79; and Appendix :r:~, Ms .. p., 152 .. 
Bizet, Carmen, pp .. 107-108, bars 1-:47; and Appendix B, 
Ms. pp. 190-191, 16 bar Introduction. 
Bizet, Carr~, p. 333, F major .. 
I~i~).pp. 241-242, bars 39-47, c minor (Sextet ~~d Chorus, 
Ibid.,_ :p., 41. 
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TABLE OF TEEL.ATIC DUPLICATION 
Fate Theme: 
Prelude, bars 121-148, Porm B 
'tJf 4, Chorus of 
Cigarette Girls, 123-127., 127-131, A 
134-135, 140-141, 144-145, AA 
Scene, 5-6, AA .; 6, 'li 
13-24, B 
43-51, AA 
:# ,, 7, Duet, 107-109, AA 
Chorus of VJ'om.en, 141(19)-141(21), 141(23:)'-141(25), /,' 8, 1r 
141(27)-141(41) eight times, AA 
# 9, Melodrama, 89.f90~ 91-92, AA 
if 17, Duet, 1·51-158, B 
:ft· 20, Trio, 170-180, 270-273, A 
~ 24, Finale to Act III, 146-149, B 
# 26, March and Chorus, 328-329, 300-3~1, AA 
# 27, Juet and Final Chorus, 162-179, 201-202, 203-204 BB 
La Cuac1rilla Theme: 
Prelude, A major, bars 
# 26, Chorus, E major, 
A rnaj or, 
A major, 
B fl~:1.t major, 
A major, 
A major, 
# 27, Duet and Final Chorus 
G major, 
A major, 
Refrain of the Toreador: 
Prelude; F major 9 
~~ 14, Couplets, F major, 
/l: 14 bis, Exit of Escamillo 
::::; major, 
11 24, Finale to Act III, 
1-50 (all), l0l-120(A section only) 
2-18 (Intro. based on A section) 
27-92 ( all) · 
128-143, 204-222 (A section only) 
162-178 (Intro. based on A section) 
222-238, 311-328 (code based on A) 
299(1)-299(16) (A section only) 
110~125 (A section only) 
152-161 (A section, interrupted) 
51-101 ( tvdce) 
36-59 (twice), 94-117 {twice) 
24-27 coda 
12 bar introduction (chorus) 
1-12, 13-20 (chromatic coda} 
D flat major, 41-52 (chromatic) 
F major, 152-163 (also 152(1)-152(22).) 
,, 
'fi' 26, March and Chorus, 
~{· 27, 
A major, 182-204 
Duet and Final Chorus, 
F sharp major, 
( G flat major), 189-201 
1 ~Ucagla Theme: 
it 7, Duet, B flat major, bars 57-73, 130-145 
# 24, Finale to Act III, 
B flat major, 72-89 
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.·in duple meter; the other version occurs in the Prelude, bars 
l23-13o1 ,and is in triple meter. In the table the former is 
referred to as A and its abbreviated form at bar 134-135 as 
•AA. Similarly, the latter, B, is called BB in its cut form. 
This chromatic motive is the very core of Carmen; there 
is no doubt that it appeared bizarre indeed to the first listen-
ers. Nevertheless, it is not without precedent. Bizet had a 
.weakness for establishing one theme as the sunnnation of the en-
tire meaning of a story. In L'Ar~esi~ this motive appears at 
the very crucial climaxes of the drama in # 6, Melodrama et Choeur 
. Final, and in # 27, F'inale., 3 It is interesting in passing that 
this music is melodically similar to the 'fate' motive from Carmen, 
. although it is disguised by the c :.romatic harmonies .. 
An even more-striking forerunner of the 'fate' theme 
.occurs in# lB of Lea Pecheurs de Perles: 
It is notable that the music of Jos~, the only character 
who remains in a state of f'lux affected by all others, is 
1. 
'2., 
3. 
4. 
Bizet, 
Ibid .. , 
Bizet, 
Bizet, 
Carmen, p .. 4. 
p .. 41., 
LtArl~sienne, p., 19 and p. 85. 
Lea Pecheurs de Perles, p. 20 .. 
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never repeated. 1 The similarity of his line in Act III, "Tu me 
dis de la suivren$12 to the Duet with Ivlica~Ua in Act I, "Un 
·baiser de ma m~re", 3 can be only a coincidence. I am very certain 
. that Bizet did not intend a reference to the duet to be made at 
this point in the dramatic action. 
The recurrent themes referred to above and in the table 
are not structural parts of the musical sections as they becom.e . 
.. in the lr'J'agner music-dramas.. In nearly every case they are no 
more than a means of dramatic expression to Bizet, surprisingly 
similar in their appearances to the technique of Puccini and 
·.the Italian ::.chool twenty years later .. 
An examination of the score as a whole indicates that 
the ratio of ABA form to AAB for.m is about two to one, probably 
.i slightly higher than in Wagner., There are four sections in 
rondo form, .ff: 10~ # 15, ll 20, and 11 21, not an extraordinary 
number in a F'rench opera of this period.. Two nurnbers are in two. 
verses with refrains and coda 11 and one number has three verses 
with refrains and coda., Both# 7, the Duet between rros~ and 
roicagla, and # 8, the Chorus of Women, are in ABAB form. Number 
3b is a two-voiced canon based on ~f 3, and the beginning of the 
Finale to Act I, ~f: 11, is a short fugatto., 
One of the most interesting hints to Bizet's creative 
power is the aria"·~f MicaE:Jla, "J.e dis que rienne m'~pouvante". 41 
1. The fact that the melody of Jos~ 's Canzonetta, if 16 11 (p .. 185) 
is used for the Entr'acte to Act II {p. 110) does not alter 
'<c' .~thi•s' statemerrt; '·' :;;.:• ~:.::; .:·A;:':, ' \ -'. :: .. 7. • 
Bizet, Carmen,# 24, bars 90-101, p. 324. 
Ibid., # 7, bars 73-74, p., 64 
-u-- , # 22, p. 300 ff. 
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Typically traditional to the Op6ra~comique style, the aria 
.resemble~ in a sense the Cavatina of Faust, nsalutSJ de::neure 
:chaste et pure." Meilhac and Hal6vy wrote a typical two-verse 
text•' Bizet used the entire second stanza for the B section 
. IJ 
of the ABA Coda form, repeated the A section, and ad~ed a short 
coda based on the text which originally served as refrain for 
both verses. Thus a traditional ABA aria came from two equi-
valent eight-line verses. The music for this particular number 
was originally composed for La Griselidis, an op6ra comique 
in three acts by Sardou.l This work was unfinished, and Bizet 
says in a letter of February 26, 1871 that he burned the score.2 
Not only is lvlica~!la' s Aria the product of one of Bizet's 
earlier operas, but it also contains elements of other composi-
tions. The horns and celli in the accompaniment recall Leila's 
Cava.tina ucorr.ra.e autrefois" :from Lea Pecheurs de Perles, also in 
.9/8 meter. Winton Dean points out that one of Bizet's early 
vocal duets with piano accompaniment, Revons, contains the same 
3 
.characteristic cello figure in the middle section. Despite its 
·.traditional background, Micaf!la w s Aria has survived as one of the 
most popular in operatic literature. 
The outbreaks of Don Jos~ in the Finale to Act III, first 
in a flat major, then in G rnajor, comprise one of the climaxes 
:of the score. The mus:J.;c for .these sections originated seven 
1. Pigot, ~Cit., p. 263. 
2. Ibid., P• 35. 
3., Dean, Op .. Cit .. , pp .. 125-126., 
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years earlier in La Coupe du Roi du Thule; a fragment manuscript 
,of this opera exists at the Librairie du Conservatoire in Paris. 
The entire section is substantially the same as in Carmen; 
moreover it, too, is repeated later a semi-tone higher.. Bizet's 
ability to remove the musical climax from an u:nfinished work and 
apply it where it becomes the peak of another is astoa~ding: 
Two other numbers {curiously enou,z;h also from the Third 
,Act) were not composed for Carmen but owe their existence in the: 
opera to the fact that they were not used in the final version 
.of L'Arl~sienne; these were the Entr'acte to Act III and the 
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Ensemble # 21.1 ~1e latter seems to be as happy in its setting 
:to the text, 11 !~uant aux douaniers c 1 est notre affaire", as in 
the Ol"iginal, ttPour recolter le vermillion" .. 2 The Entr'acte 
is a less-fortunate choice, however, for as beautiful as it is 
from the angles of melody, orchestral color, and simplicity, it 
fails to set the mood for the climax of dramatic excitement 
:within the act .. 
1. Bellaigue, Georges Bizet, Sa Vie et Ses Oeuvres, p .. 53. 
2. Gauthier-Villars, Op. Cit., p. lOO. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In the third chapter of this paper much discussion has 
been given to 1new 1 Carmen music discovered in the Autograph. 
The history of the rehearsals and first perform&,ce of the 
.opera in 1874 and 1875 gives some indication of the tremendous 
'pressure which was exerted upon Bizet from every side. The 
;manager of the OpE!ra.-Comique, Camille du Locle, stated publicly 
that this was ,•~musique cochinchinoise, on ne comprend rien";l 
:both du Locle and the librettists, Meilhac and Ha.l~vy, fought 
the composer at every turn in an attempt to soften the harsh 
realism of the plot which they feared would offend patrons of 
the theater. They begged him to break up continuous musical 
numbers into several sections to give the audience a chance to 
:applaud; the orchestra declared certain sections were unplayable; 
the chorus, non too good at its best, also rebelled at the music 9 
·,and some became ill from cigarette smoke; Bizet's requirements 
for drarr~tic stage action confused a company in the habit of 
standing and singing in the traditional poses; Ga.lli-Mari~.~~ the 
first Carmen, repeatedly demanded new entrance music for 
herself; the tenor Lh!:lrie was a!:bull of a man who simply could 
not sing on pitch without accompaniment; the date for the 
1. Landormy, Op. Cit., p •. 35. 
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:premiel"'e was twice set and postponed; and word finally leaked 
~ 
'out to the public that this was a poor piece with shockine; moral" 
implications and a confused and unintelligible musical score. 
As a result of this situation many concessions were made 
!by the composer to singers, management, libnettists, and public 
taste. Bizet himself called the watered-down result 11une ~dition 
"tr~s expurg~e 11 ! 1 These concessions are clearly reflected in the. 
Autograph Manuscript as discussed in Chapter III of this paper .. 
It is virtually certain that many of the deletions made in the 
:score by Bizet were the result of this outside pressure to make 
·a production which would fi:b the particular traditions J and 
physical limitations of the Op~ra-Comique in 1875. It is equally 
1
1 
true that during the period of composition Bizet could not foresee 
•i 
certain situations which beca~me evident on the stage, and that 
therefore some cuts represent honest improvements made by the 
composer.. Much can be done to redeem the original flavor of this 
iwork as it was conceived by a careful re-exa..'1lina tion of the pas<§o 
i 
·sages cut from the score and of the reasons for their dismissal.· 
History also shows that after Bizet's premature death the 
·score was edited to ~some extent by l::rnest Guiraud and J,:..ersons 
unknown. \'ihile the Guiraud version has become an established 
.:masterpiece, there is no evidence that Bizet intended to revise 
I 
,the work as a 'grand op~ra' in just this form, or that the 
original op~ra-comique version might not have achieved the srune 
1. Gauthier-Villars, Op. Cit., p. 107. 
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;popular success in other theaters. 1 In any case, most opera 
houses will cling to the Guiraud revision; a few may come to 
''realize that Carmen in its essence belongs to the masterpieces 
of opera with spoken dialogue. It is a shocking fact, however, 
the the original Carmen has been mutilated by Guiraud and others 
'Who added ballet music expressly forbidden by Bizet and eliminated 
music to be found i~ the first edition. Not one current printing 
of the score is available without Guiraud's music beine; mi.:sed 
,indiscriminately with Bizet's, and not one edition contains the 
name of the former in conjunction with that of the composer .. 
The O_pl!ra-Comique in Paris still continues to present a 
!modified versj.on of the_ dialogues and some bars of recitative 
I 
~by Guiraud.. A recorded version of a contemporary performance 
at this theater issued on Columbia long-playing records contains 
.: dialogues abbreviated for the purposes of the recording so that 
no comparison with the published libretto is possible. This 
recordinc does not contain ballet music, but the recitative of 
· Guiraud preceedin :: ~HcaEHa' s Aria, # 23, is still performed. 
''The coda to the C!lorus, f.i: 25, has been restored from the Auto-
·graph; neither the Scene and Pantomime fol" r~oral~s, # 2, nor 
the missing sections of the Jos~-Escamillo duet are included, 
:however, the latter omission being the most serious. Vlfhere 
1. Bizet had entered into negotiations with the Vienna opera 
before his death. In order to have had his opera performed 
there he would probably have been oblic;ed to rewrite certain 
sections and replace the dialogue with recitatives of his 
own. The fact that Bizet had. considered this revision does' 
not lesson the complaint: against performins the work today 
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iBizet indicated certain lines to be spoken during the music, the 
.ire cording either omits them or includes them in the preceedil:g 
dialogue. In the Chorus, {I 8, Zuniga still sings the spoken 
line set to music by Guiraud. 
This dilemma is partially due to the fact that some 
1important Carmen music is no lon·:er available in the Autogl"aph. 
Principally, however, it is the result of a basic adherence to 
false traditions which has prevented a re-birth of the work as 
Bizet conceived it. It is a reflection of the careless attitude 
;or French musicologists who maintain that since the opera is 
successful in its present form, there is little reason for 
:attempting to follow the composer's wishes. 
I cannot agree with this concept, for to do so places 
:Guiraud, du Locle, and Carvalho ahead of Bizet and implies that 
'the latter did not know his own mind.. On the followine pages I 
have outlined music which should be restored to present a dialog,le 
.. performance of the opera as the composer intended it. Three of 
these sections were performed in 1875 and appear in the first 
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edition. The Scene and Pantomime, 1¥ 2, is listed with reservations, 
, however. Although this is charminr; music which sets the mood 
,of the story to follow, it probably does not belong in Carmen 
·I 
for two reasons. At the beginning of the opening scene it delays 
. the introduction of all of the principal characters, and there 
frankly is no reason at all why ~.Ioralf!Js should have an aria. 
The duet between Escamillo and Jos~ is another matter. Here is 
!first-rate descriptive music written far ahead of its time. 
of Bizet's era to take part in 
"-" 
MUSIC WEICH SHOULD BZ RESTORED TO TIIE DIALOGUE 
VERSIOH OF CARlVIEJ:·Jl 
'# 2., Scene and Pantomime 
First edition, pp. 20-28,2 122 bars 
·if 3 bis, Melodrama. 
Ms. PPe 52 bis- 57, 72 bars 
Reprise of 1! 3, Cl1dl"'U8 of C~::1ildr(m 
Ms. pp. 64-65, Bars 60(1)-60(8} 
# 4, Chorus of Cigarette Girls 
Ms. p. 83, Bars 112(1)-112(36)3 
'f-i 8' Chorus 
I Ms. pp. 147-149, 
:Ms .. pp. 149-152, 
Ns. pp. 154-155, 
Bars 126-142, counterpoint of 
soldiers 
Bars 141(1)-141(54) 
Bars 158-176, counterpoint of 
soldiers 
, 1'1 9, 11Ie1odrama 
Ms. p. 162, Bars 20(1)-20(2) 4 
Bars 20(3~-20(4)~ 
Bar 37(1) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
! 5. 
6 .. 
7. 
8 .. 
Ms. p. 163, 
1~1s. p. 164, 
ks. p. 166, 
lls. pp. 167-169, 
Bars 37(2)-37(16) 
Bar 53(1)7 
Bars 76(1)-76(2)f8 
Bars 78(1)-78(21;, 
Bars 85(1)-85(2)4 
-----·--·-··-
Unless otherwise noted, this music will be found in Apvendix 
B of this paper. 
See Appendix A. Orchestration missing for these pages. 
This music is missing from the Autograph. 
Perhaps Bizet wanted to cut these bars. Their use depenJS 
upon the integration of music and spoken lines during this 
melodrama. 
Identical to bars 21 and 25 of the second edition. 
Not in Appendix B.· Bar 37{1) is identical to bar 38 of the 
second edition. 
Not in Appendix B. 
second edition .. 
Hot in Appendix B. 
75-76. 
Bar 53(1) is identical to bar 54 of the 
Bars 76(1}-76(2) are identical to bars 
:- :_---,..:_~-==~-- .-::-:::.:---:: ~--_ ~~-·-"'_---_-::= ~~--::-;;;;:__-;._:;__;c:- -
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!•l!TTSIC WHICH SHOULD BE R~STORED TO THE DIALOGUE 
VTiRSIO:i'J OF CARMEN, cont .. 
JL 
'; 1t 11., Finale to Act I 
Ms. pp. 190-191, 16 ban introduction 
:,'/; 17, Duet 
" Ms. pp. 305-306, Bars 116(1)-116(14) 
r: 23, Duet 'if 
99-1871 First edition, pp .. 277-282, Bars 
I 
!I" 
',!}; 25, Chorus II 
111-1252 Ms. pp. 503-504, Bar'S 
First edition, p. 310, Bars 111-125 
1.. See Appendix A. Orchestration missing for these pages. 
2. Guiraud pasted a. new page with his bar 111 right over Bizet 
bars 111-116 in the Autograph; see Appendix B, Ms. p. 504. 
These bars may be found in the first edition, p. 310; see 
Appendix A. 
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an extended duel with knives was probably quite amusin?- if not 
,, physically dangerous, t~1is is music of e;reat ferocity ·which can 
be stB,f!;ed today with rauscular youne men in a thoroughly realistic. 
, manner. The coda to the Chorus, 1~; 25, was dis carded by Guira ud 
when the ballet was inserted, so there can be no question 
whether it should be resLored to the score. Unfortunately, the 
·orchestration to the fil•st two numbers mentioned above has been 
, se:t.;arated frora the Autograph, and Guiraud has partially destroyed 
that of the third., The taslc of re-orchestrating this music is 
:not formidable, however, since the piano reduction of the 
:composer is available. 
Of the music which was not included in the premiere, the 
: llielodrama, 1:!· 3 bi s, ancl a portion of' the Duet, If 17, were 
:definitely cut against Bizet's wishes. The former, a canon at 
the octave fo1• solo strinr;s, contains inner cuts made by the 
·; cmnpo scr, indica tine; that he atte~npted a compromise with the 
' 
•opposition; the final elimination was not in his handwrit:i.nr:;., 
The mana~eua nt of the Op~ra-Contique fought constantly to 
. shorten the love duet between Carmen and Jos~ or to insert 
:m.iF",ht soften the moral impact upon musical breaks where applause ~ 
the audience. The short cut following bar 116 may have been only 
i b Bi t This ~usic is necessary to insure. ~ a tolcen concess on y ze .. • .... 
iS. 
smooth transition into the following B najor tonality. The 
'ori~inal modulates to the dominant seventh chord of that key. 
In the second e-.Lition, however, this cut forces a sudden 
f d in ..,nt seventh chord in E flat major 
1 
deceptive cadence rom a om .... 
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}iiol•e important is the fact that as Ol.,ie;inally 
·. to tonic B major. ,~~ =" __ ·- c .• .,-:..c. • ..:::;;c: 
written, this music provides Carmen with an additional dramatic 
level in her fight with Jos6. She at first feigned anger \ilihen 
Jost!l announced his decision to return to camp.. Now Carmen sar-
·castically echos Jost!l 1 s words to the same music; 19 Il souf'fre de 
partir, car jamais, j araais femme avant moi aussi prof'ond~!:ient 
n'avait troublt!l son ~en.l This section from the Autograph helps 
prepare for the later real outbreak of' her fury. 
The orchestral interlude in the Chorus, ll 8, contains two 
raelodic st.atements which are heard elsewhere in the first act 
and serve to unify the whole. One of these the::1es forms the 
basis for a sixteen bar introduction to lf ll, the Finale to Act 
I. ~be Autograph also contains music for the soldiers to sing in 
fi 8, e;iving them a more-prominent position .. in the action.. This 
music was undoubtedly cut because of its teclmical difficulty; 
with the impl"ovement :l.n choral standards today it might well be 
restored .. 
The center portion of the Chorus of Cigarette Girls, 7/' 4, 
originally contained a c'horus for tenors.. That this music bec&J.ile 
separated fl"'om the Autograph is most unfortunate, for its absence 
leaves little opportunity for the men to carry out their proposal 
of whisperine; sweet words of love to the cigarette workers., 'i'he 
short cut in the Heprise of If 3, the Chorus of Children, is a 
:typical example of Bizet 1 s melodic development and heichtens the 
illusion of the parade disappearin;:; in the distance. 
1.. Ses A~,}.Jendix B, his. pp. 305-306, bars 116(1) -116(14). 
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In addition to eliminating the ll Guiraud recitatives 
printed as separate musical nwnbers in the second edition~l 
certain other of his recitatives must be removed from Bizet 
nwnbers. These include # 3~ bars 148-156; # 9, bars 1-10, 22-24, 
39-42~ 55-58.~~ and 95-121; ii 13_. bars 14-26; fl 16, bars 29-37; 
d Jt 22 an tt .. , bars 1-20. The spoken lines which he set to music in 
Jj. 8 J! 9 
71 ' "it ' i/ 11, and 1i 16 should be returned to their original 
form, just as should the text cut from # 6 and 'If 22.. This 
carrying-over of the dialogue into the introduction of the 
following musical number was an attempt by Bizet to bring the 
text and music closer together and eliminate the undesirable 
division where words stopped and the orchestra ber.;an,. There is 
no place for ballet as such in the dialoeue opera; all necessary 
dancing can be included in the musical numbers of the sco1,e., 
The possibility exist that additional music found in the 
Autograph miGht be used.. In many cases these were revisions to 
shorten the opera. Such instances include the orchest1•al intro-
ductions to '14~ 4, 1'/: 8, and ir 13, as well as repeated portions of 
the Reprise of if 3, it- 18, :fi 26, and the chorus in #? 14 bis.. It 
would be an interesting experiment to perform the ori~inal 
backstage fanfares of the chorus in # 27 (discarded at the Comique 
because of their technical difficulty) and the first version of: 
the ending of the third act in· which Esca.rnillo and Jos~ have 
-·~,---·---··· ~·----·-····-·-·-
'1. Thesu recitatives include lf 3 bis, 7}i 6 bis, 11 7 bis, 12 bis, 
1•
1* 14 bis :!!: 14 quater, if 15 bis, 11 16 bis, 1l~ 19 bis, I ll II ., ii' 20 bi s, and :ft- 22 bis .. 
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Reprise of ff 3, Chorus of Children 
Ms. pp. 60-61, Bars 24(1)-24(16)1 
# 4, Chorus of Cigarette Girls: 
Ms. pp .. 70-71, 
8, Chorus 
lvls. p .. 137, 
Reprise of # 1~, Chorus 
Ifts. pp.. 227-228, 
# 14 bis, Exit of Escamilla 
Ms. p., 253, 
1~~ 15, Quintet 
rrts. pp. 267-268, 
18, Finale to Act II 
]!.ls. pp .. 349-350, 
Ms. pp. 350-351, 
.~k 24, Finale to Act III 
Ms. pp. 470-471, 
LI~S. pp. 4?6-479 .II 
Bars 2(1)-2(12) 
Bal"'S 4 (1) -4 ( 4) 
9 bar introduction2 
12 bar chorus introduction3 
Bars 114-1181 change4 in orchest111ation 
Bars 137(1)-137(14} 
Bars 138-154, tenors ancl 
basses dou~1e cellos 
and basses 
6 bars to repl~ce bars 
113-116 
22 bars to rep~ace bars 
152-160 
---- ·-------
:1. Hot in Appendix B. This section is the same as l/: 3, bars 
92-108. 
2. Guiraud pasted his recitative over these bars in the 
Autograph. 
3. Bars 11-12 are in Appendix B, Ms. p., 253., Ten b~:·rs missing 
from the Autograph. This section vvas an E major statement 
for chorus only of the refrain from # 14. 
4. Bizet may have corrected this to make it easier for 31 
Danca!ro. 
5. Not in AP1;endix B. 
6. This is an earlier version of the ending of the third act., 
Bizet re-wrote it for reasons unknown. 
12-9 
,, 
fi' 
q 
'If 
; 1. 
,j 
I! 2. 
ADDITIONAL CARMEN MUSIC, cont. 
26, I·!iarch and Chorus 
IW:s. p. 532, Bars 217(1)-217(4) 
Ms. pp. 537-538, Bars 263(1)-263(9) 
IVis. pp. 542-544, Ba.r•s 299(1)-299(16)1 
27, Duet and Final Chorus 
Ms .. p .. 563, Bars 125{1)-125(7) 
~i~s .. pp .. 563-5.64, Bars 126-1302 
':\" pp .. 566-568, Bars 150-163~ MS., 
J,=s. 1J· 570, Bars 180-182 
--- -·-------·---
Not in Appendix B. These bars are identical to # 26~ bars 
43-58 of the second edition. 
Not in Appendix B. Bizet pasted simplifications of the 
orisinal right on top of one another. 
Not to be used unless the originals for footnote 2 are ob-
tained. Here Bizet corrected the original by re-writing 
it beloviT. 
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have considerably more singing. 
In the final analysis it is only by actually perf'orming 
these sections that a significant judgement of their dramatic 
and musical merits may be obtained, for opera is neither music 
nor drama,but musical theater .. Carmen remains the greatest 
r.1a.sterpiece in the French tradition of opera-comique.. In the 
~ords of Gabriel Faur~: 
"That the story of M~rrim~e transported to 
the stage of the Salle Favart should have been able 
in 1875 to surprise and bewilder a public rooted 
in habit, that it seemed to conforn1 little to the 
tradition of the Opera-Comique, is understandable. 
But what one cannot understand is that the mus:lc 
of Bizet, so clear, so fresh, so full of color, 
sensibilit~ and charm, did not conquer the public 
from the first moment.,nl 
1.. Le Figaro, 24 December, 1904, translated by PaPker, 
Op. Cit., p .. 89. 
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C01JTE1~TS OF APPENDIX Al 
Title page of first edition showing Bizet's inscription2 
ii 2, ScE!ne et Pantomime, !1!oral~s and Chol"Us of dragoons, 
pp. 20-28 
# 23, Duet, bars 99-187, pp. 277-2823 
:f:J': 25, Chorus, bars 111-125, p. 310 
1. Unless otherwise noted these pages were reproduced from 
a micro-f:i..lm of the first edition in the British 11:useu..."'ll. 
2 .. Heproduced from a plate in Delmas, Op,. Cit.~ 
3. Ibid., pp. 93, 95, 97, 99, 101, and 102. 
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APPENDIX A 
VOCAL SCORE OF UNKNmVN SECTIONS FROM THE 
FIRST EDITION 
T:ltJ.e 
•• 133 
.. 
Operatomique en q acte& 
. D:& . • • 
PROSPER MERiMEE 
biNd, 
H MtlLJ{AC et L.HALM 
.Jifuaiq Itt de 
Fae .. Simil6 de Ia' Premiere Page de Ia Partition de Carmen. 
(Oollect~io!f Marc DEL·l!AS.) 
:tO 
SCi:ItB BT • .l.liTOiiiD. 
'"'"·CD....... I 
MOIU.US. . ~~:, I I I 
TlilliO!lt>. 
Dragons, 
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Cet hommage d. ailleurs, etait destine A rester 
manuscrit. Bizet, homme de sens, n",avait point 
rhabitude de semer A tous les vents le pollen de 
son cerveau et savait fort bien qu'une reuvre doit 
s'adresser A l"univers au lieu d' etre jetee en 
pature a la vanite de .« Monsieur Un Tel. » II 
n' aurait done pas laisse subsister ce don de 
lui .. mem·e a r impr·ession et c' est peut-etre A 
dessein qu'il a choisi un tirage de rebut pour 
r effectuer sans encombre. N ous devons r en 
remercier outre-tombe car nous reportons A cette 
heureuse circonstance la double possession et de 
r autographe et de la premiere version disparue 
de puis. 
L,. apparence exterieure de cette venerable re~ 
lique n" offre rien de bien particulier, sauf sa pre-
~ous! __ _ 
Meme mou,·t 
1. - Te:de primitif de la partition de BIZET. 
:'f 2$ cant .. 
.II" •, Jl 13~ 
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(Combat. Eunillu '""" ~•lntP eilerehe seulellll'nt a ae dolf•odre) 
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Tu·m'epargiles. mau. 
2. ·- T e:de primitif de _Ia partition Je BIZET. 
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3. - Texte primiii/ de Ia partition de BIZET. 
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4. - Texte primitif de la partition de BIZET. 
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7fl 23, cont .. 142 
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APPEI-IDIX B 
ORCHESTRAL SCORE OF Ul~KNO~~ SECTIONS FROM THE 
AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT 
il 1 1f , 
# 3, 
2 Ms., p .. 38, 
CONTENTS OF APPE~TDIX Bl 
The omission of # 2:, the lJioral~s aria. 
Ms .. pp .. 52bis-57, Melodrama, # 3 bis, 72 bars 
Reprise of # 3, 
'll 
tf 4, 
8, 
;!J 
7f 9, 
# 11, 
,.f~ 
'fl 14 
:JJ. 
;it 15, 
If 
ff 16, 
Ms. pp., 64-65, 
Ms .. pp .. 70-72, 
Ms. p .. 83, 
r~~s. p., 137, 
IVi:s .. pp.l47-152, 
l1is o pp .. 154-155, 
Ms .. p .. 162, 
Ms .. p. 164, 
Ms. pp. 168-169, 
lMls. pp. 190-191, 
Ms. p .. 196, 
bis 
Ms. p. 253, 
Ms. pp .. 267-268, 
I\lls., p .. 287, 
Cut of bars 60(1)-60(8) 
Cut of bars 2(1)-2(12) and 15(1) 
Omission<;of' chorus of tenors, 8 pp. 
Cut of bars 4(1)-4(4) 
Chord cut at bar 124 
Soldiers' line cut at bars 126-141 
g~t·,·~~-~~:~s lf~lZlj :i:~(~~~en at bar 
Soldiers' line cut at bars 158-176 
Cut of bars 20(1)-20(2) by Bizet 
Cut of bars 20(3)-20{4) by Guiraud 
Cut of bars 37(2)-37(13) by Bizet 
141 
Cut of bars 78(1)-78(21) and 85(1)-85(2) 
by Bizet 
Cut of 16 bar introduction 
Cut of bars 63{1)-63(5) 
Omission of chorus in # 14 bis, 3 pp., 
Change in orchestration at bars 114-118 
Omission of original manuscript of 1i 16 , 
Printed version substituted after Guiraud 
17, Ms .. pp. 305-306, Cut of bars 116(1)-116(14) 
if 18, Ms. pp. 349-350, Cut of bars 137(1)-137(14) 
Bass and tenor chorus line cut at bars 
138-154 
----------------
1. All bars numbers refer to the second edition and then the bar 
of the insert cut in the Autograph; for example, 21(3) is 
the third bar of the insert which follows bar 21 in the 
second edition. Bars marked 'omission' do not appear in the 
Autograph. !•lusic in Appendix B printed from a micro-film 
of the i~utograph manuscript in the Conservatoire, Paris. 
2. :Ms. p. is an abbreviation for :Manuscript page no. 
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CONTENTS OF APPENDIX B9 cont .. 
# 23, Ms. p. 453, Omission of bars 101-168, 14 pp .. 
. # 24, Ms. pp .. 471-472, Cut of 6 bars in favor of insert, bars 
113-116 
Ms. pp .. 476-480 Cut of 22 bars in favor on insert, bars 
152-160 
Cut of insert, bars 158(1)-158(3} 
# 25, Ms. pp. 503-504, Cut of bars 111-125 by Guiraud 
New bar 111 pasted over 
!>is., p., 503 by Guiraud 
,. 
1f 26, :Ms. p .. 
!1ls .. pp .. 
l\~S,. p .. 
i :/1 2'7, Ms. p. 
I.'Is .. pp. 
532, 
53'7-538, 
5t.l:2, 
563, 
5'70-572, 
Cut of bars 217(1)-217(4) 
Cut of bars-263(1)-263(9) 
Cut of bars 298(1) and bars 299(1)-
299(16) 
Cut of bars 125(1)-125(7) 
Simplification of chorus line at bars 
180-18~ 
Cut of bars 188(1)-188(2) 
Omission of bars 188{3) ff., 4 pp. 
Alteration of bars 189-190 because of 
above omission 
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APPENDIX C 
THE EXISTENCE OF MORE EARLY 
CARMEN MUSIC 
APPE1~DIX C 
H .. Sutherland Edwards, English historian and litterateur, 
~aintains that, contrary to public opinion~ the role of Carmen 
:was not written for Galli-Marie: 
I 
;) 
r 
"Bizet~ attracted by Mlle Roze vi great talents, 
both as a singer and as an actress, wrote yhe principal 
part of his opera specially for her.. On consideration~ 
Mlle., Roze consented to create the part, and her 
engagement in England alone prevented her from carrying 
out her promise .. 
"ThenBizet, in order to secure the production 
of his opera without delay~ rewrote the part of 
1Carrnen' for Iflll1e., Galli-Marie~ whose voice with its 
limited range has neither the low notes of the 
contralto nor the high notes of the soprano .. n2 
Edwards goes on to say: 
nAccordine; to the original plan as worked out 
for Mlle. M.arie Roze, Carmen was to have been presented 
as capable of remorse; and after the scene in which 
she foretells her death by the cards, was to be left 
alone, to give vent to her feelings in a pathetic air .. 
Two fully developed airs -~vere in fact written for 
Carmen, which have never been heard: one in the mountain 
scene with the situation just referred to, and one in 
the last act in the place now occupied by the ballet 
music borrowed chi~fly from the composer's 1Jolie 
Fille:de Perth'."~ 
Although this author's reputation for accuracy is at 
times open to question, there is a good possibility that this 
·music might actually have been sketched. A clipping from the 
:New York Dramatic News, found by chance in the front of a copy 
·of Choudens' Vocal Score of Carmen owned by the Boston Public 
.Library, lends credence at least to the fact that the opera 
1.. Marie Roze, wife of Col .. Henry lViapleson, a fa.'1lous impresario. 
:2. Edwards, The Prima Donna, pp. 228-229. 
3.. Ibid., p., 230 .. 
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was first intended for Mlle. Roze; whether or not the music 
referred to in Colonel Mapleson's letter might contain sketches 
for Edwards' two missing Carmen arias has never been determined. 
· Since Marie Roze actually left Paris some time before the 
• rehearsals began in 1874, this is quite possible. 
Everett House 
N. Y., Sept. 19, 1878 
"To the Editor of the :Jra.matic News: 
SIR- In your last issue you state that 
11
'Gar-.men' was written for Mlle., Iviarie, and the part 
of 'Virginia' for Mlle. Heilbron .. " Permit me, 
however, to state thai both the operas of Carmen 
and Paul al'!.9: . ...Y.!.:r.:.I£inia were specially composed .for 
Mm.me .. 1Larie .. Roze-Mapleson.. Prior, however, to the 
production of these operas in Paris, ~~1e. Roze 
signed a five years' engagement with my father, 
Colonel Mapleson, which necessitated her leaving 
Paris, and consequently prevented her from creating 
the above roles. Carmen was, nevertheless, produced 
with I·..t:m..vne., Palli-l~~arie ;-and Paul and Virginia with 
Mlle .. Ritter as Virginia and Gapoul as Paul. If 
any further evidence on this point is necessary, 
~ill1e. Roze has in her possession numerous autograph 
letters and manuscripts of the soprano roles, both 
from Georges Bizet and from Victor Mass~, the 
respective composers of Carmen and Paul and 
Virginia, which conclusively prove that both of 
these operas were written for her.. At the 
production of both these operas in London, the 
papers, in criticising the performances, duly 
credited Mme. Roze with these facts. 
Henry Maples on 11 
---· --·-·-------
1. Opera by Victor Mass~, produced at l'Op~ra on Nov. 15@ 1876~ 
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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
Through a strange set of historical coincidences Bizet's 
,'masterpiece of French op~ra-comique has not been printed or 
'performed in the original version since its premiere in Paris 
·,in 1975. Conceived as a dialogue opera, Carmen was only partially 
;acclaimed by French Cl"'itics and public.. The moral objections to' 
,J J.~~rrim~e 's gypsy tale discouraged patrons of the Op~ra-Cor.aique, 
f'or many years a. traditional place for a.rrangine; marriages 
.between the sons and daughters of well-to-do French fa.rnilies .. 
:Bizet was assailed by crys of quagnerism' in the local press. 
,,vpposition from the theater manager, 'M. Camille du Locle,~~ and 
from the members of the company was encountered from the outset. 
':Singers and orchestra complained about the technical impossibility 
;of the music; the librettists urged Bizet to eliminate any 
coarseness from Galli-lv'Ia.ri~'s interpretation of the title role; 
•and the management pleaded with him to shorten the musical numbers 
and provide places where audience applause might soften the ::toral 
',impact of the work. 
As a result of these pressures nearly 40 musical sections 
•·· totalling over 600 bars were cut from Carmen during 1874 and 
:1875. u~~ile the Autograph reveals many (but not all) of these 
;deletions in Bizet's handwriting, careful analysis shows that 
<'• 
.l often they we1 .. e forced up:m the composer by conditions mentioned' 
I 
above and were therefore against his wisheso An attempt should 
be made to restore such music the worth of the 
v 
individual sections and the impor•tance played by them in the 
opera as a whole~ 
The most important of these deletions occur in the first 
two acts. A delightful melodrama, ll= 3 bis, is a complete 
;music::;.l number comprised of a canon at the octave for solo 
, violin and cello and based on the Chorus of Children, :/i 3 .. 
,Bizet's intention that the music should be played is ind:i.cated 
by the fact that while he made certain inner cuts himself, the 
final elimination of the pmece was by someone else. The Reprise 
of the Chorus of Chilfu,en contains a typical exa~mple of Bizet's 
melodic developeraent vihich heightens the effect of the chorus 
, retreating into the distance. The Chorus of Cigarette C'lirls, 
, 1:~ 4, lacks a central portion durinc: which the tenors sang to 
: the women. The unfortunate result is that the former have nov1 
no opportunity to carry out their expressed intentions of mur-
:murine sweet words of love to the latter. A lonG orchestral 
interlude in the Chorus, {/ 8, contains music of great impol"'tance 
which was probably cut because of its technical difficulty. Two 
:melodies presented during this interlude occur elsewhere in the 
'first act, and their appearance in # 8 was an attempt to unify 
; the act into a more-compact musical whole. One of these then1es 
forms the basis for a sixteen bar fugal introduction to the 
< Finale to Act I, 1f: 11.. A most important section of the love 
duet between Carmen and Jos~ was also eliminated acainst Bizet's 
wishes. Not only is this particular music necessary to achieve 
, a proper transition to the following key and to preserve the 
form this section allows Carmen one additional 
vi 
drrunatic level in her quarrel with Jos~. 
Bizet died only three months after the premiere.. Vienna 
had been negotiating to produce Carm~ in the fall of 1875, but 
!because of the traditions of that grand op~ra house, spoken 
;dialogue was not permitted. Bizet's close friend and associate,. 
!Ernest Guiraud, undertook to compose recitatives for the 
performance, and it is in this particular form that the opera 
first became successful throughout the world. 
In order to make room for the 375 bars of Guiraud 
recitative and the 172 bars of ballet music adapted by him from 
other works of Bizet, certain music of the first production 
was eliminated. This included the Scene and Pantomime, # 2, for 
M.oral~s and the chorus of soldiers, two additional fights in the 
, duel betwe~Sn Don Jos~ and bscamillo, 1~! 23, and tl-~e orchestral 
coda to the Chorus, # 25.. Because the first two numbers were 
literally torn from the Autograph, the orchestration has been 
lost. Fortunately, however, a rare copy of the first editicn 
, of Car:nen printed at the time of the premiere contains the 
cor.1poser 1 s piano-reduction of this music. Gui :r·aud pasted his 
; own endin8 right over the coda to # 25 in the Autograph, but this 
can also be reconstructed from the first edition. None of these 
'three important musical deletions has ever been printed since 18'75 
(although the third is now performed at the Op~ra-Comique), and 
their existence remains virtually unknown to biographers and 
critics of Bizet. 
Following a successful Viennese performance in 18?5, the 
fame of Carmen spread, slowly at first, then with gathering 
vii 
:momentum. The second edition and the published orchestra 
contain the music of Bizet and Guiraud mixed indiscriminately 
without any mention of the fact, and it is in this form that the 
'opera is generally heard today. 
In 1883 the success of the work had become so great in 
'the European capitols and even in the smaller cities of Irance 
'that the Opeira-Gomique was forced to stage a revival .. Either 
F 
:because of the open antagonism of M. Carvalho, successor to !,1,. 
j;du Locle, or because of the haste of performing before rival 
I 
:! 
,theatars had a chance, the production was ill-rehearsed and 
' 
' 
':withdrawn temporarily. The Guiraud revision (and not the 
,I 
:: 
ilAutograph) was used as a basis for this performance, probably 
I 
I 
,ibecause rehearsal scores, orchestra parts, etc. existed only in 
·I 
',I 
''this form. All the Guiraud re ci ta ti ve s excepting the one pre-
ceeding Micaela's third-act aria wel"'e replaced by revised versions 
viii 
·
1 of the original dialogues, but the ballet arrangements were retained. 
The music of Bizet which api~eared in the first edition and which 
,, was eliminated in shortening the work for the Vienna performance' 
was not re-instated, however.,, and it is in th:"Ls form that the 
'twork is heard in Paris today. 
The Gui:m ud revision of Carmen continues to be played 
with undiminishing popularity in every major opera house outside 
of France (only in comparatively recent times have all~.:the 
recitatives been performed at the Op~ra-Comique). The dialogue 
version was not given outside of France until the 1920's in 
i 
:Germany.. and is still rarely heard. The authentic version of this 
i 
'/greatest French 
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